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H. L. GREGG & Co.,
Successors to Warren & Gregg.

SHIP

BROKERS,
AND

COMMISSION

MERCHANTS I

108 Walnut St.,
Philadelphia*
H. L. Gregg,
J. B. Hamel, Jr.
_jama-ty_

jan25

ASSETS JAN. 1, 1872,
J. D.

MILL,

STAPLES, Prent.

Exchange

A

No. 43 Pine Street, Brown Block.

1

i

WARDING.

and 2 to 3 P. M.

Attorney
AT

S.)

LAW!

No. 18 Pemberton Sqr., Boston, Mass.
j
Refers to Hon. E. R. Hoar; Hon. Nathan Clifford,
Judge of the Supreme Court, U. S.; Hon. George F.
Shepley, Judge of the Circuit Court, IT. S.; Hon. D.
W. Gooch, and Hon. Ginery Twichell.
jn3-Gm
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Exchange
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at

Law,
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Inquire of,
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or

without

address,

Conductor

TUCKER,

on

B. & M. R.

y-,®-H.

J. D. Hbwleti. 3d Vice-Preet
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R.

Board

of Trade

Mo.

interest

m^pproved

SYMONDS,
dyed and finitihed.

and

Cloaks

& Oo

and

into

Exchange

IX lark

Hu.
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348 CONGBE88 STREET.

L.KEILER,

Fresco

▲ CARD—In thanking my former customers and
friends for the
they have bestowed upon
me tor the last n teen years, i have the pleasure in
recommending to them Mr. W. L. KKItERlor
a continuance of the same, teeling confident that he
is able to please all who mav give him a call in his
CHAS. S. SCHUMACHER.
line.

Hair Goods

No 152 Middle Street.
I

[PORTLAND, I?IE.
Copying and enlarging done to order
All the new styletP, Berlins, F^jibraots, McdaWion.
the Porcelain, of Mezzotint card,and the retouched
card, bv vhich new process we ge* rid of treck»es
moles, wrinkles, and all imperfections of the aiin.
Call and judge lor yourselves.
Ory*olio— Good work at Moderate PricA ini to Pleawe.
on.
may 20

II.

zioopjsb,
|
ESTEEtER
UPHO
Pablob Suits, Loukurs,
I’atrnt

IIU1I1VU

Brd

Lon.xnt,

Eg.

■

vuaii«)

0F"A1I kinds oi repairing neatly done. Furniboxed and ma'ted.
oc25-’69r T&Stf

SMALL

Wholesale Dealers in

Italian & American Marble,
Office

314 COJICBIM NTBEET,
Yard 43 PBEBLE DTBEET.
on
American

SHALL

hand

good assortment of Italian
Marble, and will receive oners to
kinds of Monumental stock, at prices

keep

and
cut to size all
that wilt not lail to be
•ls.

SHEBIDAB & GBIFFITH8,

PLAIN AND ORNAMENTAL
S TUCOO & MASTIC WORKERS,
PORTLAND, MS.

SO. C SOCTU ST.,

Prompt
n

our

attention i

COUNSELLOR

AT

__Jyl

.Shoo Store

KTAIL Shoe Stock in

Address

a

_J”4tt_Jan23

Portland Savings Bank.

I ^^dav^.'h “1’r lnin‘ls Bank’
flvstofS mnnii,3d’wlU “““ebce
FKANK

on

P

JankjTfcM

or

Strips.

Full

before Sat-

interest

on

the

*OYES, Trcas.

than 50

$18*500

and

in most

as

Company

or

and for

so

the first of April and October,

on

They are attended with

enterprises, and the prompt

are as

certain

as

financial

any future

on

application

in

person

Bankers,

23
is

Janl6d&w3m

Nassau Street, New York.

SAfiF r.WFFQF

Cumberland and Frank-

Real Estate Agents.
PROCTER, No. 93 Exchange

FOR

92 COMMERCIAL. ST*,
jan30-2w_“THOMAS BLOCK.”

PORTO RICO
N".

O.

DIFFERENT GRADES.

of

or

10

at tbe Daily PressJob
Si net. Portland.

SALE

BY

92 COMMERCIAL ST.,
“THOMAS

BLOCK."

NEW CROP
HSL

Printing

O.

Apply

jylStl

Furnished Koom to Let,

W

SMALL supply of this invaluable remedy for
Canrer, Scrofula, Rheumatism, Salt
Rhenm, Ulcers and all Rload Diseases, just
received from Ecuador. Price of the bark, with full
directions, $3 per j>ound; sent to all parts.
Address.
DR. WM. C. DOWNS,
ja5dtf_Nou6 Exchange Place Providence R. I.

QFFICES

FLUENT BLOCK,

I

Either Single

These offices

Co.

United States Hotel !

are

own

mod the nolo

Spring Term of the English and French
School, will begin on

THB

MONDAY,

FEB. 5th.

Applications made at the school
gress street.

“TWO DOLLARS A DAY”
To the toansient travelling public, with no reduction
of fare,(attendance and hospitalities.
No effort will be siwwed for the comfort and convenience of the guests of this favorite house.
dc29tf
D. N. CUSHMAN.

Gr ound Land Plaster
Plaster Hills!

Westbrook

room

No. 430 Con-

prepared

IVM7E

KNIGHT

Seminary

Forest

FOURTEEN WEEKS,
Will Open

MONDAY, MAfecH 11th, 1S73.
For Catalogues, &c., apply to
J. C. SNOW, Principal,
Steven’s Plains, Me.
_Ja31td

NO. 16 SILVER STREET.
GEO. B. GORDON.
Dec. 23-dIf

__

COAL!
A

FUEL

MOLASSES.

SUPPLY

Molasses,

Of all kinds,

GEO.
IVbr, iury 2.

dlw

S.

HUNT.

COAL!

OF THE

Franklin Family School,

as

usual, at lowest prices.

Prince

&

Son,
jo26-lm

FOR SALE CHEAP.
QA/1

The proprietor of Cigar Store No.
wishes

fgrAOV/v* 265 Hanover Street, Boston,
to dispose of his stock, lease and fixtures.
bargain if applied for soon.
or
Inquire

Great

C. E. TURNER,
265 Hanover street, Boston.

Cow for Sale.
MILCH COW and Calf,

for sale. Call at
ANEW
CAPT.

ja31-dlw

seven

years old,

CHAS. SAGER’S STABLE,
On Oak street.

j

a

edges,Is so convenient for reading,binding,
perservation as to be a great special merit in its
favor, apart from its superior literary attraction.
fit'll A R®PEI1* WORK OF ART U
and

these

VI 111 .GIVEN

realistic

Only Three Dollars

be said of the best

copies

of most

TOPSHAM, ME.,
BEGINS FEBRUARY 14.

POPULAR
1TWO CHARMINGOFAND
ART.

This School sustains a high character as a Home
Training School. For circulars apply to the
Principal, or to Hoyt, Fogg & Breed, 92 Middle st.,
R. 0. LINSLEY.

18t

jan31

Mass. Institute

of

Technology.

Entrance Examinations, June 3d, and October 3d.
For New Catalogue *nd recent entrance examination
papers, apply to
Prof. SAMUEL KNEELAND,
febldlm
Boston, Mass.

•‘Wide Awake and Fast Asleep.9'

pictures

TWO EXQUISITE FRENCH OIL CHROMOS,

Morazain,

SIZE,

Teacher of the French

Language.

Appleton Block, Congress St.,
Box 1866.
oc4dly

Casco

St.

Seminary!

Spring Term ot this School, for Young Ladies
and Misses, will
THE

FEB. 12th.

Persons not otherwise connected with the School

will be received into the classes in LanpuaneR.
*ng ana Music, on moderate terms.
For further particulars apply at 22 State

Draw-

st., Port-

land, Me.

MISS OLIVIA E. PHILLIPS,
MISS A. H. DUKGIN.
TT&S
2w*

BOWDOIN COLLEGE.

GIVEN AWAY to every spj^periber for 1872,
whether It be a New Subscription or a Renewal!
These Chromos are no cheap colored prints, but are
splendid copies of Oil Paintings, by an eminent EnAre

glish artist, fully equal

Department

next Annual Course of Lectures at this Institution will commence Fekruary 15th, 1872,
and continue sixteen weeks.
Circulars containing full particulars may be had on
application to the Secretary.
C. F. BLACKETT M. D.f Sec’v.
Bowdoin College. Nov. 1871.
wl
jan 22-Tu Th & S 3w
6t

THE

THE

SPRING

ones,

attractions

Stowe’s fascinating Tales.

(10*xl2*) to

any

been sold In America and at 910, still are and will
be sold at that price by the picture trade generally,

they can be given to subscribers.

A MOSAIC.

j
I

WHAT THE PRESS SAYS:
Two very good chromos are “Wide Awake” and
Asleep,” [1] which have few rivals in the market for attractiveness [2]—fresh, sweet and blooming

being

Mrs. H. B.

another

subscription to this paper are: For
only $3,00. This will entitle the subscriber

one

year,

4

the paper and to the above pair of beautiful Oil
Chromos. The Christian Union, Illustrated Holiday Number, (28 pp.), will bo be sent free to all who
now subscribe for the year 1872.
Send money In postal

periodical.

orders, drafts

or

For full particulars see advertisement
column, headed“Why?”

in

TERM

Limington Academy,
MONDAY, FEB. 19,
WILL
1879. W. G. Lord, A. M., Principal; Miss
Helen A. Dimock, Preceptress. Please send for circular to the above, or to
ISAAC L. MITCHELL, Sec.
*
Limington, Jan 25,1872.
jan27dlw then eodlw
cemmence on

waterville”

Classical Institute!
The Spring Term will begin on
MONDAY, the 19th, of February.
particulars, apply to
eod
J. H. HANSON.
jan24d&w-w4-2w

Illustrated

Holiday

Number

OF

UNION,
sent

FREE

registered

York.
next

The
•

THE CHRISTIAN
(2$ pages) will be

to

Specimen copies of the paper will be mailed free
of postage to any address on receipt of six cents by
J. B. Ford & Co., Publishers, 27 Park Place, New

all who now tubteribe for the year 1872.
The

Subacriplion

Tent, at

follows

are a»

ONE YEAR ONLY

the

This will entitle the

$3

subscriber to the paper by mail

and to the above

pair of beautiful Oil Chromos, delivable at the publication office. If the subscriber will
add ten cents [$3.10] for expenses of wrapping, mailing, etc., the Chromos will be sent free, by mail; and
if the subscriber prefers to send still 25 cents more,
or $3,35 altogether, the copies so mailed will be
strongly mounted on card-board, sized and varnfshed
all ready for framing. Tills is the method we recom-

“WIDE AWAKE

Asleep”
a $10.00 pair of Chromos—subjects LIFE SIZE.—exquisite/ar similes of original Oil Paintings, GI VEN
WA Y to ever}' subscribor to

mend

HENRY WARD BEECHER’S

which

drafts,

or

registered

will receive

The Chrowill be mailed as rapidly as possible to subscribin the order of their names on the
cription

ers

list.

IF FIRST COME, FIRST SERVED

Jry Specimen Copies
Union will be mailed
address

wanted everywhere.

receipt of

on

of the Christian

free

of postage to any

six cents

47 Park

by

Pl.ee, New V.rb.

jan25t4w

jan25f4w

Dissolution of

Copartnership.

oliNoC.n

I nt

copartnership heretofore
firm
of
THE

IMPROVED

name

formations.
The settling up question

existing

under

came,

and

we are

opinion that a very handsome donation,
that made amends lor extra distance, extra
weight, and left a decided margin for the
driver, was tendered on that occasion to the
eccentric being whom we are never likely to
forget. But, even with a policeman before
him, he fell into position, and launched his
language at us.
lie wouldn’t touch it; he wouldn’t lay a
hand upon it. He wanteddouble the money,
just doubled the blessed—he did not sayblessed—and measly—he did say measly—amount
which had been offered him. Settle the case
at the next blessed station-house!—which,
however, was not blessed on that occasion by
the disputant—not he: though there was not
an inspector in all the land who wouldn’t
give
the decision in his favor. Ask the policeman
present what he considered was a legal claim!
of course he would.
But when the policeman went into calculation, and thought that
we might have
given him something like
three shillings to* much, no pen is powerful
enough to describe our cabman’s rage and
mortification, and general state of wounded
feelings. He tossed his shiny hat in the road
way; he executed a maniacal dance; he cursed
us for hiring him,and himself for being hired;
he startled his observers considerably by drawing from his pocket a huge clasp knife, which
he opened and flourished around his head, as
an Indian savage might have brandished
it,
when scalp-collecting.
“I’m not a-going to hurt you,” he said to
the Ipoliceman, “or them. Not L I knows
my place too well for that. I’m not a-going
to take their blessed”—please consider “blessed” was not the adjective employed again—
“and measly money. I make ’em a present of
it, there! But I ain’t going to have this poor
animal himposed upon. He shan’t have the
misfortun’ of drawing such a measly lot over
again. I’m a-goins to cut his Ithroat!”
He went with solemn strides to the front
of his horse, as Virginius might have done towards his daughter, seized the bridle,held the
knife to the animal’s jugular region, and
ol

paused.
t

“Are you going to pay up?” he asked in

a

c tone.
> we are

not going to pay up any more.
“Then this* poor critter must have his
throat cut. You ain’t a-going to draw such a
measly lot again,old horse; it is’nt worth your
while—it isn’t worth your living for.”
It was impossible to resist a burst of laughter at this pathetic address. The policeman,
whose beat had possibly been dull that night,
fairly doubled himself up with hilarity. The
cabman paused again, with his knife against
the horses throat, as though he were shaving
it.
“Will you give me eighteen pence more?”

“No.”
“Will you make it a shilling?”
“No.”
“Not sixpence ? not a measly sixpence ?
“Not a sixpence!”
“Then give us your money; and, mind you,
I’ll never take you anywhere again, not if the
whole measly lot of you was dying!”
He closed and pocketed the knife, picked

up his

hat, received his money, mounted his
box, burst forth into fresh and forcible adjectives, and drove away, hurling his imprecations on our heads, till his voice was lost in
the distance Into which he took his cab and
liis objectionable self.—Belgravia.

Canada and Great Brit ain.—The Montreal News ha* another article on the commercial prospect* of Canada, in which it
says:

We must be free to regulate our commercial policy to suit our geographical and
political life, even to the extent of imposing differential duties. There is no indication that
England will raise objections to our pursuing
any commercial policy in harmony with the
wishes of the country. In proportion as we
grow wealthy by manufacturing under a
different customs tariff, so would the volume
of our imports from England annually expand. There is a general desire on the part
of the educated classes in this Province to
escape from sterile discussions about political
abstractions and turn their attention to practical reforms. The census returns startled
those who indulged in dreams about our increase in population and
wealth, and the cry
that comes to us from our native bom who
have been driven from home by sheer necessity to seek a living in New England factories,
has roused inquiry into the nature of those
causes which force our youth to migrate to
the United States. Half the acrimony and
bitterness of our electoral conflicts arises from
the despair felt at the stagnation and torpor
of industrial life. It is felt that we cannot
cope with the evil unless we be invested with
the attributes claimed by Australia, “Freedom of commercial legislation and the right
to impose differential duties.” It would be
affectation to deny that such ideas are spreading rapidly throughout this Province. They
are assuming a national character, and must
materially affect the Commons elections. We
arc all agreed as to the necessity of fostering
native industries so essential to our prosperity and political status, though differences exist as to the policy we should pursue.
Canal
with

to

Connect

the

Bat of Fcwdt

St Lawrence.—The waters of the

are at one point so near the
Gulf of St. Lawrence that a canal twelve
miles long would make a connection between
them. Such a canal, deep enough and broad
enough for the passage of ships, would be of

Bay ofFuudy

2P1

J. B. FORD A CO., Publishers,

you
good territory, send earlv for circular and
terms! J. B. FORD & CO., 27 Park 'Place. N. Y.; 11
Bromfleld st., Boston, Mass.; 285 W. Madison st.,

Chicago, 111.

one

mos

LOCAL AGENTS WANTED!
women

and the

our

letters, direct to the Publishers, and you
your papers immediately and regularly.

money!

and

satisfactory

subscribers order.
Send money in postal orders,

LITERARY, RELIGIOUS, WEEKLY
NEWSPAPER. Agents having groat success! One
took 1,000 names in 3 months; another 600 in 6 weeks;
another 118 in one week; one 47 in one day, and many
others
equally well, making from $5 and $10 to $40
per day. Takes on sight! An old agent who knows,
“I
think it the best business for canvassers ever
says:
offered. Sorry I did not engage sooner.” Pays better than any book agency. A rare chance to make

men
Intelligent
wieh

the most

as

nearly all

Orest

the

immense value to Canada, as it would shortby hundreds of miles the route of vessels
bound to American ports and the West Indies
and save them from the great risks of a voyage
down the Gulf of St. Lawrence and along the
coast of Nova Scotia. There is one difficulty
in the way—the difference between the tides
of the Gulf of St. Lawrence, rising
only five
feet, and those in the Bay, fifty or sixty feet
high, bnt engineering skill will easily overen

come

this.

The subject received favorable
_<■
.1.
n_ji_n_i

a:/_

CLEMEXT,

SEWING MACHINE.

is this day dissolved by mutual consent.
The busiof the late firm will be settled by EDWIN

IN

CLEMENT & CO.

EDWIN CLEMENT,
A. M. BENSON,

Ths

STREET.

copartnership heretofore existing nnder the
name

H.& A.R. Dotcn.
DANIEL WINSLOW,
S. H. DOTEN,
A. R. DOTEN.

The

burg

day formed a copartnerof S. H. & A. R. DOTEN,

tide

name

on

the

PLANING AND MOULDING BUSINESS,
as heretofore, at Cross st.
Planing Mills.
Portland, Jan. 30th, 1872.

S. H. DOTEN,
A. R. DOTEN.

Ja31eod3w_

For Sale.
an apothUpright Perfumer,- Case, suitableb«forsem
at the
ecary or fancy goods dealer. May
H. H. HA1LH,
store of
369
Congress St.
ju23eod3t

AN

year.

WATCH

undersigned have

for the purpose of carryiug

Directors’ rooms of said company, in
Portland Depot, on
Monday, the 12th day of February, 1812,
at three o’clock in the afternoon, for the following
•purposes, viz:
1st—To hear the reports of the Directors and
Treasurer of said Company and act thereon.
2nd—To choose a board of Directors for the ensuing
may prop-

_

CUSHING, Secretary.
fe2dtd

FREE to Agents to introduce article.
that sell in everv house. Latta &
Co., PittsPa.
uo22
w

30th, 1872.

ship under the ttrm

Portland & Kennebec Railroad Company, will Ikj
THE
held at the
the

Augusta, Feb. 1,1872.

un-

this dav
by
of the late firm will be settled by S.

Portland A Kennebec Railroad Co.
Annual Meeting of the Stockholders of the

J. S.

Notice.

of WINSLOW, DOTEN & CO., Is
firm
THE
mutual consent. The accounts
dissolved

Jan.

|

before,

we

is

do not refrom the

“Twelve months ago

Schuyler Colfax was uttered the command of
He
a floating palace on the Wabash canal.
accepted the munificent offer, and was to
have retired from polities at the end of his

A few weeks since a terrific
the boat with fatal effect amid
the breakers off Terre Haute, and to-day
Schuyler is a candidate for re-election to the
Vice Presidency. Strange, indeed, is the influence which the elements have upon the
destinies of man.

present

_jal2tf___
Dissolution of Copartnership.

Portland,

read

term.

gale hurled

_

Agents for Portland and Vicinity.

as

CO.

purpose
transacting a Wholesale. Grocery
and have taken the store, No.
Commercial Street,
(Thomas Block,) where they would be pleased to see
their friends and former customers.
F. A. SMITH,
F. A. GAGE,
Late of the firm of Smith, Donnell A Co.

SARGENT,

3d—To transact such other business
erly be acted on.

&

a

537-Machine Stitching and Stamping for Braiding
and Embroidery done to order. All Machines sold
and work done, warranted to give entire satisfaction.
Sole

CLEMENT

Co-Partnership

utmost easo and exactness.
A full assortment of Noedlos, Thread and the various Sewing Machine Helps and attachments constantly on hand.
Mnchineti sold on Monthly Instalment*.

no30

continue the business under

01

undersigned have formed copartnership
THE
der the style of SMITH, GAGE A CO., for the
Business
of

If you have already a Sewing Machine, call and seo
“Palmer’s Combination” adapted to all kinds
of Machines. It will cord, rutile, lay in
piping coni
turn a wide hem, and make the french fold, with the

WHEELOCK &

will

nijic

to have

Louisuille Journal:

EDWIN CLEMENT.
ELIHU LIBBY,
F. M. CLEMENT.
Portland, 1st January, 1872.
Ja23d2w

fhll assortment at

a

undersigned

EDWIN

“singer” in the house, always ready to
comply with any reasonable demand, there is no'good
reason why you may not havo a
“Merry Christmas”
and a
“Happy New Year”, each day of which shall
add a new voice to the already mighty chorus of roices, that are sounding the praises of “The Singer”
a

331 CONGRESS

member

Portland, 1st January, 1872.
uro uauic <tuu

Trade, at its recent session, and the Dominion Parliament will be urged to give attention
to it.
This little romance, which

ELIHU LIBBY,
F. M. CLEMENT.

Friend.
With

BEXSOX & CO.,

nes

views of the fact that “various opinions do exist,
as to which is the host” Sewing Machine, do not
allow yourself to be governed by any one’s opinion,
but call and examine “THE SINGER” and
witness its operation, and we have not the shadow of
a doubt, that you will not pronounce it for all purposes the very best Family Bewing Machine
extant.
Now is the time to secure one of these farfamed and
justly celebrated Winger Wewing Machine an a
Christman Gift to your Wife, Sister or Lady

OF

For further

for their size

chromo evei published. The subjects are lift
size. The pair, by a fortunate arrangement which
one of the partners of this house was able to make in
Paris during the late seige, with the proprietors of
the pictures, are furnished at a rate entirely exceptional, So that, although thousands of them have

child faces, [3] executed with true French skill [4]
We have rarely seen anything prettier than tk« twu
subscriber to The Christian Union an unsectarian, literary, religious, and domestic weeklv
pictures, which, [5] both in color and sentiment are
reallv beautiful ffil-U’nrthvnfo nlana «« nnatln finmmi
newspaper, edited by Henry Ward Beecher.
The pair by a fortunate arrangement which one of
[7] Unlike nine pictures out of ten that cost a good
the partners of this house was able to make in Paris
deal more, one can look at them day after
day and
during the last siege, with the proprietors ofthe pic- not tire of them [5]. We have often stopped amid
tures, are furnished to Mr. Beecher’s publishers at a
the bustle of Broadway to look at them, and never
rate entirely exceptional. The
subjects are Life-Size. without feeling happier and better [7], They cannot
As to the Christian
Union, the great success of fail to please ail who love art or children [8].
that paper has been a marvel in the
history of jounal- {
ism, and the scholarly, and critical New York Xation
call it
not only the ablest and best, but also the
most popular of American religious periodicals.”
This paper, hereafter will be printed on a still larA subscriber writes to the Publishers:
ger Rheet, folded in twenty-four pages, pasted at the
“The chromos far surpass in beauty and style anyback and trimmed at the egdes, a decided
advantage j thing that I expected. A Neighbor of mine bought
the same Chromos in New York a few months
possessed by no other religious weekly published. It
ago,
contains contributions from eminent writers of all deand paid ten dollars for them. Please
accept my
nominations, and has matter of interest for every thanks for them.
member of the household, young and old. For the
Enlargement Sc Change of Form.
•After the first of January the paper will be printyear 1872, Mrs. Harriet Beecher Stowe will
write exclsively for he Christian Union.
ed on a still larger sheet, folded in
twenty-four large
Tt has something for every member of the household
quarto pages, pasted at the back and trimmed at the
—father.mother, boys, and girls, young men and sides,—a decided advantage in convenience for readyoung women, all find something of interest. Ading possessed by *io other religious weekly published.
mirable contributed and editorial articles discussing
all the great topics of the day; fresh information on
HARRIET BEECHER STOW
unhackneyed subjects; much matter of a high and
•
WILL WRITE EXCLUSIVELY
pure religious tone; a Domestic Department, choice
for the Christian Union during the year 1872, with
Poems, Household Stories, and Chat for the little
the exception of one short story all ready
engaged for
one of the chief

of w hich you will find

Medical

OR CHIL-

DREN,

GIVEN AWAY

three o’clock p. m., at 2
or In writing P. 0.

to

one p. m.

CANNOT FAIL TO PLEASE

WHO LOVfi ART

“Fast

Late Master of Modern Languages In the Provincial Training School, High and Grammar Schools, St.
John. N. B.
References: Gen. J. M. Brown, J. W. Symonds,

Apply from

AND

ALL

fast and far!

If

PARIS,

Esq.

SUBJECTS OF WHICH ARE LIFE-

THE

Scc’y.,

FROM

W6RKS

•

Blessings upon chromo-lithography, by which the
painting of a master can be reproduced indefinitely, and can enter thousands of homes with its educating, quickening, reforming influences!
It is not alone into the dwellings of the
great and
wealthy that we follow this pretty pair with anticipations of delight. We see them in the cottages of the
poor, in the log cabin ofthe backwoodsman,brightening
the toil of the hard-worked wife and
mother, and
receiving the almost adoring wonder of children who
have never Reen pictures before.
God bless the darlings—send the little comforters

*

and

Portland.

Per Year.

OIVEY AWAY !

painted by hand.

The charming pair of chroms,,“Wide Awake” and
“Fast Asleep” of whose real beauty and atttractiveness Mrs.
Stowe’s graceful sketch can give but an
imperfect idea—so pleasing are they to all who love
art or children—have always sold in the picture stores
for $10, and the original publisher has never been
able to supply the great demand for them even at
that price. And yet, although thousands of them
have beeu sold in America at that high rate, they are
now within the reach of all, for
they are

AND

Attractions for 1872 !

the choice is not very difficult. As to these two exquisite chromes, only a critical examination can distinguish between the copies and the originals, which
sold for many hundreds—which is
certainly more
can

SUBSCRIBER

SPECIAL

paintiug; but when the question lies between an
original at five hundred dollars and a chromo which
can scarcely be
distinguished from it, at ten dollars—
particularly when one has not five hundred to spare—

than

EVERY

AWAY TO

Subscription Price is

the

origi-

nal

JT

med at the

charming pair

two pictures are portraits
faithfulness and truth about them
that forbids the idea of their
being fancy heads.
They will remind many parents of little ones either
here or in heaven. Dickens says somewhere of his
portraiture of little Nell that he has had letters from
the farthest regions of the earth
speaking of children
who resemble her—so dear, and so
early taken! He
who paints one child well, paints
thonsands, and
sj>eakR t® the tenderest feelings of innumerable hearts.
Of course there is a pleasure in
possessing an
There is

A

FOR BOYS !

—

FOOT OF WILISOT 8T.

Just received direct and for Bale by

Ex-

ALSO

OF

HARD and SOFT WOOD,

ja29-d!w

90 Bbls. Choice N. 0.

COAL!

they awake

THE 31st. SEMI-ANNUAL SESSION

jan30

City Bowling Alley.

4th

letters direct to the Publishers.

—OF—

WHIDDEN.

A

Jan. 5-d&w3m

AI»niTM VO MEDICAL OR
~r LSI .other 1
.-dbly objectionable advertisemenls
nor anything to offend the
purest or most fastidious,
and Is therefore
atiierlte/uniify paper.

to

THE SPRING TERM

MONDAY,

to supply dealers and consumers
Tv with fresh groune (N. S.) Land Plaster.
Shipped by R. R. or Vessel in Bulk or Bids., as deare

adornment of a nursery.

Undoubtedly

its chief attracfascinating Tales.
of

one

The terms of

jan30-lw

proprie-

States Hotel, would announce
torship
to his friends and the public, that on and after
JANUARY 1st, 1872.
In accordance with the spirit of the times, “Retrenchment and Economy.’'he will reduce liisrates to

for the

a

Stories,

llttle'ones;

tions being Mrs. H. B. Stowe’s

morning, seem to them like living friends. All
sorts of childish dreams and fancies make of the
pictured face a real companion. Not
only in the parlor
or the sitting room would
be
an
attractive and
they

fitting embellishment, but they are

FOR

3Mm.

SCHOOL!

Jules Ch. L.

REDUCTION OF PRICES!

or as

and Chat for the

man was

to drive as homeward. The cab was a roomy
cab, and would hold the six of us quite comfortably; only try it. We did try it, for there
was a drizzling rain descending, and no
help
in sight.
We gave our address and were
driven off, a mass of distorted humanity, until we finally arrived at our destination in the
broad daylight, with the reproachful eyes of a
policeman upon us as we struggled from the
vehicle and strove to assume our natural con-

3d
V
„HA*
is
TIvEvery
Memiikb of the Household—lather,
mother, boyB and girls, young men aud women, all
And something of Interest. Admirable
contributed

2

in Suits.

or

the most desirable In the city, being pleasantly situated and heated by st.’am.
Also, I>t sk room and desks furnished il desired.
mar9dtf

6 T_ICE.

the companj*.
CHAS. A. LAMBARD,
President P. D. Dock and Ware-house
By his Attorney, L. D. M. SWEAT,
Portland, January 28th, 1871
jn30tf

Also Lad v Boarders
Center and Free »t, No

__jnn30tf
TO
L E T.

A

having
undersigned
of the United

on

the Merchants National Bank.

ITH or without board.
wanted. Apply corner

sep2dtl is

CUNDURANGO.

—

Wm, M

Printing Office,

To be Let,
whole'or part ot the block ot Brick Stores
THEPortland
Pier.
at

KENDALL & WHITNEY.

Paul

_

on

SEED!

BUSHELS New Timolby Seed; also
CloTer and Red Top lur sale by

Portland Fept ,2, 1871.

SMITH, GAGE &CO.,
»n31-2w

Plain
Fancy Job
THwill find want
it
tbeir advantage to call

jan!8-lmLawrence, Mass.

—

MOLASSES.
FOR

Watches, Jewelry, &c.

FOR

-and-

ABNER

>SE in

SALE BY

SMITH, GAGE & CO.,

DAVIS Sc Co., No. 301 1-9 Congress Street.

J. AMBROSE MERRILL, No. 139 Middie Street.
J. W .Sc II. II. MCDUFFEE, Cor. middle
Sc Union Sts.

To
Let.
DESIRABLE House ot ten rooms. Enquire of
C O. BAKER, 37 Wilmot street.
Jyl3 <ltlK. W. LOCKE.

-•

The subscriber has just opened to public and prite parties a new Bowling Alley at

-A. CHOICE LOT !

Stair Builder.

Attention

SALE.—A Boarding House in a thriving city
near Boston.
Good situation, and nicely furnished throughout. Lease, low rent, and but small capital required. Good run of business; sold on account
of removal of owner. Address
LOCK BOX 6?,

The

<*««-

_j^28tr

__

N

nearly new,
closets, good cellar, and
No. 3 Lincolu st.

Hvjuoia

A

Vt’UBUUU Ciurill IO*

dropping off to sleep,

iff all denominations— in all parts of the
aOJIITHINO

brief

description.
a character, and his method
of procedure, at least in the instance which
we are about to quote,was novel and original.
He was a short, bull-necked man of some
titty years of age, with a red and nubbly countenance, and two small, twinkling gray eyes,
set very far back in his head; he was lame
and wore a blac't glazed hat,, like a French
coachman’s; his language was fluent, personal, and marked with the strongest adjectives;
and there was rum in his whole system when
we chanced upon
him, jogging along in a distant suburb, Notting-hill
way, at live in the
morning. We had been at a friend’s party,
and had not provided for the return
journey;
we were disconsolate, and six in
number; and
the man saw our position, and volunteered
with a considerable amount of politeness then,

said, “Probably no man on this continent sways so
many minds, or is (Joing so much to shape
religious
thought for the next half century.” His vigorous pen
in Editorials and Star
Papers, and Mr. Ellinwood’s
famed verbatim reports of his helpful Lecture-Room
Talks In Plymouth Church, are an attraction to
thousands of readers, who always want to know what
he thinks on religious themes and the
topics of the
times. He is also assisted by on able editorial
staff.

toeverv

street;

xvu. co Anaersan
tains six looms, eignt
ot water.
Apply at

RARE CHANCE !

Qnnr*.
kJ

Let,

let, containing 7 rooms, Sebago
For particulars call at 31 LINCOLN
tt
aug23

TENEMENT
water.

are

by our

uujcuBeiijg au tne great topics of
the day; fresh Information on unhackneyed
subjects,
much matter ofa high and pure
religious tone ;a Domestic Department, clipice Poems, Household

tires.

to

plenty

discharge

Portland

GENERAL AGENTS,

GEO. R.

il*>t

of the

by maj. to

lin Sts.

Marks,

none

as

w. B. SHATTUCK & CO, Bankers

Plasterer, Stncco Worker, Ac.

Silver and Plated Ware.
LOWELL, 301 Cougreii. Street.

to

loft above 40x55 and two offices 14x16 ft each, the
third story is a Hall full size of building.
Said Block is well adapted for Manufacturing
purjKJses or for a Com and Flour Store and Mill wliich
is much needed to supply our town trade, as well as
a large surrounding country trade, is well
situated,
being only 100 feet from a good wharf whero large
Schooners may
and receive cargoes. Also is
near the Maine Central It. It. Depot in
Gardiner, as
well as the Steamers running to fehston. Will rent
whole or part of Block as parties may desire.
Kent
low. An excellent chance for a Shoe
Factory. For
further particulars apply to Mrs. Harriet Jewett,
Pittston, Me., or to Ira D. Sturgis, President of the
Kennebec Land and Lumber Co.
Pittston, January 18th, 1872.
jan24 d2w

OR TO

;

m. PEARSON, No. 99 Temple St., near
Congress. All kinds of Silver and Plated
Ware Repaired.

j„,i.

No. 74 State Street.

Capitalists

PORTLAND, MAINE.

JAMES MlLLER,No. 91 Federal Street*
Every description of Water Fixtures arranged nnd set up In the best manner.

Silver Smith and Cold and Silver Plater.

,,

ot*
,e»ca

Wanted.
Cook at
dc30dtf

without

octl9eodtf

commence

Plumbers.

JOHN C.

rAr,lrv'..^;,^,tL.—

experienced

to Lei.

the second floor

on

Algo

49 Frank-

To Let.

SMAT.T. flrenteel and Cfmvftniant.
ocvon

small

for $1,000 each, have forty years to

SWAN & BARRETT,

Photographers.

Cor.

A

percent, above its in-

certain to pay

Lodging Booms

ST.

new

able to

is

well he.

DAVIS A CO., No. 80 Middle Street.
J. H■ LAMSON, 133 Middle St.,cor. Crom.

FEENY,

feb3

SEED,

earning

per mile.

particulars furnished

E* LIBBY) 11 1-9 Union Street, np
stairs.

A., Bar Mills P. O.

are

A. 8.

P.

Apply

floor.

second

on

floor with board.

To
bundle.

small

a

room

Front Rooms
board at 28 High st.
TWO

Rent Wanted.

seldom in the market.

payable

can

R.

For Sale.
neighboring city. Terms

are

principal,

event

LOTUROP A CO., No. 133 Ex-

Jobbing promptly

the White House,
NEAR
at tlilB Office.

manu-

uses.

equipped,

the

a

payment of the interest, and the final payment of

fhanm Street.

LAW.

tf

for domestic

well

uncertainties of projected

Paper Hangings, Window Shades, and

ENGLISH mid FRENCH
SCHOOL, 430
Congress Street.

FORT FAIRFIELD.

more

lines, so

; unusually safe.

Schools.

EVANS,

amount,

the

apr22dtf

WILLIAM A.

Chicago, in the

We do not hesitate to recommend these Bonds

Street.

aid to ail kindsof Jobbing

line.

as

done,

in

products have

While Railroad Bonds may be plenty, those

annum,

i

PLASTEHEBg,

old roads

run, and bear interest at the rate of 7 per cent, per

&KNIOHT, No. 134 Exchnnge

a

satisfactory load marble work«ug22

of the

one

all the

argument is required,

about

The Bonds

|

attended to.

Board Circular.
A. C. BARKER.

run a

to

M-d&wiw131 Commercial st.

*‘fT1HE Portland Dry Dock and Ware-House Co.”
JL
have leased their Docks and other propery in
8th. That as the amount remaining unsold is only Cape Elizabeth to James E.
Simpson for one year
from Jan. 1, 1871, to Jan. 1, 1872, and during 'said
$1,018,000, parties who want them should make im- j time the Company wilt not be responsible for any
debts contracted in their name or on their account,
mediate application.
unless authorized or approved by the President of

Organ and Melodeou Manufacturers.

ure

HUNT & JE WETT,

road,

liabilities.

upon finished

6

E. REDLON, 333 1-3 Congrem St.

Mattbess 18,

McDonough

7th.

ring and Repairing

Masons and Bnilders.
N.

Weather

Beds,

first class

both principal and interest being payable in gold in
DURAN A JOHNSON, 171 Middle and
116 Federal Streets.
| New York.

OEO. L.

Spbiho

well

to show that

being onlj

Manufacturers of Tranks, Valises and
Carpet-Bags.

No8. 31 d 33 Free Street,
ASUFACTCBBS OW

these

6th. The amount of the mortgage is very moderate,

Jewelry and fine Watches.
ABNER LOWELL, 301 Congrem Street.
Agents for Howard Watch Company.

PHOTOGRAPHER,

IN

AND

$10,000 per mile per

over

no

terest

Clapp’s Rlock,
Congress Street, opposite Old City Hall.

LAWSON,

o.

as

last year, earned

Toilet Articles.

a

Xt F. SHERRY,

FIRST-CLASS MAN to

Apply

Jaj

front
third
oc28tf

one room on

A

paying large and regular dividends.

are

money, and

an

jy13dtf

M

<•

A

5th. The portion ef the road opened for business

order.

to

State, where

of the

enterprises,
Exchange and Fed-

DAVID W. DEANE, No. 89 Federal St.
All kinds of Uphols

PLEASANT
lin st.

build it.

Furniture and Upholstering.

patronage

on

“8”., Press.Office.
*

BRICK Block to rent,* known as the Jewett
Block, situate in Pittston near the end of the G.
& P. Bridge on the Kennebec River.
The lower floor now contains two stores each 28x55,

f

4th. The road is

nOOPER & EATON, Old Post Ofice,
Exchange Street.
L. F. HOYT, No. 11 Preble Street. Upbolstering done to order.

Offioe at Schumacher Bros, 5 Doming Block

,/.

cor.

call

or

ITT

to

Wanted.

AN

first-class manner, mainly with

Chicago are earning

facture of irou.

eral Streets.

T*aintei*,

PORTLAND, MAINE.

J. KI.

ARAMS,

a

large and increasing market

Furniture and House Furnishing Goods.
BENJ.

Address

rooms.

a

relation to

brated Block Coal Mines, whose

ortler.

done to

GOOD RENT of 5

janictf

Nov 30dtf

3d. They have built the shortest road to the cele-

|

WALTER COBEY A CO., Arcade, No.
18 Free Street.
IV. TARBOX, Nos. 158 and 160 Fore St.
GEORGE A. WHITNEY, No. 30 Exchange St. Upholstering of all kinds

Wholesale & Retail

portions

annum, and

Furniture—Wholesale and Retail.

OF

A

Rent, Box 803 will receive prompt attention.

per mile.

a

IF

Found.

OPERATION.
in

NOT Bold previous to Oct 1st, the two end houses
in the new brick block of lour, on ihe corner of
Neal and Pine sis, will be rented on favorable tt»us.
These are first class housea in every respect, conainiLg 13 rooms, having all modern improvements,
and Sebago water. Apply to JOHN T. HULL, 48
Union Sc.
sepl6

TO

they

success

REASONS WHY!

succesful

To Let

95

$74,61435

They have built their road through

richest

PACKARD As HARDV. Flurnt

FRENCH WINES,
W.

21

follow's:

are as

equipped it in

2d.

Dentists*

Congrem

$18,500

Leading Points

The

---

eor.

nov7Cm

$77,639

and Vincennes

? Jflt. The Stockholders have built

JOSIAIY VTEALD, No. 105 Riddle Street.
DR. W. R. JOHNSON, No 13 1-9 Free St.

Bonds and all first-class securities
executed on commission.
dec22
eod6m

IMPORTERS

00

their own money.
Velvet

moderate.
For particulars apply to

the Fit
r and Grain business. larg
capacity, having a tron age o» 36 feet, and depth 15
feet, accessible ny water or rail, filed up with every
modern convenience.
H. N. J03E, 194 Fore st.
Apply to
Nov 4 is tt

WANTED,

STREET,

SUCCESSFUL

Dye-Honse.
ladia St.

AN

J adapted
(10RNER

Boarders Wanted.

$47,518 01
$18,448 30
$8,16195

COMPLETED

LINE

Bonds

F.

ORDERS for

Peyret

THE

Bonne! and Hat Bleachery.
SAWYER & CO., Bleachers, No. 131

to

COLLECTIONS of Notes, Drafts, Coupons and
Dividends made with promptness on all points.
I
ollaterals.
ADVANCES made

H.

$202,000

1’IWIV * UAUJCi mJIIUS.

Issue only

WHITNEY & MEANS, Pearl Street, opposite Park.

check at sight,
received, subject
daily balances credited monthly.

on

$109,993 33

Let.

ISLAND 13 miles from Portland and two
miles from main land, containing about 40
with the buildings thereon, consisting
together
acres,
of new
House, Barn, Sheds, and Fish
all
in
House,
perfect repair.
This is a geod location for either Farmer or Fisherman.
The land is excellent—sea-dressing and
muck abundant. The harbor is good and in close
which with several
proximity to good fishing
markets near at hand make it a rare chance to
carry
on the market fishing and lobster business.
Terms

Store No 142 & 144 Commercial st
of
Widgery’s Wharf, particularl

ROOMS and good board at
GOOD
No. 13 IVIyrtle street.
ja3dtf

ronmu

JL' 1IV3 JL

Carpenters and Builders.

sold, and

Said Stores have a frontage of II leet.and
nearly
lOOleet in denih,
Brick and Iron hales. Double
Counting rooms, and unquestionably the beat show
windows in ibe city.
The.-e Stores are fitted up in the nicest manner
for Who'esale Jobt mg Houses, and ml be let at a
low rent if applied lor immediaiely. Apnlv to
Mrs ti. E. THOMPSON*
Lowell Mass
No 91 Meriimack st., or Box 117,
J. C. PROCTER, 93 Exchange st
GEO. M. Harding. Architect.
3m
nev2

Island to

Our

in the

Office.

Post

folks, are

love.

on as

THOMPSON BLOCK.
new

grown

I

...
utoh

a

wonder ?

men

The

IT

!

l.ll

achieved

country.

custom cannot Btalo

no one ever

thoeo
-r---v")

suddenly

makes all newspaper

writers

such as children can understand and
little “Wide Awake” and “Fast
Asleep”
would give many a pleasant hour of
companionable
amusement and intercourse to the little
people akin
to them in age. The pictures that children’s
eyes rest

^

LET.

Third Block below the

steady employ-

find

can

Jan 29-dlw

$310,072 00

unadjusted.

Chicago, Danville

Middle Street.

Corporation Loans negotiated.
DEPOSITS

80

JOHN W. HUNGER, Agt.

Street.

8

must

feb2eod3w

SMALL dr SH ACKl'ORD. No. 35 Plnm

Co.,

BUSINESS PAPER Bought and

$773,833

WM. A.

BANKERS,
Sears Building, Boston.

3

80

Portland. Office,

Book Binders.
QUINCY, Room 11, Printer’s
Exchange, No. Ill Exchange St.

attention given to the purchase and shipCorn-Flour. Grain and Provisions, for eastparties. Refer to 1st Nat’l Bank, Chicago; W. H.
Small, Bangor.
A. W. Webster.
Thos. E. Bennett,
ja26*2m

$500,000 00

rent rates

Street.

Especial

business;

the

PORTLAND COMPANY’S WORKS.

By Fire Policies issued at current rates. Marine
Risks on Hulls, Cargoes, and Freight taken at cur-

Booksellers and Stationers.
HOYT, FOGG & BREED, No. 93 Middle

ment of

GOOD

A ment by Copper-smith
applying at

$773,161

166 FORE

Druggist.

BOY to

$273,832

LIABILITIES.
Amount of outstanding losses adjusted

1 W. C. COBB, No. 13 Pearl St.

ern

Richardson,

TO

Copper-Smith Wanted.

ASSETS.
National and other Bank Stocks.
New York, Chicago and Cleveland City
Bonds.
Amount loaned on mortgage, being first
Hen.
Amount in hands of agents, in course
of transmission.
Amount Premium Notes.
Amount Cash on hand and in Bank.
Amouut other Assets not specified.

and

WHITTIER’S,

I.

Surplus

W. 8. DY ER, No. 158 Middle 8t., over H.
H. Hay’s.
All kinds of Mnchines fo
•ale aud to leto Repairing;#

CHICAGO, ILL.

R.

Amount of Capital actually paid in cash
St.

Bakers.

Hill &

Dllf

An Extortionate Cabman.

Literature, Science, Art, Music, Agriculture, Trade,
Finance, etc., etc., with contributions front eminent

infinite variety.”

subject of which

a

First-1 lass Houses to Let.

learn
AMERICAN
bring good refereuces.

the 31st day of December, 1871.

On

noltf

Agency for Sewing Machines.

IX,
Building,

to.

jan 12-d&wtf

Apply between 3 and 5 P. M.febld3t

PROVIDENCE,

JNew Bouse
SALE—On Lewis street, near Pine. Frescoed
and piped lor Pcbago. Apply cn the
premsses,
at 23 emery et.
JAMES A. TENNEY.
aug25

Successors of H. H. Massey & Co.,

Merchants,

WITH

wither,

so

1872.

What has become of an odd specimen of an
extortionate cabman whom it was our lot to
encounter three years since ? If he be stiU in
the trade, some of our readers may hare
chanced upon him, and may recognize him

H mu«2d w2.K®i,l,*.c'rAI“AIf
ION, Independent In Political Discussi m, and
devoted to Morals, lteform, Home and Foreign News
—both of Church matters and the world at
large.

ror this reason a
happy picture ora child brings an
enjoyment more lasting than any other, because it is

PORTLAND STAR MATCH CO.,
West Commercial Sreet, Portland, Me.

BOY WASTED !

-OF-

throughout the country at the publishers’ lowest rates.

WEBSTER,

WANTS, LOST, FOUND.

NARRAGANSETT

and

noy__

ROOM

|

cannot
Its

Nor 24-dtf

grounds

-OF THE-

ATWELI. A CO., 174 1-3 Middle St. Advertisements inserted in papers in Maine

Chicago.

General Commission

MUGGER, Correspondent,

STATEMENT

Advertising' Agents.

38 SOUTH CANAL 8TBEET,

BENNETT &

The lower rent of house 87 Franklin
street,
rooms, with suit oi
nice parlors, and pure Sebago water,
Call on L. TAYLOR, 176 Commercial
street

M
j

should have

dealt with them.
Nothing pleases more at first sight or gives pleasure
longer than poetical pictures of children. “The little
child” whom Jesus sets In the midst of
every family
is a joy that grows not old and
fades not.

containing eight pleasant

Dwelling

dlm-eodllm&w6w

BUSINESS DIRECTORY

Merchants,

K. W. G a.g ,206 State st., Boston.

AFHA.N, Secret.!’.

John D. Jones, Pics dent.
Charles Dennis, V c)-President.

Office, 166 Fore Street, Por j/and.

LOT feb2*lwF. G. CUMMINGS.

Provision

Enquire
Wharf,

Nice Rent for $200.

-AT-

Land For Sale.
on Brackett St., head of York

GAGE & D A Y I S,

Commission

H

JOHN W

JERRI8,

of Land

de20 tf

Risks

than $13,000,000.00

are more

Mooaa,2d Vice-Pre>t.

INSURANCE CO.,

136 MIDDLE STREES, Up Stairs.

Kew York.

The Profit, of the Company revert to the tunred, and are divided
annually, upon
Premium, terminated durin» the yenr, certificate, far which are
iuued, bearing in
crest until redeemed.

Hanses, Lois and Farms for Sale.
He would rcier parties abroad to the
following
named gentlemen oi thisciiv: Hen. Geo. F.
ley, Hon. A. W H. Clapp, Hon. Beqjamin King*.
bury.Jr., Hon. Nathan Webb, Hon. John Lynch,

P. Payson.

Comp’y

the

FIRE and MARINE

or

and

A desirable House of twelve rooms.
of A. K.
SHURTLIFF, No. 2£ L'uiou
febl
lw

| MONDAY MORNING. FEB. 6,

started two

namely,

see

In other words, tw'O chromes
hang upon the wall,
bewitching child-heads, in which every mother sees
of
her
own
dear ones, never grown old, and
something
never lost to her, however time or
death may have

St.

MIDDLE ST.,

--»•«---

furniture,
A.

24

51, 53,--47,49

1842.)

Its Assets for the Security of its Policies

FRESCO PAINTER | FOR

Flour, Grain

WEST, Sec.

Sts., Portland, Me.

of William,

corner

Real Estate and Loan Agent

GEORGE D. JOST,

*

& Fore

Insurance

61 Wall st.,

for Sale.

Portland, Nov 1,1870.

dec27eod3m

and Cross Streets.

B. D.

Insures Against Marine and Inland Navigation
And will issue Policies making Loss payable in England.
(

undersigned offers for sale the “New
Hampshire House,” situated in the pleasant
M and prosperous city of Dover, N. H.
The
Shotel is in good repair; well furnished; de-Jllightfuily located, with fine shade trees aud
attractive grounds, aud has excellent
stabling.
Will be sold

Street.
E.

BENNETT, Prest.

J. B.

(ORGANIZED IN

Shei£

BANK BUILDING,

SAVINGS

Property

WM. B.

PAYSON & PAYSON,
Attorneys and'Counsellors

$758,098.75.

L. 8. TWOMBLY, Agent.

The

Counsellor

and

fSt[i|

■a.

Sec.

“‘“VTiKhrD0t
Exchange

dec9-tf_Telegraph Office,
To Let!

ATLANTIC

strawberries, gooseberries, elderberries, raspberries
blackberries,aud currants. The orchard contains 100
bearing apple trees, and 100 trees just commenc-

TALBOT.
U.

H, MATT, Sec.

Amazon Ins. Co., Cincinnati.
ASSETS Jan. 1, 1872,

CORRY.

eod-3m

For Sale.
FARM, situated m Huntsville, Schuyler
ty, Illinois, within 8 miles of the Depot,
railroad is

Hotel
THOMAS II.

$539,692.18.

JOHN

2£af“Policy Holders In the Lori Hard Fire Insurance Co., will please
call Tor their Return Premiums which are now ready.
L. S. TWOIBBLY, Agent.
febl

CLOUDMAN,

(Late Assistant Attorney General,

Exchange

N. Y.

be80ld

EDMUND DRIGGS, Prest.

$282,221.02

MONTGOMERY,
X.. S. TWOMBLY, Agent.

ing ; 25 old ;teach trees and 200 young trees; nine different kinds of cherry and plum
trees; also grapes in
abundance.
The house is 24x30, good cellar with
cistera; ice,
milk, coal and smoke houses. Said farm is offered
for sale on account of the ill health of the
owner, who
148 EXCHANGE iT.
is desirous of removing further south. Purchaser can
have privilege of taking stock, crops, and farm imjan22tf
plements at market prices.
For more particulars
EDGAR 8. BROWN*
call upon L. KIDDER, Portland,
Maine, who has a
lan of the premises in his
Counsellor and Attorney at Law ! { ny information necessary. possession, and will give
|
GAIN ROBINSON.
No. 80 MIDDLE STREET.
f Huntsville, Illinois, January 30th, 1872.
ja3leodlm

G.

ASSETS JAN. 1, 1872,

■

F.

_C.

New House for Sale, or Rent.
f^WN Emery Street near Pine.
Very cosy and con#^r«-ST1,eilt’iPs thr°ughout house ami cellar, piped
S £b ^’iCi° v r cemented, everything in prime con-

X*. S. TWOMBLY, Agent.

GEO. W.

PORTRAIT FAINTER.

J.

$800,000.00.

JAMES VAN NORDEN, Preet.

Corner

To Let.
the Apothecary shop, cor.

room over

| Williamsburg City Ins. Co.,

Co., New York.

Ins.

jan28-2w__56FREE STREET.

-—-

CHAS. II. BOND, Sec.

ASSETS JAN. 1, 1872.

Counand a
new
being built within three miles of said
farm. It contains 240 acres, surrounded with
good
fences consisting of Hedge, Rail and
Board; and is
divided into Corn and Grass
Fields, Pasture and
\\ ood Land.
There is also a fine garden, from which arc raised

OFFICE AND RESIDENCE,

M.,

to GEO. M.
2w*

t

* tremens’ 1? and Ins. Co. California

CO.,

Rooms to Let,
Xj^URNISHED Rooms to let with board, at
J-

...

Has removed from Lewiston, and resumed the practise of his profession iu Portland.

hours;
*eod3m
jan23

-——

aud all modem conveniences.
Apply to
A. E. STEVENS &
146 Commercial street.

_janiGtf_

I

Weekly,

THE CHRISTIAN UNION,

yonder in the glen,
house, the gold gleam in her brown I
hair, a chain of dairies in her hand,and in her eyes the
roughish meditati.ii of a kitten, weary for an instant
only of its play, and thinking slyly of anotnor ypring.
lhrowrn back upon the vtlvet
grass, she is not resting
only pausing; from her bright glances to the tips of
her tiny fingers she is wide awake.
But new the merry play is
over, and our pet nestles
S ounder on the sofa-cushion, tired at last in earnest.
Slowly the lids tall, and the lingering smile dies out;
but the flush in cheek and
lip remains, like the glow
after sunset. The gathered
buttercups anil daisies
are loosely held
the
fair
little hand; no shadows,
by
even of dream
land, disturb the sweet brow’s perfect
peace. She is fast asleep.
sun.

T HEPRESS.

that the Literary, Re-

reason

and Domestic

years ago,

green

grasses and summer
the darling of our

Gas,

BARBER’S
Fore and Market Sts.
$8,000,000.00 AJulotf

Assets in Gold

London.

L, S. TWOMBLY, Agent.

For Sale.
genteel, modem-built Brick House No.

Apply

ton.

l>r. J.P.FESSEXDEI

9 to 10 A.

Imperial Ins. Co.,

FALMOUTH FORESIDE.
WITH all late improvements, Elevators, Sereen▼ v
mg, Blowing aud Bolting. Also for Grinding
Salt, at a very small expense, and in connection with
on Commercial street.
A brnsiness of 150
^eo,ulie
to
thousand dollars can be done to a good
profit,
by any active business man, with a moderate capital.
Terms favorable. Apply to EDWARD H. BURGIN
Cor. Market aud Milk Sts., P. O. Box 71&.
jaietf
rTIHE

STREETS,

FIRST FLOOR,

And offers the best Security to those seeking Insurance in the
following
first-class Companies:

THE

—AT—

TJRICIC Store, No. 149 Commercial
st., recently oc-

Purlngton & Butler; suita*V:“P11?d,by,Messrs.
wholesale Flour
Grocery Business.
» aier

EXCHANGE AND FORE

THOMAS WILDES.

GRIST

Once there was a very good little girl,
who, by reaof her goodneBS, knew where to find strawberries
in the winter. In the same
way less perfect people,
blessed by the generous fairies of
memory and imagination, may sit, as I do now, in the midst of falling
leaves and whistling winds, and call back the

Let!

or

ligious,

son

com™iT°.g?ntloinel1commodated,

To

What is the

etc.

suitable for gentleman and wife, or
Also a few table boarders acat 52 Free Street.
jn4-tf

TWOMBLY,

WHYP

HARRIET BEECHER STOWE.

Author of “Uncle Tom's Cabin," “My
Wife and I"

JONES.

H. A.

Room To Let.

•

GOOD BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
FOR SALE.

COMMISSION MERCHANT,

BY

To be Let
PLEASANT Up-Stairs Tenement; four rooms;
Sebago water; rent ten dollars a mouth. Inquire

_frMdtf__1 Galt block.!

Has Removed to the Corner of

age; Sebago water; every tiling in perfect order.
One-hair remain on mortgage, if
desired, for a long
term of years; will be sold at a
bargain, or rented, i,
not sold.

BROKER,

PHILADELPHIA.

LS.

Rent.

or

FACES ON THE WALL.

WITH board

con-

lC.dlmo.

A

REMOVAL!

ven

Jan

INSURANCE.

null

High street, No. 79; very nice, and
ON New
lent; gas throughout the house; perfect drain-

(Formerly Warren & Gregg.)

Office

prepared la loan money la

New House for Sale

CHAS. A. WARREN,

MOUTH

Loan/U

...

1

•

are

to

elan*

BUSINESS CARDS.

41*4

TO LEI.

“

from 9100 lo any amount
deaired, on Ur*
mortgage* in Portland, Cape Kliza
H
ralbrook. or fleering. Punier do
beth,
■irou* ot building can aUo be
necomm'
•dated with loans.
1JKO. R. DAVIH &
CO.,
E“tate 4 Mortgage Broker*.

Kates op Advertising: One inch of space, i
length of column, constitutes a “square.”
$150 per Rquare daily first week; 75 cents pc r
week after; three insertions, or less, $1 00; continu
ng every other day after first week, 50 cents.
Half square, three insertions or less, 75 cents; on
week, $1 00; 50 cents per week after.
Special Notices, one third additional.
Under head of “Amtsmements,” $2 00 per squar
per week; three insertions or less $1 50.
Advertisements inserted in the “Maine Stati
Press” (which has a large circulation in every par
of the State) for $1 00 per square for first insertion
and 50 cents per square for each subsequent inser
tion.
Address all communications to
PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.

SHIP

FIRE AND MARINE

B ULLEIIN.

PRESS

Is

MISCELLANEOUS

■■ ■

—

rilHOSE in want of Plain or Fancy Job Printing
1 will find it to their advantage to call on Wu.M.
MARKS, at the Daily Press Job Printing Office, Exchange Street, Portlahd.

Clippings.
—Indianapolis editors call each other
“Lunchfiend,” “Pirate,” “Toothpick Jim,”
and “Buzzard.”

—An Arkansas negro bit himself with

a loin 1861, and is now white, excepting
some black rings around his eyes.
—Mrs. Sorrel of Cincinnati has got a divorce just because Mr. Sorrel tried to cut her
throat twice. It was a sorrel life she led.

cust

—San Francisco garroters robbed a proonly ot his watch
spective bridegroom not
and money but also of| his marriage license.
—Mr. L- Bagger has turned the editorship of the Washington Democratic paper.
That party professes a severe disgust for the
C. Bagger.
—Of eight convicted murderers in the New
Tork Tombs, one only, a poor friendless
wretch who killed his wife, is counted sure of
the gallows.

—Molly, shut the door; it’s getting awfi 1

cold in here I” was the remark of an Albany
husband as he hung his coat on a hitching post
and prepared to retire on the curbstone, unthat he had arrived at
der the

impression
home.—Exchange.

Letter From the Northwest.
Minneapolis, Minn., Jan26tb, 1872.
To the Editor of the Press.

THE PRESS,
four fatal accidents
rails.
on railroads, all from one cause—broken
one
in
Pennsylvania,
Two of these were in
New York and one on the Grand Trunk. It
T. a.ht

week there

MILD WINTER WEATHER.

1872.3

MONDAY MORNING. FEB. 5,

Winter, in this high latitude, opened sarly

were

is said that such accidents are

have

but seems thus far
spent its force with the exit of the old year.
Though the solid blocks of blue ice, thirty

and with

I

to

vigor,

inches thick, are being quarried by thousands
of tons from the surface of the Mississippi just
is
above the Falls of St. Anthony, the weather
the
beautiful for winter, and at no time during
of a few days, has it
season, with exception
business.
been uncomfortable for out-door
been just
In this portion of the State there has
of use,but not
snow enough to throw wheels out
of surplus, or drifts sufficient to oba

always immi-

in extremely cold weather, mid tint 110
foretliought can avert them. This may be so

certain extent, yet it does seem that
special watchfulness or care at such times
might greatly le3son the risk. The horror of
these accidents in two instances was greatly
augmented by the cars thrown off the track
to a

particle

prevent

struct a car wheel.
MODIFICATION OF CLIMATE.
I find the opinion gaining ground among old
settlers, that not in New England alone is the
climate undergoing gradual but nevertheless
certain changes—with you modifying its rigors
during the winter months; with us, of this

Elsewhere will be found an extract from
the Lawrence American stating that the Bosthe
ton & Maine R. R. Co. utterly repudiate
Massaplan of consolidation now before the
the
chusetts Legislature under the name of
We
Boston and Portland Trust Company.

Northwestern State, becoming less characterized for dryness, and more like that of the Atlantic coast. Particularly has it been the case
this winter that a degree of humidity has been
noticed in the atmosphere that would do credit
to the coast of Maine, and changes have been
so sudden and so marked that no one feels disposed to boast of the equable character of the

being set
instance,

on

fire

red hot stoves.

by

In one

two persons were burned to death,
escaped comparaunharmed. It would seem that human

who would otherwise have

tively
ingenuity might devise some means
this last means of slaughter.

to

climate.

also informed that President Cogswell of
the Boston & Maine stated at Augusta rethat the Boston & Maine directors
are

cently,
given in

the measure

incorporators

as

DULL TIMES.

All kinds of business are unfavorably affected by the stringency in the noney market, while
local causes conspire to make the present sit-

were

consulted respected the matter and that
Mr. Cogswell has instructed the attorney of
the Company in Boston, to ask for a hearing
so as to oppose the scheme.
never

uation of our Minnesota farmers

emphatically

unpleasant, xnougn wneat is 111 guuu ucmauu,
and commands a fair price in the market, unfortunately for our fanners they have very little of this great staple to spare. The drought
of last season was almost fatal to the crop, in-

The cliancas for the success of the educational fund bill now pendiug in Congerss are reported not the most favorable. Tho Democrats
almost in a body will vote agaiust it, who with

so-much that in many fields where fifteen or
twenty bushels to the acre were expected, not
more than a half or third of that amount was
actually harvested. In many sections of the

sufficient number of Republicansnoteducated
up to its standard to make a majority, will seMr. Hoar, however, expects to
cure its defeat.
The vote will be taken
secure its enactment.
a

State farms were

mortgaged

to

pensive farming machinery,

purchase
such

as

ex-

seed-

ers, mowers, reapers, threshing machines,
etc., the farmer looking to his growing crop as
the means of sure relief.
The failure of the
crops blasted the hopes based upon it, and left
the husbandman, in hundreds of instances, at
the mercy of exacting creditors, and to save

Tuesday afternoon.
“And will the gentleman from Machias please
inform the House what a loupcervier is?”
asked Mr. Reed of Bath, some thirty years ago,
when the subject of granting a bounty for the
ears of the animal in question was under dis-

himself from their grasp he has been forced to
fall back upon his other productions, such as
cussion.
“A loupcervier”, replied the |Hon. Joshua A.
pork, live stock, and other articles that have
I,owell of East Machias, with tragic attitude j been unexpectedly forced upon the market at
and chest tones that shook the rafters, “a loup- j ruinous prices. In this city the common price
cervier, I would have the gentleman from for round hogs has been from four to four and
: a half
cents per pound, beef cattle have sold
Bath to know, is described by Cuvier as the
as low as three cents on the foot, chickens and
He
most sanguinary of fourfooted beasts.
seizes the victim by the throat,taps the jugular, : turkeys have glutted the market at eight cents
; for the former and ten for the latter, per pound,
sucks its blood and disdains the carcass.”
while wild game and venison have been proHow “very like” a molusk.
I

The Market Savings Bank of New York,
which has just failed through the rascality of
its Secretary, largely by bogus investments, is

portionally low.
The result of this condition of things is that
the farmer—as a general rule—is without money to purchase his needful supplies, trade languishes in town and city, merchants are “hard

felt with crushing weight by scores of poor people. Had the bank been restricted to a certain I up,” the banks and other money-lenders are
class of souud securities and the institution I
obliged to scan paper offered for discount with
carefully examined, even a rascally offioer could unaccustomed severity, and business is as near
The
a
folwork.
not have wrought so wicked
stand-still as the most sluggish could desire.
lowing painful incidents from the Evening Post
GOOD FROM EVIL.

penalty for murder in the first degree is
to subject the Criminal to this extreme penalty the jury must find that the convict shall suffer capitally. Failing to find thus,
though ever so unanimous in a verdict of guilty
in the first degree, the judge has no discretion

the

to

death, but

er

but to sentence for life in the Penitentiary.
Even in case of a death sentence, the criminal
is not removed beyond the sphere of executive
elemency. This law, which has been in force
about two years, practically abolishes capital

vote

at

Brew-

that the time
The Boston papers inform
for hearing petitions for a oharter for a railroad
from Bangor to the Piscataquis river via Cornish, has been fixed. It cannot be the most direct routv. Corinth would be better,
Patents were issued last week to Greenleaf
H. Davis of Patten, for animal trap; Thomas
M. Chapin an of Oldtown for saw-filing machine;
David P. Noyes of Lewiston, for vacum tank
for tanning leather.

VUV

Assam

ASM.

AfAASS

favor of the renomination of President
Grant, and recognizing it, I would faithfully
obey it. If I could not do so, I would not have
accepted the standard in this contest."

in

How To Live Long.—Shakespeare says that
“our little life is rounded with a sleep,” and
the New York Tribune tells of a California
man who has found the secret of longevity in
This philososleeping in a circle, like a cat.
whose head, like his hack, must be a trie weak, declares that he has
prolonged his
life by sleeping with his finger tips touching
his toes, and lias invented a machine to hold
He conthe body in that graceful position.
tends that the “vital electric currents”—on the
we suppose, of the
principle,
smoke-consuming
stove—“are thus kept in even circumflow, instead of being thrown off at the extremities
and wasted." There is no patent upon the
great discovery, and any one with a sufficientlv
supple back is of course free to try the experiment.

Sher,

“Percie Endorsed.—The editor of the
“Ellsworth American” who has been spending
thus writes to his
a few days at Augusta,
paper:

Speaker Robie has been well described by
that raciest and cleverest of Augusta correspondents, “Percie,” therefore of Kim we have
nothing to say, only to praise his rare good nature, and success as a presiding officer.
Reform Agitation in Spain.—A mass meeting of the radical party was held Friday. Seven
thousand people were present. Senor Echezaray delivered an address, in which he alluded
to the reported atrocities in Cuba. He declared
that there

good reason

believe there was
He had
incontestable evidence that children had been
he
and
to
demanded
a
such
shot,
outstop put
rages. The speakers generally called for extensive reforms at home and in the colonies.
Among them were the abolition of capital punislimeut and slavery, the reduction of taxation
and the privilege of trial by jury. All advocated the continental possession of Cuba, and the
maintenance of Spanish authority in the Antilles.
was

foundation for these

to

accounts.

NOTICES.

SPECIAL

for while it is not difficult for
to unite in a verdict of murder upon sufficient testimony.it is quite another thing
for them to saylthe criminal shall suffer death.
Had Cony been tried in the county where the

twelve

LAST

CANNOT

LONGER!

MUCH

BREECH AND

FIRE!

wholesale and retail.
O. L.

WATER!

crime was committed, by a jury prejudiced by
the aggraved circumstances, it is possible the
result might have been different, but being
tried a hundred miles from the locality of the
homicide, and by a jury selected from one of
the most refined and intelligent counties in the
State, it would be much more difficult than in a

GOVERNMENT BONDS,

frontier county to revive the usages of a barbarObserver.
ous age.

TOWN

STATE AND CITY

Temperance.
of the Pren:
In the discussions of the recent State Temperance Convention, held at Augusta, I noticed
the following remarks, made by Rev. Mr. Merrill of Portland, viz.: “Thirty-five years ago he
had signed the pledge and joined the first temperance society ever formed in this State.” I
was in hopes some
individual of your city
would have rectified the mistake he has unintentionally made in the latter part of the remarks I have quoted. If there is any credit
due to the pioneers of the temperance cause,
they should receive it. In 1810 or 1811 a temperance society was formed in Portland, probably before Mr. Merrill was born, called the 69”
Society, and though ostensibly “for the suppression of vice and immorality,” it was emphatically a temperance society. The late
Samuel Freeman was one of the originators of
this society, and at one time at least its President. I have a list of its members in his handwriting with his name at the head of it Soon
after its organization a prosecution by indictment was commenoed through its its instrumentality against one of the dealers of intoxicating liquors, which so enraged them and others against the membars of tills socioty, who
--vuv

Portland, that

Samuel Freeman at their next
annual town meeting in 1812 was dropped
from the list of selectmen, in which Board he
had served, generally, if not always, as chairman, for twenty-five consecutive years.
Hje

usually popular with both political parties,
and, although a decided Federalist, was
supported for town offices by both and was af-,
was

terwards restored to their accustomed favors.
Thejretailers in Portland at this time considered the “69” society a Temperance association. I have in iny possession and in the hand
writing of Samuel Freeman a copy of the toasts
drank by them at their celebration of the 4th of
July. They are denunciatory of this, as a Temperance society. I hold also a report, drawn
oy him, and expressly designed for this society,
wherein a plan is proposed to create a fund for
the relief of the reformed drunkard or his afflicted and destitute family, and where the
Washingtonian pjii)ciule of reform was recognized as early as 1812. I think that I have
shown that a temperance society existed in
Portland at least sixty years ago.' Perhaps it
may lie shown, that one was established in
Maine, prior to Mil, If so, Portland should
yield the palm in this respeot to the town entitled to it. Let history be correct.
W. Freeman.
Cherryfield Jan. 31st 1872.
[On submitting the ahoye Interesting communication to Kev. Samuel H. Merrill, we found, as
which Mr.
we suspected, that the remarks

“Golden Rifle.”

CONANT

|

30

SMOKE!

BONDS,

Beautiful Song.

Marriage.

Happy Relief for Young Hen from the effect,

SECURITIES,

of

ami abuses in early life. Manhood restored.
Impediments to marriage removed. New method ot
treatment. New and remarkable remedies. Books
and Circulars free, in sealed envelopes.
Address
HOWARD ASSOCIATION, No. 2 South Ninth St.,
novlsnd3m
Philadelphia, Pa.

-AT-

STOCKS.
ietentf

Fraudulent Misrepresentations.
Among the pernicious frauds of the period, there
one which especially deserves the reprehension of
all who place a proper value on health and life.
The swindle referred to consists in the attempts of
irresponsible parties, in different sections of the
United States, to force upon the market vile astringeut compounds manufactured out of damaged or
worthless drugs and reftase liquor, as preparations
possessing the rare medicinal virtues of the most
popular and edacious of all vegetable tonics and alter-

COGIA

errors

For Sale
new two story French roof house just finished
on Cushman st.; house piped fur Sebago, and all
the modern improvements. Enquire on the premises
nr No 25 Emery st.
J. A. TENNEY.

THE

is

HASS

AN’S,

sei>5dtf

189 Middle,

6

Stomach Bitters.
The concoctors of these “local bitters” are, in the
truest sense of the phrase, public enemies.
Their
fiery potions inflame the stomachs, stupefy' the brains
and shatUr th|> nerves of those who are unwise enough
to accept them as substitutes for the famous Vegetable Invigorant, that for twenty years has been known
throughout the Western Hemisphere as a standard

sn

FOUR HUNDRED

and

TONS ehoice Furnace
Coal at $8.75; and at $8.00 we offer a
superior article for Open Grates. These
prices are for the Coals delivered, and are
certainly low enough to satisfy the most

Temple Streets.

atives—-Hostetter’s

pennrlons purchasers.
BUY WHILE

YOU CAN

H. POOR & BRO.

JOS.

Jan 27-sntf

MARRIED.
AT

article.
as a

health preservthe world, and

a a *«
f M
is as wide as
a
if k S' jsi 2
0 |
the miserable attempts of needy nostrum-mongers to !
supplant it would be treated with silent contempt,
30 FEB CENT LESS THAN COST.
were it not that serious consequences sometimes follows the use of the nefitrious compounds in question.
Whoever recommends any of them as remedies for
Dyspepsia, Billiousness, Constipation, Intermittent
Fever, Rheumatism, or any other complaint for which
OUR STOCK OF SLIGHTLY DAMAGED GOODS
Hostetter’s Bitters is a known specific, is guilty of a
moral, if not a legal misdemeanor. At this season,
when the sun is releasing from the earth, in the form
of unwholesome vapors, the active principle of dis- i
ABU BEING HOLB
wujw ui iiuBivturi b
win Dr oj vne ut-

iqg, vitalizing medicine,

*

most service to persons

In Shapleigh, Feb. 1, by Rev. A. P. Sanborn, Chas.
L, Wood aud Miss Lizzie A. Ross.
In Brooksville, Jau. 14, Robert Redman, Jr., ajid

Abby Blake.

In Lisbon, Jan. 30, Reuben D. Rand, of Lisbon,
ami Lena Fuller, ot Lewiston.
In Lisbon, Jan. 30, Benj. F. Farrar and Liliiam M.
WaUace.
In Farmhieton. Jan. 21. Josenh Roderick and Marv
Marcue.

[Funeral

FEBRUARY 1st, 1979.

For What

They Will Bring.

Tuesday

FANCY ROODS,

—

POPULAR

PRICES!

Robertson, Douglass, Leger, Morgan, Doulds, Keren,
Gatman, McCulloch, Frees, Scott, Adams, H J Connellay, Cunningham, Edgarton, Lett, Scott, Dennock
Beard and wife, Mac-keen, McIntosh, Clagan, Williams, Sharpies, Green, Lewis, Robinson, Copell. Herring and wife, Larsen, Small, Dowliug, Alex Collamore, F McKay and wife.

MILLINERY ROODS,

HOSIERY,

j

-jrr

u ill——

J

iiurfminr-i

,,,mm■m

uni

11

E. T. ELDEN & CO,

FOR

DATE

3
3
3
Hammonia.New
6
Wyoming.New York.. Liverpool.Feb 7
China.New York. .Liverpool.Feb 7
Abyssinia.New York. .Liverpool.Feb 7
Missouri.New York. .Havana.Feb 8
Germany.Portland—Liverpool.Peb 10
City of New York. .New York. .Liverpool.Feb 10
Pereire.New York. .Havre.Feb 10
Parthia.New York. .Liverpool.Feb 10
Europa.New York. .Glasgow.Feb 10
Minnesota.New York. .Liverpool.Feb 14
Moro Castle.. .New York..Havana.Feb 15
India.New York. .Glasgow.Feb 17City of Washington.New York. .Liverpool.Feb 17
Republic.New York. .Liverpool.Feb 17
Batavia.New York. .Liverpool.Feb 17
Erie.: .New York. .Rio Janeiro.. .Feb 22

York..Hamburg.Feb

HANDKERCHIEFS,
OFFER THIS MORNING

FELT CORSETS 50c.

FROM

Sarmatian.Portland_Liverpool.Feb
Australia.New York.. Glasgow.Feb
City of Paris.New York. .Liverpool.Feb

PLATED WARE,

Formerly $1.00.

HOOP SKIRTS aSc.

partnership lately doing
THE
Me., under the style of

EATON’S NEW METHOD
FOB

is

THE

LEWIS O’BRION,
MARSHALL PIERCE.

engaged

in a scheme to unite the two places
under a single municipal government, and if
successful they will do much for the prosperity
of all concerned. The scheme embraces three
free bridges between the two cities in place of
one toll bridge which now obstructs the intercourse of those whose substantial interests are
identical. To accomplish .this desirable under-

taking, besides legislative action, a vote of the
two cities in favor of the project will become
necessary, and the result of a vote is rendered
problematical by the fact that, while Minneapolis is largely and intensely Republican, St.
Anthony is quite as intensely Democratic, and
in a city made up of the two, her present large
majority would be overcome by the larger adveioc

mujuiiiy ui. mr uppusiie oiue ui
MONSIEUR TONSIN AGAIN.

Hon.

uie river.

Ignatius Donnelly, ex-Congressman,

cx-Lieutenant Governor and ex-aspirant for the
U. S. Senate, after a year's subsidence and si-

lence, has again come to the surface, not in a
political but in a literary role. Mr. Donnelly is

giving elaborate

lectures upon “American Humorists’’ and “Six years in
Washington”, and
is drawing the biggest kind of houses and receiving the highest eulogiums fromjthe news-

paper press. In the lecture field he seems perFew men have more perfect
fectly at home.
command of language, are better read, and
equally few are his equals in popular oratory,
while none excel him in the peculiar gifts
which enable on* to hold a large audience entranced from the beginning to the close of a
long discourse. He carries with him a perfect
magazine of invective, sarcasm, wit, anecdote
and story, and few know better than he when
to use or how to combine them.
He instructs,
amuses, and often dazzles his audience without
offending good taste or stooping to the. low level
of the buffoon. If he will stick to the lecture
room he will become a iwaster in bis
profession.

STATE

BLANKETS $3.00

COUNTY.

The house and outbuildings in Brunswick,
owned byJas. Merrill, and occupied byJas.
McDowell and R. S. Pennell were completely
destroyed by fire about 5 o’clock Saturday
morning caused by a defect in the chimney._
The fire had gained so much headway when it
was discovered that it was
impossible to stop it.
The engines were not taken out on account of
the scarcity of water. The funiture was saved.
Ths house was insured in the AStua Insurance
Company for $2,000. It was valued at $3,000.
Last Thursday, Mr. Alton Goff of Gray, was
cutting the ice which .had gathered around a
water wheel in a stave mill, in Raymond, when
his hand was caught and crushed so badly, that
it will be necessary to amputate {he hand!
KENNEBEC COUNTY.

Mr. Ezra Wall, one of the oldest residents of
Augusta, died quite suddenly Friduy night and
was followed in a few hours by his wife.
Some days since tho parents of James White,
who reside in Augusta, received a telegram purporting to be from one John Rogers of Providence, R. I., where their sou was at work, saying that James had died in a fit and on receipt
of fifteen dbllars his body would be sent home
by express. The money was forwarded but no
body came, and an investigation of the matter
resulted in bringing the young man safe and
sound by Friday night’s train.

Learn to “blow your own horn,” by
studying this
and excellent method, full of Theory, Exercises
Melodies, Trios and Variations, with, if you
please, Piano accompaniment. Price 31.50.
The above books and pieces, sent, post free, on
receipt of Retail price.

sparkling

B XT R N K T T

STANDARD FLAVORING

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.
CHAS. H. DITSON & CO., New York.

feb5d&wly
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Blase

COME!

Swectsir started in pursuit, and on Wednesday overtook the runaways about forty miles
below Frederickton. The woman had with her
a man by the name of Do
re, who belongs in

Garland.
They were brought back to Bangor,
and are now jail. The horse was very tired and
had evidently been hard driven.
The
Whig* says as the E. & N. A. passenger
train was braking up
Thursday, just before
:
inn station, a two-horse
reaching
loaded team
came rapidly down a hill on a road at
right
A MAINE MAN CONVICTED OF MURDER.
with
the
: angles
railway, with such force that
A sad case has recently come off in this city;
the pole of the sled broke into the side of the
—the trial and conviction for murder of a
The Newton, (Mass.) Journal is informed on
baggage car, and the whole establishment was
demolished in the twinkliug of an
eye. One
good authority that a quantity of whiskey re- young man, scarcely out of his teens, and his horse was
instantly killed and the other’s legs
cently seized by the State officials was thus con- sentence for life to the State Penitentiary. The were broken by the car wheels, so it was necesThe driver of the
stituted, the recipe having been preserved: 10 j young man gave his name as Richard B. Cony,
sary to shoot him at once.
escaped with a few severe
gallons of kerosene, three pounds of potash, an claims to hail from Augusta, and to be a neph- teum fortunately
he was thrown some distance
bruises,
though
ounce or two of
strichnine, mixed together with ew of the late Gov. Cony, of that city. From among the fragment of his sled and load, by
soft water. To make gin the oil of
his familiarity with Augusta localities and
The team was owned by Mr. 0. A.
the shock.
juniper was l
added.
names of Augusta citizens, it is evident he is
Cushman of Lee, and driven by his son Milton.
The Whig says last Saturday a French boy at
well acquainted there, but of his relationship
Rev. Dr. Dennison, President of the
Kansas j to the distinguished families of that name at
Kingman, named Louis Willet, aged about 12
State Agricultural College, died under
incensed at some fancied wrong he had
singular your State capital I have heard doubts 'express- years,
received while at play with Magar Low, a lad of
circumstances. The Kansas Farmer of the 15
the
genuineness of 14, took a knife at the noon recess of school, and
ed, as I have also regarding
uit. contained a cartoon of a maniac in violent
attempted to stab Low. The first blow took efthe name by which he is known on our crimifect in Low's band, making a slight wound,
contortions, labeled “Joseph Dennison, D. D.” nal docket.
whence the knife glanced to his chest, cutting
Thd unfortunate man glanced at it, gave an agCAPITAL PUNISHMENT.
quite a gash in the flesh, but not penetrating I
The law of this State in relation to the punonizing cry, sank on the floor and died instantdeep enough to be serious.
ishment of murder is peculiar.
ly*
Mr. Murphy aud Capt. Cyrus Sturdivant were
Technically,

COME!!

COME!!!

Beat Quality far 5Or. yd.

ult—passengers

and mdse to H & A Allan.
Sch Alex Miiliken, Saulsberry, Ellsworth, to load
for New York.

Beat Qaalily Lyon. Poplina
ti.wyi.

The

superiority

niatnr,

subject which should more engross atthe purity of the preparations which
flavoring the various compounds prepared

There is
tention

no

than

of the
publication
in two of the
for

uy,

seven

are

for the

same and tnis our order thereoii
newspai>ers printed daily in Portland,
davs at least before the time of hearing.
S. T. CORSER.
Harbor
(
JACOB McLELLAN. ( Commissioner,

C. I*. KIVIBAEJL
Annual

THE

the
the

maintained.
It. is

tract*,* to insist upon obtaining tUeui in order t
avoid many of the factitious brands offered, beca us
of their larger profits.

FACING THE BAYONET!

Secretary.

When soldiers face the bayonet they take the chance
of life or death; but when private citizens, deceived by
the pretences of unscrupulous dealers, apply poisons
to their ikads to change the color of their hair,
they have no idea of the terrible risks they run. The
first analytical chemists have endorsed one hair dye
as “free from everything deleterious to health,” viz:

LOST!
1

LOWER!

Christadoro’s Excelsior Hair llye
the wise and prudent stick to that. It imparts
shades of color that are perfectly life-like, and is in
Let

HORNING

all

respects the very best.
Remember the Plword
is not more dangerous than the lead compounds in
the market, and that the Excelsior Dye contains no
lead. As a dressing after dyeing, use

ONE MORE CASE

$1.75, j

CHRISTADORO’S HAIR PRESERVATIVE.
w‘2-4
jau5-eodtm

#3.35.

CHULA.!? .A.T

Second Qaalily I.yon* Poplina, 91.13.

6

I

^

95 Piecea Beat Quality Mass Plu.hr.

99 87 yd

Temple Streets,

7 Bax Toilet Carers worth 91 OO far SOe.

can

son,

GOODS

|
)

STOCK,

152 Exchange St.

It is

Bar Association.
Annual Supper at Preble House, Monday, Feb. 5,
1872, at 8 P. M. Tickets $5. All members are invited.
PER ORDER COMMITTEE.
feb3-2t
uinDcruiiia

__

MR. L. D. STROUT
•

Will return to his old Store.

NO.

335

CONGRESS

STREET,

Where he will keep

as

formerly,

a

full

DRY AND FANCY GOODS,
1u

all the usual varieties.

His motto will be as usual, “QUICK SALES
AND SHALL PROFITS.”
Hoping by diligent attention to business and honest dealing, t > meet his old friends and former customers.

jan20sntf

PI ANO

ROOMS,

I nboon Bl oek, next

ED
Has

B.

City Hall, Congrens

«t

Exclusively Ag^jcy for the

elegant, Jwwbtt & Co., Piano Fortes !

Also other

standard makers all sold at the lowest
reduced prices.
oc25sntf

BUTTER AND CHEESE.
Just received,

NEW

a

YORK

fresh stock of choice

& VT.

BETTER,

Vt. Dairy & Factory Cheese (plain and
sage)

good variety of Beans, Dried Apples, and
Canada Peas., Lard In tierces, tubs, pails and caddies.
AARON R ALDRICH & CO

Exchange

st.

SAICE

Best

Sauce and Relish !
Made in any part of the World

FOR
TO

BE

HAD

FAMILY
OF

ALL

FIRST

USE.
CLASS

GROCERS

For Sale in Portland by
8I8E

*

iveviivb.

BONDS!

_

Portland municipal,.

|pa

Portland aid K. R.,.

g’s

State of

mainc,.

Bt.Lonis,.
Rockland aid R.R.,.
European ft

IV.

A. R. H., Gold,.

BANKER8,
PORTLAND, MAINE.
a

THIS HOUSE is established for the transaction of
General Banking Business.
DEPOSITS received subject to check at sight. In-

c edited

monthly.

CERTIFICATES >F DEPOSIT issued bearing interest as by agreeine
and available at maturity in

Portland, Boston or New York.
COLLECTIONS of Notes, Drafts, Coupons, and
Dividends made In all parts of the United States and
Canada.
DEALER# in Government and other Investment
Securities and in Gold and Silver Coin.
STERLING BILLS drawn on England, Scotland
and Ireland, bighl rafts on F.iris, Berlin and other
European cities, Mi/ntreal, St. John and Halifax.
Gold and Currency Drafts on Boston and New York.
APPROVED Commercial Bills purchased.
FACILITIES afforded for the transaction of the
Special as well as the General Business of correspondents.
Agents for the aisle of the

Bouds of the Portland St Ogdensburg R R
Jn3

sn

The

y,

Toledo,.

8,.

y,,

FOR SALK BY

BARRETT,

Bankers and Brokers.

j
|!

j

Sid fm Yokohama Dec 13, barque Walton, Mercer,
New York.
At Shanghae Dec 11, barque L M Long, Lewis, for
New York.
At Hong Kong Dec 13, ship YoSemlte, Mack, for
San Francisco.
Sid Dec 6, ship Southern Cross, Hughes, Guam.
Ar at Genoa 10th ult, barquC Masonic, Lampher,
New York.
Cld at Bahia Dec 17, ship Frauk Flint, Smalley, for

Liverpool.
Ar at Malaga 10th ult, brig Nellie Husteed, Malony
tilDUUU.

I

Gibraltar—Off the Rock 7th, brig Rabboni, Coombs,
from Palermo for New York.
At at Callao Dec 30. ships Wm Woodbury, Herriman.San Francisco; Jan 1, Leonora, Griffin, Shields;
8th, Geo M Adams, Munson. New York; 12th, Charter Oak, Nichols, do.
Sid Jan 2, S Curling, Smalley, Mejlllones: 6th, Majestic, Gibbons, Guanape; 12tn, St James. Black, do.
Ar at Buenos Ayres Dec 13, Signal, Saunders, from
New York; 14th, John F Pearson, Gould, Portland;
16th, Commerce, Stetson, Montreal.
Sid fin Montevideo Dee 13, barque C A
Littlefield,
Carver, England.

Ar at Vera Cruz 1st ult, sch Jeddie, Turner, from
New York.
Ar at Panama 18th ult, ship Uncle Tobev, Drinkwater. Cardiff.
Ar at Aspinwall 18th ult, barque
lan, New York; 20th, sch Louisa

Orono, McLelBliss, Strong, from

Baltimore.
Sid 15th, sch Alfred Keen,
Pillshury, Cienfuegos.
Sid fin Cienfuegos 26tli ult, brir, A J

Ross, Wyman,

Boston.
Ar at

St John, NB, lstinst, sells Ida J, Walsh, ftn
Portland; Addle Kyerson, Pike, Eastixirt; 2d, Bertha Souder, Wooster, do.
Cid 1st. barque Stampede, Hatfield, Cardenas; brig
Alberti, Herriman, and Harmony, Kavue, do: Heauty, Shields, do: sch M G Collins, Robinson, Havana;
id, barque Blair Athol, Hall, Havana; sehs Quoddy,
Fanning, Newcastle, Del; Sarah. Haraed, Portland,
with frozen herring.

[Latest by European steamers.]
Cld at Liverpool 17th, Don Quixote, Ray, Havana;
19th, La Plata, Matthews, Savannah.
Ent out 13th. Arcturus, Nason, for New Orleans;
15th, Shatmuc, Soule, for do; 17tn, Scandinavian, (s)
Ballantine, for Portlaud; 18th, Theobold, Adams, for
New York.
Sid fm Plymouth

Callao.
Pronounced by Connoisseurs

Chicago,.

STREET.

erest

LEA & PERKINS' SAUCE,

O’s

loo miDDLE
oc23sx inwf

SONS,

6’s

O’s

;

~

g,a

Portland & Ogdcnsbarg R. R.
Gold,
Portland ft Rochester R. R.,.

SWAM A

Life.

Dr. Lewis’s Boot and Herb Bitters are a sure remedy for Liver Complaint in all its forms, and purify
the blood and humors of the blood; also Scrofula,
DyspepBla, Contircnooo, Indigestion, Bilious Disoayptf
and General Debility. They cleanse the system, regulate the Bowels, Restore the Appetite, Strengthen
the Body, and thoroughly prepare it to resist diseases
of all kind.
DR. LEWIS is a true aboriginee of his native
cauntry (America, and has no one Balm with which
he proposes to cure all the diseases the Human flesh
is heir to, but carefully diagnosticates each case in all
the minuteness of detail, and treats all upon rational
and scientific principles.
.feblsnlw*

ed

LEICESTERSHIRE
'■The

Torrey;

leaky;

terest at the rate of Four per cent, per annum allowon all Daily Balances.
Accounts rendered and iu-

HALFORD

TABLE

Coney,
Torrey,

LEWIS

J. B. BROWN &

Only

Good Sauce.”

unrivappetite
aled tor its flavor.
Wc are directed by Messrs. LEA & PERRINS to
prosecute ail parties making or vending counterfeits.
JOHN DUNCAN’* HON*,
augl2»n6m
Agents. New York.
It ini

roves

and

Wen’s
Ural

Street.

A. B. BUTLER.
January 27-dtf

n

CHOICE

digestion) and it is

Batchelor’s Hair Dye.
This superb Hair Dye is the best In the world—perfectly harmless, reliable and instantaneous; no disappointment ; no ridiculous tints or disagreeable odor.
The genuine Wm. A. Batchelor’s Hair Dye produces IMMEDIATELY a splendid Black or Natural
Brown, leaves the hair clean; sof.t beautiful; does not
contain a particle of lead or any Injurious compound.
Isold by all Druggists.
Factory, 16 BOND STREET, N. Y
1Y
D«sW
SN
Jyll

13th, Eliphalet Greelev, Halcrow,

Sid ftn Cardiff 14th. R W Messer, Smith, Galveston;
16th, E A Kennedy. Hoftses, for New Orleans; 18th,
Harvest Home, Dickey, Charleston.
Ar at Holyhead 12th, Annie Kimball, Stpison, from

Liverpool for Savannah.
Ar at Deal

14th, Caribou, Wood, from London for

Cardiff.
Cff do 14th, Midas, Campbell, from Antwerp for
New York.
Sid fin Newport 11th, John C Potter, McClure, fm
Bombay.
Sid fm Plymouth 16th, Mendota, Perry, (from Havre) for Havana.
Ar at Milford 19th, Anna M Knight, Davis, from
Cardiff for Cienfuegos.
Ar at Waterford 17th, Five Broshers, Thurlow, ftn
Liverpool for Havana.
Sid ftn Belfast 15th, Alice C, Dix, for Portland via
Barrow.
Ar at Galle Dec 27, Hermon, Shaw, Rio Janeiro.
Sid ftn Havre 16th, Priscilla, Frazer, for
Savanuah;
Isaac Hall, Colcord, Cardiff and Hong
Kong.
Sid ftn Antwerp 11th, Western Empire, Grorier, for
Savannah; 19th, Virgiuia, Baker, New Orleans.

A

Water-proof Buckle Arrtics
quality, sizes 6, 6 1-3 and -7

91.35 per pair
Ladies’ Sandals, All sizes, first qual1*7
35c. per pair
Wen’s Plain Rubbers,sizes 5,5 1-3,6,
6 1-3
40c per pair
Hisses' Plain Rubbers’ sizes 10 Is 3,
30c per pair
%
1 hildren’s Plain Rubbers, sizes 6 to 6
35c per pair

Undersold!

Water-proof

Women’s

APPLES.

Cloth-lop

Overs, first quality,all sizes, 75c per pair
Hen’s Lou| llip Rubber Bools,

two

GREAT

a

snjal5-m,w,ftf_22

12k<

Havana:

Richmond,
Powers, Bermuda; schs Mary Edwara, Green leaf,
Gonaives; Charles H Hodgdon, McMullen, Baracoa;
Sarah Jane, Ferguson, St Kitts; Anna M Nash, Spar-

and

152 Middle

Mailer, Crowley, Portland.
barque G W Rosevelt, Herriman, Havana; I

Lucy

Worcester County, English Dairy and
Pine Apple Cheese.
Also

sch W H
Cld 2d,

brigs Sally Brown, Matthews,

row, Baltimore.
NEWPORT—Ar 2d, schs Gov
Marson, from
minutes. Price within the reach of all. Call and 1
Gardiner for Providence; J C Libbv, Libby, Jacksonexamine.
ville for Fall River; Lucy Ames,
and FleetGEO. L. LOTHROP Sc CO..
wing, Gregory, Rockland for New York; Statesman,
Cole, Shulee, NS, for do.
feb3sntf
152 Exchange Street.
Sailed 1st, brig Jennie A Cheney,
Arey, from Rio
Grande for Boston: schs Wm H Mailer, Crowley, tin
WOULD ANNOUNCE TO THE DICK
Portland for New York; Nathan Cleaves, Atwood,
and Sea Lark, Miller, do for do.
“While There’s Life There’s Hope.”
In port, schs Anna Leland, Bennett, fm Providence
for Baltimore; Celeste A Hendrick. Greenlaw, Baltimore for Belfast.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 21st, schs Charlie Cobb,
THE TRUE
Kennedy, Elizabethport for Boston; Freddie Walter,
Smith, Portland for Georgetown; Rebecca Florence,
NATIVE INDIAN
Rich, do for Philadelphia.
Can be consulted free of charge, at his office
i
Ar 1st, schs S S McKown, Parsons, Rock port for
New York;
Wm Rice. Picker160 Congress fit., Cor. Monntfort fit.,
Ames,
ing, and Gem, Thomas, Rockland ior do; Florence
Where he will attend to the treatmeut and cure of all
do for Richmond; Princess, Leach, fiorn
Hall,
Mayo,
diseases incident to the human body.
All kinds of
Buck sport for Philadelphia: Hampden, Fletcher, fm
Humors disappear as if by magic, by the use of his
Portland for New York,
Celestia, Cotton, from
INDIAN SPECIFIC REMEDIES Greenport, LI, for Boothbay; Martha Weeks, Dutch,
Portland for New York; E R Emerson, Seavey, from
Boston for Baltimore.
Cares all Female Difficulties.
Sid, 2d, sch Martha Weeks, T R Emerson.
The success attending his treatment in this particuBOSTON—Ar 2d, barque Jas G Pendleton, (new,
lar line has always been perfectly satisfactory to the
937 tons) Gilmore. Newburyport.
who
have honored him with their confidence.
patients
Cld
2d, ships Franklin, Brown, New York, to load
He also includes all maladies of the Liver. Lungs,
for Batavia; Wm Ross, Ross, Callao.
Heart, Stomach, Kidneys and Bladder, and for all
Ar 3d, brig Novelty, Havener, Matanzas; sch Moninherited chronic diseases hitherto deemed incurable. Will take ali those who are troubled with ! tezuma, Griffin, Grand Menan, NB.
Cld 3d, ship
Frost, Valparaiso; sch M M
old standing complaints.
Dr. Lewis* Medicines are j
Delia Hinds, Wells, aud AdmiPote, Abbott,
not compounded with murcury and other poisonous
j
ral,
Hickey, Calais; Atlantic, Alexander. Camden.
drugs, but are Pure Vegetable Composition, such as ! BATH—Sid
2d, sch Lizzie Carr, Teel, Cuba.
has been known and practiced by the natives of
America for centuries, are in perfect harmony with
FOREIGN PORTS.
all the
of

principles

"W E £ E
A«d thp

an immeuse sale in other cities,
gives great satisfaction where ever introduced.
Will fit any fixtures, and can be adjusted in

he

sn

Don’t go with cold, damp feet,
let your poor neighbors and
relatives suffer, especially if they
have small understandings. Remember that nobody ever took cold
who kept their feet dry and warm.
We offer for five days,

great variety of

will not

no29

nor

HOSIERY, &c.,
we

eodly

Small Feet in Luck.

Dry and Fancy Goods,
which

by all Druggists.

Rubber Overs.

CHEAP AT 25c.

PHILADELPHIA—Cld 1st, barque Cienfuegos,
Dyer, Cieniuegos; brig Keystone, Barter, Guanta-

PURPOSE.

WE WERE AT THE AUCTION. YOU BET.

35c.

Dress Goods, at
a

OIL,

FOR THIS

Rubber Arctics

SOME PRETTY LIGHT

W e have

large

a

RUBBERS.

|

Gingham 125c,

ALSO

Voa- Vnrlf

Hoogley,
Haytf;

ROBINSON,

i

YARD,

OUR

WORTH

NEW YORK—Ar 1st, brig Hyperion, Woodbury,
Matanzasvia Newport; sell Starlight, Blatcliford,
Calais.
Ar 2d, brig S E Kennedy, Duncan, New Orleans;

globe and burner combined, giving a soft but
strong light, superior to anything of the kind now in
use, besides effecting a saving of twenty per cent, in
gas.
It is having

27tli, brig Minnie Abby, Harding, Boston.
WILWINGTON—Cld 30th, sch Clara W Elwell,
Giles, Porto Rico.
BA LTI MORE—Cld 1st, sch D B Webb, Gross, for

PHYSICIAN,

line of

Scotch

liquid form,

a

COMPOUND

OTHER

For sale

STIEE THEY GO !
ALL

AND

posesses the peculiar properties which so exactly
suit the various conditions of the human hair.

namo.

a

DR.

ABOUT JANUARY 93d.

N O

$1.20,

PER

OF

DARK AND GLOSSY.

IT

COCOA-NUT

'___

Savannah.

agues.
May
Cld

AT EQUALLY LOW PRICES.

t

~

CHARLESTON-Ar 1st inst, sch E K Dresser,Reed

store of
i-

83F“Purcha8ers should bear in mind that Dry
were never cheaper than at the Present time,
feblsnlw

$1.50

WORTH

FERNANDINA—Ar 24th, sch Ella Brown, Robin-

be seen at the

RENDERING

AND

POPLINS!

Marked Down to

GROWTH

The COCOAINE holds, in
proportion of deodorized

Enrique.
This new and beautiful light

GEO. L. LOTHROP Sc CO.,

Goods,

___

DOMESTIC PORTS.
GALVESTON—Cld 25th, sch Robert Ruft, McDonPensacola.
ald,
NEW ORLEANS—Ar 27th ult, sch Wm L Bradley,
Chase, Boston.
Sid SW Pass 26th, ship Rochester ; 26th, barque

?

OUR

LYONS

t(he 1st.
Sch Chilion, Winslow, from Portland lor New Y'ork
at Vineyard-Haven 1st, with centre-board damaged in the gale of the 29th.

White Tack Mkirts, worth 91 50, 87 l-3c.

IN

them.

was

13 l-3e.
loo Box Turkey Bed Bayiies, 95e.

ALL OTHER

see

PREPARED EXPRES8LY

on

BRYTLITE GLOBES !

loo Piecea Best Quality Seateh Ginghams

130 Box Spool Silk Worth 60 for 93c Box

Steamship Sarmatian, (Br) Wylie, Liverpool
dt A AlUu
Steamer (Jarlotta, Colby, Hamax, if
K«r_

MEMORANDA.
Sch J H Bennett, from Portland for Fall River, is
ashore at Wood’s Hole, and master sick.
Sch Hampden, Fletcher, from Portland for New
York, was cut by the ice on Nantucket Shoals and
sprung a leak of 600 strokes per hour. Also lost j»art
of deckload of lumber and put into Vineyard-Haven

BRYTLITE GLOBES!

35 Piecea Plain PrenchCnnabrieka far 95c

Don’t fail to

$1.

THE

BEAUTIFYING THE HAIR,

WE HAVE ALL THE COLORS

Brig Star, Cook, Havana—E G Hight.

lO Baxea Nubias, worth 91 00[fsr 5Or.

BURNETT’S COCOAINE,
PROMOTING

FOR

Linen Handkerchiefs,
From 6 1-4 to

BURNETT & CO.,
Sole Proprietors, Boston^

For sale by first-class Grocers and Druggists gendc38Neod
erally.
Duponco’* Golden Pi]ls are fully appreciated
as they deserve.
jan23-eodftwlw

of

Felt Skirts at

necessary in some cases for j»ersons de‘Burnett’s Superior Flavoring Ex-

siring

THE

OPENED THIS

eighteen years time and
pronounced unrivalled by the

JOSEPH

ON

quantity

the test of

apiwaring much larger. They are the best
cheapest Fruit Extract the market affords
Their Standard quantity and quality will be strictly

Association of Newr England Fish and Salt
Dealers extend a cordial invitation to all dealer*
in and producers of Fish, Salt, Oils, &c, to meet with
them at the rooms ol the Association, No. 220 State
Street, Boston.on Wednesday of each week at 11 a.m.
The object
these meetings are general business,
mutual acquaintance, and a Detter understanding of
each other s interest.
GEORGE H. BEAMAN,

Friday evening la6t at Fluent Hall, a small
rosette of Diamonds; the finder will receive a
liberal reward by leaving it at the store of the
fe5d3t*
MESSRS. McDUFFEK, Middle St.

small

tnat a

and

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 13, 1879,

STILL

concentrated

sizes

At 3.30 p. m., for the election of officers anil for such
other business as may come before the meeting.
feWtd
JOHN M. GOULD, Sec’v.

fe5d*t

niguiy

competition, and are
most eminent connoisseurs, proprietors of the leading
hotels, and prominent dealers in the United States
and Canada.
They are neatly put up in five size
—unpaneled bottles, holding more than paneled

Meeting.

Company’s office,

aim so

only need be used.
They have stood

CO.

annual meeting of the Stockholders of
C. P. KIMBALL COMPANY will be held at

—

«

ana

Extracts consists in their

of these

PERFECT PURITY AND GREAT STRENGTH l

used in
human stomach.
#
These Extracts are warranted perfectly free from
the poisonous oils and acids which enter into the
composition of many of the factitious fruit jtat ors
now in the market.
They are not only true to their
names, but are prepared from fruits of the best qual-

CLEARED.

_COGTA HASSAN,

139

flange, Jellie*, Nances,

Soup*, Gravien, etc.

Portland, Feb. 3, 1872.
Upon the foregoing petition, we appoint Tuesday,
the thirteenth day of February, A. I)., 1872, at the
Easterly end of the Rolliug Mill Bridge, at ten o'clock
in the forenoon, as the time and place when we will
hear the parties interested, and determine whether the
prayer of the petitioners shall be granted, and we order that notice of the above
application be given by

NEWS.

Saturday, Feb. 3.
ARRIVED.
Steamer Cbesa]>eake, Johnson, New York—passengers and mdse to Henry Fox.
Steamship Germany, (Br) Trocks, Liverpool 18th

EXTRACTS!

Syrup*, Ice Cream*, Custard*, Pie*,

Noda

CommiMioaem for the Harbor of
Portlaad.
1FESPECTFULLY prays the Boston & Maine R&ilroad, that it may be permitted to drive piles in
Fore River, in the line of its location.
Portland, Feb. 3d, 1872.
BOSTON & MAINE R. K..
^^k
B its Attorney. G. C. Ybaton.
the

OF PORTLAND.

PORT

I

One Case Assorted Japanese Milk*,

PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

cer

Half Price.

at

S

FOB H.AVOBINO

ALSO LOTS OF

|

MARINE
SHA\VLS

The

Bangor Commercial says a week ago last
Sunday a woman by the name of Higgins hired
a horse and
sleigh of J. P. B. Wheelden of
Bangor, to go, as she said, to Six Mile Falls.
She did not return. Last Saturday, Marshal
Bolton learned that the team had passed through
Ellfapld. hound F.iuf
Mr Wltouldnn und

Pair.

ONE PRICE, AND NO VARIATION ?

NEWS.

CUMBERLAND

a

fe5dlw*

February 3, 1872,

new

Miniature Almanac.February 5.
Sun rises.7.10 I Moon rises.4.10 AM
Sun sets.5.19 High water.7.45 AM

business at Portland,

O’BRIOX, PIERCR A CO.,
hereby dissolved by mutual consent.

CORNET.

DEPARTURE OF OCEAN STEAMERS

SHAWLS, iu great variety,

Dissolution.

Set oJRBerF Rood easy Piano Pieces for beginners.
GOLDEN ECHOES,
Mack, each. .30

imia

NAME

or Cabin Passage, apply to
H. & A. ALLAN, No. 1 India St.
Steerage Passage inward and outward, and for
Sight Drafts ou England for small amounts apply to
JAMES L. FARMER,
No. 3 India Street.
Dec.
5-tf
Portland,

For

NOTICE.

In the Germany, from Liverpool—Mr and Mrs Halley, A W Rogers, A Williams, Mr and Mrs Davis and
four children, Thos Pearson, Westwood, Cahill, Golding, Rooney, Peach, and 77 others in steerage.
In the Sarmatian, for Liverpool
Messrs Kellev,

Freight

For

A

PAMENGERM.

DRY ROODS,

Immediately after the arrival of the Train of the
previous day from Montreal.
Passage to Londonderry and Liverpool, Cabin (according to accommodations).970 to 990
Payable in Gold or its equivalent.

Keller. .35

HAPPINESS

TRUE

ou

Saturday, February 10.

6)B5_

In this city, Feb. 3, C. E. Shady, recently pardoned from the State prison and cared for the Allen Mission. [California papers r*lease copy.]
In Deering, Feb. 3, Mrs. Sarah A., wife of N. K.
Sawyer, aged 49 years.
services
afternoon at 2| o’clock.]
In Auburn, Jan. 28, Mr. William Tyler, aged 81
yrs
In Monmouth, Jan. 30, Mr. Robert Jacobs, aged 74
years 9 months.
In St. Albans, Jan. 27, Mrs. Maria, wile of John
Hilton, aged 70 years.
In Biddeford, Jan. 29, Mr. John W. Brackett, aged
B5 years.

with feeble constitutions.

will leave this port for Liverpool

HAYDN’S METHOD for GUITAR
A new and improved
method, with Progressive
Studies, lustrumental Pieces, and a collection of Popular Songs.
PRICE, 93.00.

DIED.

*»

GRR.llAItY, ('apt. Track*,

Organs.

PRICE, 99.50.

EXCHANGE STREET.

On

The fame of Hostetter’s Bitters

FOB

Work of the first rank.

occupied since the Are for Insurance.
Inquire of
H. M. PAYSON,
32 Exchange St.
jau298n2w

SMOKE!

derry

Complied by an Organist who has a pre-eminent
of pleasing the public, both by hla playing and
jx>wer
hie compositions. Rose quickly into favor on its first
appearance, and is acknowledged to be a Standard

Has been

THE

Passengers Booked to Loudeuand Liverpool.
Return 'rickets*
granted at Reduced Rates.
The Steamship

Clarke’s New Method
Reed

BLOCK,

Steamship Co*

<-ABBVINO

Canadian and United Nlatc* .Wail*.

no24eodtf sn

On the second floor, front of

BONDS,

BANK

vtn*<vi»w

uiunu

WATER!

BANKER AND BROKER

RAILROAD

the

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS

OFFICE TO LET!

PAYSON,

II. M.

BAIIiEY, 48 Exchange 8t.

Sign of

ALLAN LINE!

Perkins, from

Montreal Ocean

Ammunition, Sporting; Goods, etc.
Also a good assortment of Machinists’ Tools,

|

FIRE!

New York for Rio Janeiro.
Dec 14, lat 3 10 X, Ion 29, brig Henry
Richmond for Rio Grande.

ford, from

ni/ZI.K LOADIIVO

Doable and Single Barreled Guns.

1

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

Dee 3, lat 4 20 S, lou 35 W, ship Martha Cobb, from
Newport for Callao.
Dec 13. on the Equator, Ion 28 48, brig Abbie Clif-

GUNS, GUNS.

|

NOTICES.

SPECIAL

men

To the Editor

0POMJRX.

NOTICES.

,, SSSAASA

dishonor,
recognize
the prevailing sentiment in the Fourth District

some

IT

ns

commended to our law makers, who will
on this important matter the present week:

lUUH

SPECIAL

IN GENERAL.

punishment,

Freeman criticise® had been attributed to him
The dark cloud,now hanging over our farmby some of the papers by mistake. The foli ers is not without its “silver lining.” Strin- lowing note from Mr. Merrill contains some
One old woman, a laundress, evidently an i
geucy is the forced parent of economy—a virtue
interesting reminiscences:]
honest and hard working person, yesterday vis- 1
too often disregarded in new States, where laited the bank, and asked when she would be
Mr. Editor,—The following communication
in
bor ordinarily maps a rich reward. Last Fall,
able to get some money, as she was greatly
will be read with interest for the fact it states
need of it. The Receiver, who is compelled to
while on a visit to this State, Horace Greelev
in respect to early movements in behalf of
listen to many such inquiries, asked her the
admonished our people against the ruinous
“Twelve hundred dolThe writer, now
amount of her deposit.
temperance in this city.
“Mv good woman,” said ! practice of exporting annually the best elelars,” she replied.
nearly ninety years of age, will he remembered
Mr. Worth, astonished, “Where on earth did ! meats of a naturally fertile soil, in the form of
our older residents as a native of Portland,
you get such a sum?" “Ah!” said she, burst- wheat, while returning nothing to the soil as by
and a son of Samuel Freeman, of whom he
ing into tears, “I have been working for that
for ten years, and to-day I am in want.”
I compensation for the lime and other ingredispeaks as President of the first temperance soThis was bad enough, but something worse
i ants subtracted from it by the growth of this
ciety ever organized in the town and probably
An
to follow.
was
elderly gentleman, well cereal.
of
our
fanners
are
the
taking
in the State. He lived to a good old age and is
dressed, but pale and careworn, and scarcely hint, andMany
if not stimulated to proper works by
able to restrain his emotion, addressed the Reremembered to this day as a highly intelligent,
ceiver, saying with forced calmness: “I am a the Philosopher’s teaohiugg, they will be
honorable,
high-minded, kind-hearted and useI
have
name
and
$4000
is-,
forced to change their course by the irresistilawver; my
ful man. It is said of him that at the annual
in your bank.” Mr. Worth briefly replied, exble
of
events.
The
merchant
learns
that
logic
town meeting the moderator used to call for a
pressing his regret at the condition of affairs,
aim VW mipi.
trusting out his wares “don’t pay,” and the vote thus: "Gentlemen, you will please bring in
AAASSAAS^J
not seriously inconvenience one so well off as
farmer learns that dependence upon a single
your ballots for Samuel Freeman as first selecthis visitor appeared to be. “It is all I have in I
crop is often fatal;—that too many eggs in the
man."
the world,” replied the other. “I have, besides,
same basket is not wise, especially when the
one sick daughter entirely dependent upon me
It would be decidedly awkward for me to
business and financial cars are in danger of befor her comforts and necessaries of life, which,
meet the charge of having falsified history proup to the present time, I have been able to obing jolted from the track.
I vided I had done it.
But my plea is "Not
tain for her. On Wednesday night I told her,
While wheat is the great crop of the State, it
Yesteras gently as I could, that I was ruined.
guilty.” I was not within fifty miles of AuIs questionable if any other cultivated crop
day afternoon I took her to a lunatic asylum.”
gusta during the session of the convention reHere the speaker broke down, and after a brief
yields so poor a return to the producer. I speak
S, H. Merrill.
ferred to.
his
rushed
from
composure,
struggle to regain
with
referenoe
to
this State, situated far from
the bank, unwilling that his weakness should
■tenM.
the great markets, and obliged to compete
he observed by the idlers around him. Scenes
Mrs. Isabella Beecher Hooker of Hartford,
with localities nearer those markets, and fanearly as painful may be seen almost hourly.
Ct., now in Washington, will attend the Convored with a soil and climate which euable
Reported Disaster oh the Grand Trunk
them to province » better
quality of wheat than necticut Democratic State Convention, and partfotpofro iu tKo uttbotKjuont, campaign
is raised here. Oats, hay, beans, bnckwheat,
Railway.—The Bangor Commercial of Saturday, contains the following account of a disasdairy products, garden vegetables, potatoes, party.
Dried, parched and ground asparagus berries
ter on the Canadian portion of the Grand Trunk
sheep, live stock, pork, and even Indian com,
containordinarily repay the labor of production better are excellent as a substitute for coffee,
Railway. Our telegraphic dispatches have not
ing, chemists say, the essential principle of
than wheat, and are far less exhaustive of the
mentioned anything of the kind, and the CanaMocha or Java.
soil. The farmer is also learning something of
da papers do not allude to the matter:
Over two-thirds of the soldiers’ graves in the
We learn from Capt. Herriman of the Nathe necessity and value of manures, and that
various national cemeteries are marked only by
tional Insurance office, that a frightful accident
he 'cannot depend upon regularly cheating
occurred on the Grand Trunk Railroad on
a rude stake bearing a painted number, the
mother earth by annually taking from her large
Wednesday night, between Richmond and Monnumbers corresponding to the names being inThe accident occurred on the night train : crops while giving to her nothing in return.
treal.
scribed in a book in the office of the superinfrom Montreal, and took place about If o’ clock.
With more and better applied economy in fannThe rear car of the train was a Piulman in
tendent in charge. Gen. Cobum has recently inwith
closer
more knowledge
ing,
application,
A
fifteen
were
broken
which there
passengers.
troduced a bill in Congress to provide that
of soils, manures and adaptation of crons, with
rail precipitated this car down an embankment
1
every grave shall have a head-stone of marble
full thirty feet. The car rolled over and landed
less disposition to run in debt for expensive mabottom side up. The passengers were all in I
chinery and more disposition to take care of or other durable material, inscribed with the
their births. Thirteen of the number were more
name of the soldier, his regiment and State,
or less wounded.
Capt. Herriman thinks that and preserve such tools as they may have, and the date of his death.
One had a leg broken,
with
better
two of them must die.
shelter
for
their
stock
and another an arm. Three were severely
Botts, the recently executed murderer of
and
more
in
care
selecting it, with
wounded about the head. The wounded were
Oliver S. Halstead, gave an acquaintance $100
more frugality and less bad
whiskey, the
with difficulty got out of the car and brought
to procure some arsenic for him, and then conthrough to Richmond, where they were cared farmers of the “Gopher State” will increase in
for.
wealth and influence, and at no far distant day sulted his spiritual advisers about self-destruction.
The clergymen assured him that he
compare favorably with those who enjoy longer
The Eastern and Boston and Maine Consolidation.—An officer of one of these corpo- growing seasons, and have fewer frigid months would sin by taking his own life, and he gave
them the arsenic and abandoned all thought of
rations, a gentleman thoroughly conversant to provide for.
with the inside of the management, tells our
suicide.
APPLES—AN ANOMALY.
informant that these corporations mean busiThis is one of the States not regarded as favorAlbert Lee Ward, private secretary to Mr.
ness in their new move for consolidation which
able to apple culture. In fact all attempts thus
Washburne during the siege of Paris, has been
is now pending in the Massachusetts Legislature.—Portland Prett.
far to grow apples have been lacking in sucplaced in charge of the consulate at Alexandria
The abovp is on a par with the flourish witli
cess, and even among our best informed pomolby Col. Butler. He is in every sense better
which this bill was introduced iuto the State
ogists the question of success in the raising of qualified for the post than Butler himself is,
Senate, by a statement that all the gentlemen
this kind of fruit is considered as yet open to
and Government had best give it to him.
named as corporators had been consulted, and
debate. Under such circumstances it is neverThe Chicago Post Office will be three hundred
consented to serve. 'The truth is that the mantheless true that good apples are much cheaper
and thirty-six feet long by two hundred and ten
in this market than in yours, though western
wide. Its style will be Roman esque, surmount"
agement of the Boston & Maine railroad, has
no part or lot in the proposed
scheme; the : Maine is largely devoted to apple culture. ed by four pavilions of the dome character,
prominent gentlemen connected with this road Michigan, Iowa, Illinois and Missouri apples capped with cupolas—a pair on a side, and bewho are made corporators by the new bill, did
tween the domes a Gothic gable.
have been shipped here in large quantities, and
not consent to serve, but are opposed to the
the best of “Greenings,” “Baldwins,” “WineDr. Charles F. Chandler asserts that typhoid
whole scheme as visionary, wild and fanciful.
saps” and other choice varieties, sell at from fever is not only dependent in a great measure
—Lawrence American.
three dollars to three and a half dollars per baron insufficient drainage, but believes that cholwhile hundreds of barrels of good sound
era is disseminated chiefiy by the aid of wells
rel,
and
the
President.—There
Col. McClure
apples, of medium size, are sold every week at and other impure water supplies.
seems to be an attempt to misrepresent the po~
A very interesting ghost which has for some
auction, at prices varying from two dollars to
sition of Col. McClure, the “Republican Retwo and three quarters per barrel.
time past excited the residents of Alleghany,
form” candidate for the Senate of PennsylvanA UNION MOVEMENT.
Pa., on further investigation takes the shape of
ia at the recent special election in the Fourth
“The cities at the Falls”—of St. Anthony—
an able-bodied tom cat, whose nightly peramuIn
his
of
District of that State.
closing speech
Minneapolis on one side and St. Anthony lations about a deserted house gave rise to the
the campaign at Philadelphia, on the eve of the
on
the
other
side of
the
Mississippi, ghostly sounds.
election, he said:
are situated
nut entirely unlike Saco and
Berlin has latterly had its census taken, and
views
on
alJ
were
well
“My
political subjects
Biddcford, Brunswick and Topsham, or Lewis- finds that it is fourth among cities in Europe,
understood from the first day I entered the batton and Auburn, in your State, and no small
tle. I declared that a Senator could not disreshowing the population of 828,013. Paris and
gard the wishes of his people on any question degree of petty local jealousy exists between Constantinople outrank it.
affecting their preferences or candidates withthem. The wise men of the two cities are now
and I could not fail to
out
are

speak on the subject of temperance
and Bangor yesterday.

CHOICE LOT OF

64.00

per

pair

Children’s Water-proof Buckle Arcties. sizes 6 to 6
75c per pair
Hisses’ Rubber Boots,sizes lOto 3,
JUST RECEIVED.
61.40 per pair.
SMITH A PIIILBROOK,
Ladies’ Wool-lined Rubber Bools,
fe2-nlw>
.Vo. 19 Market Ml.
sizes 3 1-3 to S
91.50 per pair
Children’s Robber Boots, sides 0 to 9
For Sale Cheap.
9135 per pair
TUBS nice dairy Butter, by the lot or single
Bays’ Rubber Boots, sizes 1 to 0
93.50 per pair
R. DEERING & CO.,
Youths’ Rubber Boots, sizes 9 to 13
feb3-n3t* 292 Commercial Street, Portland.
93.00 per pair
Hen’s Heavy Rubber Boots
STATE PRISON LIFE
BY ONE WHO HAS SEEN IT.
93,00 per pair, upwards
Women’s Rubber Boob
91.50 per pair
BELDEN THE WHITE CHIEF
Wen’s self-actingor Kirk-oif Rubber
Best selling books extant. Works of
Inabsorbing
terest. Agents wanted. 48 pages
Oversboes
90 els.
Extracts, Sample i
engravings, Circulars, Ac., free.
Boys’ Water-proof, rloth top OverC. F. VENT, Pub., Cin., Ov and 58 Murray St. N.Y.
shoes
75cperpair
Agents also wanted for Chicago and the Great Conflagration by Colbert and Chamberlin, Editors UhiPlease
call
for
Auction
Tribtine.
5-8
octavo
pages. Fully illustrated.
“■§•
.10,000 eald,
Address as above, or ,7. S; Goodas advertisman, Chicago, or Edward F. Hovey, Boston, or Fred. I stating size and
M. Smith, Auburn, N. Y., or Walton & Co., Indianand
not
us
to
show you
apolis, Ind.
fob5-4wt

Baldwin and

Greening Apples,

30,

Goods,
price
oblige
goods, when you only want

ed,

MONTH to sell our Universal Cement
9 TP Combination Tunnel, Button Hole Cutand other articles, Saco NoTeltv Co., Saco, Me.

[

tjpo

ter,
feb5t4w

other
those which

WANTED, AGENTS.

Hall’s Rubber Warehouse,

GREAT FORTUNES,

—

T)N4 CHOLOttlf Fascination or Soul Charm
ing’ 400 pages by Herbert Hamilton, B. A. How
use this power (which all
possess) at will Divination, Spiritualism,Sorceries, Demonology, and lOOO
other wonders. Price by mail 81
25, k cloth: paper corers floo. Copy free to agents only. 81,000
monthly easily made. Address T.W. EVANS, Pub.
41 b. 8th Street,
Philadelphia, 1’a.
feb5t4w

T AA1/

500 AGENTS WANTED NOW.
I
• $100 to $200 per mouth cleared in
,
for
canvassing
History of the Great Fires in
Chicago and the World. Has outsold all other** ;
and only complete History Published. By Kev. E. J.
GOODSPEED, D. D 675 Pages and 75 Illustrations,
and with our A'etr England (colored in toimship*)
and U. S. and World Maps, success is certain. An- |
ply at once for terms and territory to D. L. GUERNfeb5t4w
SEY, Pub., Concord, N. H.

AJY/V/ IV

85,000 to

WANTED

IJI'FKUIOR BI'NI.YKMN OPPOKTUNIO ITY—Country Store for salo; within one hour’s
ride from Boston; consistingof Groceries, Dry Goods
Flour and Grain, Clothing, Boots and Shoes, Crockery, Hardware, Farming Tools, Produce, Varnishes,
Patent Medicines. Ac; 10 years established; this offers a rare inducement, as the owner has other business demanding immediate attention.
TAYLOR & CO., 20 State St., Boston.

capital.

half intkrkmt in a
POULTRY BUHINKMM FOR
gPyV/V/*
W A LK.-Established many years; good run of paying customers; all appbrtenances for carrying on the

business;

best of references given and required.
TAYLOR & CO., 20 State St., Bostons
a

run

regular

wor-

with, as the
has other business demanding immediate at-

thy of investigation; chauee seldom

owner

febl

tention.

met

TAYLOR & CO., 20 State st., Boston, Mass.

fcMdSt

Express

yourcollec-

lw

STAMMERING,
—OR—

STUTTERING !
CURED.
i

PROF.

FIRRY,
School of

Late of the

DRS. WHITE AND
Will open

a

OATMAX,

School,

JANUARY Q3d,
-AT-■

NO.

209

CONGRESS

STREET,

PORTLAND, .VIE,
Where he will treat and cure all cases of
Hesitation
>f the speech, or Stuttering, In from 30 to 80
dava
The Prof, will take no pay until the

patient
frelycured.
kif-Olilce houra from 8k A. M., to 11 P M
julO-lnsidclm

'la'

cn

laokb bkeb saloon

FOKMALfi.—Best location in Boston; splenLunch
and transient business, and
of

did

j

self the expense of
tion.

one of
a inau

TAYLOR »& CO., 20 State st., Boston

1

slipshods.
Send cash, thereby saving

PROVISION STORK I
a leading thoroughfare; 1

■

AVi'j

BOSTON.

The above named goods
to be fitted at store, but
call for one size larger than you
wear of leather, and you are safe
i
to buy the rubbers and save shoe
I leather, and be
comfortable, for
with them yon can make a good
appearance, even if worn over old

A
to

810,000. To Capitalists.
to hire the above amount on tirst class
Collateral as security: will pay a liberal per
cent, for the money; this otters a rare investment;
references exchanged.
TAYLOR & CO., 20 State St., Boston.

L

*’***-*■*».

How THEY WERE Made; or, the Struggles i
Triumphs of our Self-made .Men, by J. D.
McCabe, Jr. By forty eminent, examples, it teaches
how to succeed In life, and at the same time beuefit i
P. S.
mankind. For particulars, notices of the nrssa cud
extra terms, a<Mress, kkokur JIAO I, KAN
1
are
not
Publisher, 3 School St., Boston.
febottw
AND
and

v*

•

AT

9SO 19 9900 per month by selling

good run of regular and transient customers;
the best chances ever offered of the kind for
with a moderate

advertised. Thus
time for yourself

are

saving

you are
and us,

! Western City und

County

Bonds

yield Ilk
B30H SALE at prices whichdesirable
Bwurlty'ijr iu,,,

dclltf i.
<lc,ur
19

...

CHARLES M. HAWKES,
28

Eachange St.

THEE PRESS,
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CITY AND VICINITY.
NTevr

Advertisement*

To-Day.

ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.
C. Bolles—Fluent Hall.
M. L. Dramatic Club—Music Hall.
SPECIAL NOTICE COLUMN.
Bauker and Broker—H. M. Pay son.
Fraudulent Misrepi eseatations.
NEW ADVERTISEMENT COLUMN.
Butter for sale Cheap—R. Deeriug & Co.
Apples—Smith & Philbrook.
Business Chances—Taylor & Co.
Still Lower—A. B. Butler.
State Prison Life—Belden the White Chief.
Clarke’s New Method—Ditson & Co.
$375 per Mouth—Novelty Co.
Agents Wanted—Geo. Maclean.
Commissioners’ Notice for Harbor of Portland.
Rev. E.

Supreme Judicial Court.
JUDGE WALTON.

Saturday.—Several citizens of tbe town of Raylnoud, appellants, vs. the decision of the County Commissioners, laying out a road in the town of Raymond.

appointed

commissioners to revise the do-

ings of the CountylCommissioners.

Superior

Court.

fERM, LANE, J., PRESIDING.
Saturday.—Martin Ryan, convicted on a search
and seizure process, was lined $50 and costs.
JANUARY CRIMINAL

adjourned sine die.
following assignments of jury trials have been
made for the February term, which commences tomorrow (Tuesday):
Court

The

FEB.

TUESDAY,
Forsaith vs. Harford.
Cobb vs. Garcelon.
Merrill vs. Same.
Blaisdell vs. Blaisdell.
Taylor vs. Simonton.
Piukham vs. Hickey.

6.

Co.
•

THURSDAY, FKB. 8.
Flanders

vs. Dwinal.
vs. Powers.
vs. G. T. R. Co.
Drake vs. Winslow.
Hanson vs.
Mansfield vs. WBbber.
Warren vs. Gibbons.

Keardon

Shackley

Douglass.

FEB.

9.

Wescdtt

vs. Westcott.
vs. Batchelder.
vs.
vs. Schien.
vs. Brlcwin.

Nutter

Bradbury.

Deering
Thorn
Smith

Htjrf Jottings.
Mr. A. Gee’s class in dancing will give an exhibition ball at the City Hall this evening. It
will doubtless be an interesting affair.
William W. Thomas, Jr., will deliver his lecture entitled “A Ramble in Norway” in Augusta

shortly.

The laborers employed in stopping leaks in
the gas mains find the ground frozen in the
streets to three and three and a half feet.
A quiet, sober and sedate clergyman and his
wife, riding out one day last week with a livery
team, were gently and harmlessly deposited by
the wayside by the animal, who made a sudden
revolution and went his own gait alone over the
level road. Moral—don't ride for pleasure in
the vicinity of a race-track unless you are “deadsure” of the temper of your horse.
We understand that A, E. Stevens, Esq., has
transferred his real estate on West Commercial
street; known as the “Shovel Factory barracks,”
to the Boston and Maine Railroad Company.
At the meeting of the City Council to-night,
a hearing will be given on the proposition of
the Portland and Rochester Railroad Company
for an act authorizing a loan of the city’s credit
to the amount of $450,000 for the benefit of that
road.
We understand upon good authority that the

Portlanl, Rutland, Oswego and Chicago Railroad Company intend to apply to the Legislature for a loan of the city’s credit for $2,500,000Steamer Sarmatian, Capt. Wyley, for Liverpool sailed at 7.40 Sunday morning with 47
cabin and 29 steerage passengers.
Steamship Carlotta, for Halifax, which was
detained by the storm, sailed at 4 o’clock Sunday afternoon.
All persons who took part in the Landing of
the Pilgrims are invited to meet this evening
from 6 to 8 o’clock, at the office of the Chief

Engineer
City Hall,
from
In

of the Fire Department, basement
entrance on Mvrtle street, first door

Congress.

•

the foot of Center street, Sunday afternoon, between two men, one of them
got his nose chewed up by his antagonist and
a

fight

near

concluded he was wanted at home.
The Sunday Star wants the union depot to be
built on the lower side of Portland street, west

of Green.
The Star also assumes that the forthcoming
calico ball at City Hall will be a printsly affair,
which is a high-colored statement to make.
The storm of Saturday and Sunday was the
hardest of the season and will impede railroad
travel somewhat, perhaps. About six inches
of snow fell, but the furious wind distributed it
very unevenly. The attendance at the churches
was visibly affected by the incident.
Officers Gribben and Smith, found the door
of J. P. Hobbs on Commercial
street open. It was partially forced open by
the gale Saturday night as no goods had been

of the

store

taken.
_

City Affairs.—A
branches of the

City

special meeting

of both
Council was held Satur-

day evening.
In Board of ifagor and Aldermen.—Present,
the Mayor and Aldermen Merrill, Simonton,
Senter and McCarthy.
A communication was received from the Assessors, submitting the lists of persons qualified
to vote at the coming municipal election, and
the communication was accepted.
An order was received from the Common
Council, appointed a committee to consider the
subject of ventilating the Common Council
The Aldermen concurred, and Aiderroom.

Senter, McCarthy and King were appointed on the part of this Board.
Both Boards then united in Convention.

men

M asonic.—The members of Tyrian Lodge F.
and A. Masons, located at Mechanic Falls, Me.,
dedicated their new Masonic Hall on Thursday
evening, Feb. 1st. The Grand Lodge of Maine
was represented by H. H. Dickey of Lewiston,
J. G. W., who officiated as Grand Master.
After the dedicatory services were performed,
the officers elect for tha ensuing year were duly
installed by District Deputy Grand Master J.
M. Eveleth of Mechanic Falls, as follows: D.
B. Perry, M.; H. B. King, S. W.; J. Richard-

F. C. Whitehouse, T.; J. 8. Merrill, Secretary; C. H. Pierce, S. D.; Z. M. Cushman, J. D.; 8. E. Keene, S. S.; J. Parsons, J.
S.; L. D. ^Edgcomb, Marshal; O. B. Delano,
son, J. W.;

Tyler.

_

Arrival of a Steamship.—Allan Steamship
Germany, Capt. Trocks, from Liverpool, January 18, Londonderry 19, arrived at this port

Friday night. She brings 17 cabin, 82 intermediate and 77 steerage passengers and a large
cargo. The Germany though built three years
ago has never before run to this port. She is
2,075 tons, and is one of the best second class
steamships of the Allan line.
Sale of Shipping.—On Saturday afternoon
Messrs. F. O. Bailey & Co. sold at auction the
following interests in vessels: 1-32 of Bark Samuel E. Spring, 530 tons, built in 1869, for $875;
1-32
Ernestine, 423 tons, built in 1868, for

Brig

$625; 1-32 Barque G. M. Tucker, 519 tons, built
in 1870, for $850; 132 Brig Etta E. Tucker, 270
tons, built in 1866, for $400; 1-32 Sch. Margie,
190 tons, built in 1867, for $270; 1-16 Brig Gip*ey Queen, 290 tons, built in 1866, for $680.
Services at

Plymouth

Church

this week.

All are invited. .Holiday evening, r eo. o, xiev.
Dr. Shailer will preach; Tuesday evening, Feb.
ti, prayer meeting; Wednesday evening, Feb. 7,
Rev. E. Y. Hincks will preach ; Thursday evenH. Hannaburgh will preach;
ing, Feb. 8, Kev. D.
evening, Feb. 9, Rev. W. H. Fenn will
*

Friday
preach.

Services at

7J

o

clock.

The Sunday Stab.—This paper has already
become one of the institutions of the city and a
necessity in every house that understands its
merits. The number yesterday morning contained another excellent letter from Augusta—
the best of the series. As for the Star's “Young
Woman about Town,” she writes some of the
be found
brightest and best things that are to
We are glad to learn
in any of our exchanges.
that the subscription books show that the Sunis coming fast into popular
morning

day
favor.

journal

__

Aubobal Phenomenon.—A most beautiful
auroral phenomenon was observed in the southheavens from six to eight o’clock last evening. Below the altitude of 45 deg. a broad belt
of deep crimson swept across the sky, like the
reflection of a
fire on the clouds, and it

ern

great

preserved its form and density of color with

re-

markable steadiness.

Exhibition Ball.—Mr. Gee will give an exhibition ball in connection with his juvenile
class at City Hall this
evening. The clasf
numbers about one hundred, and the floor will
present one of the most lovely sights, we think,

that the eye can rest

that it was impossible to complete the road with
the company’s bond sexcept at largely increased
cost on account of the low price offered for them in
the market, and on the motion of the representative of the city’s stock, it was voted to apply
to the legislature for an
“enabling act;" and
this meeting had been called to explain to the
members of the Board the action of the Directors ; and a proposed
hearing at Augusta had
been postponed until next Wednesday on this
account.
General Anderson then produced a
pamphlet prepared by Walter Wells, giving a
description, with full statistics, of the country
through which the road will pass, its productions, business, &c., and said lie should base a
portion of his remarks upon its statements. In
regard to the city bonds which it is proposed the
city shall issue, they are of the same nature as
those by which aid was given to the Atlantic &
St. Lawrence railroad. The bill gives to the
city the first mortgage of the whole property
and places in its hands as further security the
unissued stock of the company. The city now
owns seven-tenths of the present road and controls its operation. There might be danger of
the unissued stock, when offered, falling into
»»«***ud

WEDNESDAY, FEB. 7.
City of Portland vs. Portland Water
Newcomb vs. Shaw.
Smith vs. Lycoming Fire Ins. Co.
Randall et al. vs. Kehbor et al.
Jennings et al. vs. Foss ct al.
Batcheuler vs. Bickford.
Winslow et al. vs. flnvreit

FRIDAY,

Both branches of the City Council held a joint
convention on Saturday evening, for the purpose of giving a hearing to the Directors of the
Portland and Ogdensburg railroad in relation
and intent of an “aid bill"
o the provisions

they (the Directors) desired to explain their action. At the late meeting of the stockholders
of the road, the question of continuing work
was discussed, and the
statement was made

Dissolution—O’Brion, Pierce & Co.
C. P. Kimball Co.—Annual Meeting.
Lost—Diamonds.
Allan Line—H. & A. Allan.

The Court

a joint convention of the
CITY COUNCIL.

HEAKINO befoke

before the legislature. Mayor Kingsbury
presided, and, after stating the object of the
meeting, introduced as the first speaker Gen.
Anderson, President of the Portland and Ogdensburg road.
Gen. Anderson said that this meeting was
not suggested by the Directors of the road; but
learning that some surprise was expressed that
a bill granting to the city of Portland
authority
to loan its credit to a considerable amount to
the road had been put before the Legislature
without previous consultation with the citizens,

Notice—Geo. H. Beaman.

on,

Mr. Keed then said that lie appeared to reAs he had not been called upon until that afternoon and as no one then seemed to
know what the purpose of the meeting was he
should not be able to present the objections of
the remonstrants as fully as he could desire, esMAINE LEGISLATURE.
pecially at that late hour. He would, nevertheless, submit a few considerations for the deliberate judgment of the Convention. This
LSi>eeial by International Line.]
was a matter of
very grave public importance,
SENATE.
involving a large sum of money ana it was
above all things important that it should be
Feb. 3.—Mr. Hinks rose to a quesAugusta,
submitted to the candid and unprejudiced judgtion of privileges. He read from the official rement, first of the Legislature and then of the
citizens.
all that was said
port of Thursday’s proceedings in Kennebec
Notwithstanding
and all the assurances which were given that
Journal and said it was entirely false in two
the course proposed would not commit any one,
particulars. He did not care to be reported at
know
that
the
must
of
every person
passage
all, but if so, wanted to be reported somewhere
such a vote would be interpreted to mean that
the City Council having had evidence adduced
near the truth.
before them were satisfied with the project.—
Leave to withdraw was reported on petition
Such a result would be inevitable ana entirely
of W. O. Poor and others for charter for a railunjust, whether intended or not. While he had
road from Belfast and Moosehead Railroad
the utmost confidence in their better knowledge
of their duties he ventured to doubt whether
Company to the Maine Central in Hampden.
this was one of the subjects they were chosen
Ought not to pass was reported on bill authorto pass upon.
However that might be, there
izing the Boston and Maine, to discontinue a
were considerations of such magnitude involved
in this question that they might well hesitate
portion of its route.
to encourage this scheme by their endorsement.
An act establishing County Boards of EduThe proposition made is of the most remarkcation was reported and ordered to be printed.
able character. It involves two and a half mil
lions of dollars and more. That it will be safe
Quite a number of bills and resolves were
or anything like safe
depends entirely and sole- passed to be engrossed.
ly ui>on the assurances of these gentlemen who
The bill relating to inn-holders and victulars,
had addressed them. They spoke well, all the
relative to the sale of intoxicating liquors was
prospects were sketched with a glowing pencil,
everything had the color of roses, and yet this assigned for Tuesday]
was not the
first time they had seen picThe Senate adjourned to Monday at 2 P. M.
tures of this scheme equally beautiful. In
May,
HOUSE.
18tW, Governor Washburn and other gentlemen
eminent in the enterprise had solemnly assured
Papers of Senate disposed of in concurrence:
the city that if $714,000 were subscribed, the
Communication from the Governor in compliCompany never again would call upon us for ance with an
order, transmitting a copy of acmore.
counts of Superintendent of Schools; also transGovernor Washburn here explained that
while he had said so yet at that time he
thought
mitting information in regard to lands donated
so, and now he advocated the present plan beto the State Norman School, was received and
cause the
Company’s bonds would sell so low ordered to be
that the construction of the road would cost so
printed.
much as to swamp the city stock.
Mr. Deering of Cape Elizabeth, offered the
Mr. Keed resumed, saying that the Governor
following order:—
had handsomely
acknowledged the correctness
Ordered, That the Committee on Railroads,
of what had been said. He had no doubt that.
governor V\ ash burn auu all the other
Ways and Bridges, inquire into the expediency
gentlemen were sincere in
May, 1868 and were sin- of enacting a law that all railroads running incere here to-night. The
point of the argument to the city of Portland or any other city in the
was this.
We had invested over $700,000 on
the assurances of these gentlemen that no
State, shall connect or be connected one with
more would in any event be called for.
another in the best practical manner, so the
These
assurances were mistakes.
Having then invest- cars the cars can go from one to the other, when
ed $700,000 on assurance of gentlemen who now
frankly say they were mistaken, shall we on of the same gauge, and that all railroads shall
the assurances of the same gentlemen invest
have access to all wharves where railroad tracks
two and a half millions more? All these asare now laid, or shall be laid hereafter in the
surances were the vaguest character.
Goverlimits of the city of Portland or any other city
nor Washburn had well illustrated the characin this State and that no railroad shall lay a
ter of them in his past statement.
He said he
was told there was an iron mountain on
track parallel in any street or streets, road or
the
route. If this was so and the ore was good and
roads in any city in this State, but shall or may
the mine worked, the whole of it would be
brought over our road. This may be so but lay their tracks outside either one side or the
there are too many if s in it. General Anderother side of the streets or roads in anv city of
son says there are so
the State aforesaid, provided they do not come
many tons of freight moved into and out of the towns on the road. If
in contact with any other railroad.
we get one-half of it that will be so
many tons
The following order also passed:—That the
at so much a ton, worth so
many dollars. Why
one-half? Whv not
three-quarters, why not Committee on Judiciary be directed to inquire
one-quarter, nobody could say. This was like
into tjje expediency of amending item to secguess work. He has further figured out as the
tion 4, chapter 1, Revised Statutes, that the
net receipts of the
to
inCompany enough
pay
terest on the whole investment and leave a
word highway may include a town way.
handsome surplus of much more than $100,000.
Petitions referred.—Petitions of S. S. Valler
If this be so,
is
it
that
the
bonds
of
the
why
and others for an appropriation to defray the
Company will only sell for forty or fifty per
cent ? If the road will
expenses of vaccination to the inhabitants of
pay and nave a handsome surplus, why can’t this fact be used to
Madawaska territory, (to Committee on Insane
convince capitalists as well as citizens ? what
Hospital); of H. Tracy and others of Pittsfield,
confidence the company puts in these figures
of J. J. Holbrook and others of Milo, for char
may be seen by the Loan bill. That provides
that they shall pay nothing into the sin
ter for a railroad from Dexter to Brownville.
g
fund until after five years, because
t
Leave to withdraw was reported on petition
during
time they do not expect to be able to.
of H. H. Turner for incorporation of the I’ittsThis scheme hau been compared to the loan
ton Boot and Shoe Manufacturing Company;
of two millions to the Atlantic & St. Lawrence.
The cases were entirely unlike. The Atlantic
on petition of J. Parsons fo an act to declare
& St. Lawrence had over one million dollars in
Potter’s Mill Stream in Litchfield, a public
paid up subscriptions before the city was asked
for a cent. This company has not one third of
highway; on petition of D. W. Lougee an act
a million outside of the
city subscription and of incorporation of the Boothbay Boot and Shoe
now the city is asked to increase its
investment
Manufacturing Company.
two millions and a half
making in all over three
Ought not to pass was reported on the bill to
million two hundred thousand dollars. In the
one case one million dollars was used
incorporate the Wayne Water Power Company.
to float a
city investment of two millions, in the other
Legislation inexpedient reported on the order
there is only $.300,000 to sustain a
city investrelating to self couplings for railroad cars.
ment of $3,200,000.
Moreover the Atlantic
Read and assigned.—An act to incorporate
gave us a first mortgage. In the Ogdensburg
there are $800,000 in bonds ahead of us. Evithe East Branch Pleasant Pond Dam Compadently this is not a parallel case with the At- ny ; act to authorize J. M. Andrews to build a
lantic & St. Lawrence loan. Hut even if it
wharf in the tide waters of Saco river; resolve
was it ought not to be listened to.
We came
in favor of H. Howard.
too near making utter failure of that transaction to risk it agaiu. He was informed by men
The bills read and assigned Friday, were passwho knew the inside history of that road that
ed to be engrossed and will be qn final passage
but
the
nothin;*
providential appearance of the
Grand Trunk saved the road from
banktuptcy Monday.
and failure and the city from ruin. Without that
The following bills were passed to be enacted:
lease hardly anything could have been saved.
An act to incorporate the Bethel Savings Bank;
Because by good fortune we had escaped one
act to authorize J. Sheppard and others to erect
danger, was it wise to plunge into another?
Mr. Heed then commented on Governor
and maintain a wharf in the tide waters of
Washburn’s statement of the city debt. He
Rockport harbor; act to incorporate the Fryesaid the Governor had made a mistake of a million, in exact figures $ 895,000. He had added burg Savings Bank; act to repeal chapter 230 of
the private law of 1869 and section 2 of chapter
tlie securities of the Building Loan Fund to the
assets hut had not added the Fund to the
508 of the private laws of 1871 relating to the
city
debt. This mistake vitiated all his
comparisons
Police Court in Auburn; net to incorporate the
and ruined all his statistics.
The true figures will stand after the
Boothbay Savings Bank; act to continue in
proposed
loan in this way:
force chapter 179, of the public laws of 1871,
Funded debt March, 1871, (see Auditor’s
authorizing pensions to disabled soldiers and
Report, page 55,). *3,028,200.00
leamen; act to amend the private laws of 1870,
or
Bonds
Building Loan.
805,000.00
Bonds issued to Portland & Rochester..
relating to the use of narrow rimmed wheels in
700,000.00
Proposed issued of Scrip. 2,500,000.00
Cherryfield; act to reduce the capital stock of
Proposed aid to Portland & Rochester..
400,000.00
the Veazie Bank.
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bining with the owners of the three-tenths,
could divert the road from the interests of the
city; aud it was suggested that as a further security to the city, one share should be placed in
its bauds as collateral for every city bond granted. A sinking fund had also been provided for,
payments from which should begin in five years
from the time the exchange ot city and road
bonds are completed; a period when the Directors firmly believe the road shall have earned
enough to pay the interest on .ts bonds, its expenses and have something over. The loan of
the city’s credit asked for is to the amount of
$2,500,000; and the way it is to be applied, liy
the bill is, the
company is to receive 350,000
city bonds in exchange for railroad bonds, and
when 350.000 worth of work has been done to
the satisfaction of the Mayor and Aldermen
another $50,000 is to be exchanged, and so on as
the work shall progress. No large amount of
funds are at any time to be placed in the hands
of the direction, but only enough to keep the
work alive and
going on. The directors have
no object in advocating this measure
except
to
their
duties
as trustees.
fidelity
They have
no interests
above other citizens, except the
stock which they own as other citizens do. The
reason for asking this aid is that the present
bonds cannot be sold except at a great sacrifice.
With the endorsement of the city they can be
sold at par or thereabouts; the road can be built
for cash instead of for depreciated paper. If
the company’s bonds are forced on the market
at their present value the cost of the road will
be greatly enhanced and the burden of interest
increased. When the road is completed
greatly
it can take care of itself; and in
support of this
proposition Gen. Anderson presented the official
statement of the business of the road
during
the past year; being on an average of fortyseven miles of operated
road.
The earnings
had been about $50,000, and he had no doubt
that by the time the road reaches the Connecticut river its net receipts would be $100,000 a
year.
The next fifty miles of the road beyond North
Conway goes through the best timber land of
New- England; and it has never been touched.
I refer you for these facts, he said, to Mr. Wells’
pamphlet. In the opinion of gentlemen inside
and outside of the board the next twelve miles
of road abo\ e North Conway will furnish as
much freight as the sixty miles from North
Conway to Portland. The towns in New Hampshire and Vermont, along the line of the road,
now have 122,000 tons of freight
passing to and
from them annually—the products of their
the
and
country
importations of the seaboard.
These towns find Portland the nearest outlet on
the sea. These freights can be carried to aud
from Boston via Portland cheaper by this than
any other existing route, owing to our water
communications with that city. The speaker
here introduced a map of the road and explained the locations referred to in his remarks and
the progress of construction; and proceeding
with his subject said at least oue-lialf the freight
alluded to would certainly come over the Portland and Ogdensburg road. This will give an
income of $268,400; and the business will Howto us the moment the road is completed.
The
passenger travel could safely be estimated at
double that of the present road, or $180,000; the
whole summer mountain travel above North
Conway must come to it; for there is and can
be no other road. Add to the above figures the
passenger receipts from the connecting roads
west as much more, and the gross amount of
business to be reaped from the extension is
$828,400. Deduct 60 per cent for running expenses and keeping the road in repair—which
he claimed to be a very liberal allowance, owing
to the nature of the country and the cheapness
-arrd the
and abundance of road-bed
remainder is $331,300 for earnings. The interest on the bonded debt would lie $198,000; which
deducted, will leave $133,360 for funding, &c.
To support his estimates by facts the speaker
reproduced the statement of earnings of the old
Kennebec and Portland and Somerset and Kennebec railroads from Portland to Skowhegan,
in their early history-. They had grown largely
every year; ana uieir promises ai ine oe ginning
& O.,
were 8200,000 less than those of the P.
and the latter line was a little the longest. The
growth of business on the Androscoggin railroad
was also quoted.
For the next twelve miles above North Conway the estimate is 825,000 per mile, and plenty
of contractors are ready to build it at these figThe twelve and a half miles next east of
ures.
the Connecticut river can be built at the same
price. The intervening twenty-five miles will
These estimates bring
cost 850,000 per mile.
the cost of construction within 82,000,000 and
leave a margin of 8500,000 for equipment and to
put the road in operation. In reply to a question Gen. Anderson said that the opening of
the road twelve miles further, would command
the mountain travel.
Gen. Anderson then called on Mr. Clark H.
Barker, flour and grain merchant of this city,
who in reply to questions respecting the necessity o£ increased railroad conveniences, said
another line to the west would be advantageous.
Our means of communication with the West in
winter are inadequate. It requires from 30 to
60 days to get grain from Chicago. Liverpool
can get frgiglit from Chicago sooner than Portland. Our market has frequently been bare of
grain on account of the discriminations of the
We can buy
Grand Trunk against Portland.
better in Boston than in any other maret, on account of the excellent communicaUnless we have other
tions with the West.
communications with the West than now, the
will inevitably go
Maine
of
Eastern
trade
grain
A Portland and Ogdensburg conto Boston.
nection is necessary to prevent this. It is obviously for the advantage of the Grand Trunk
to take Liverpool freights, for they pay more in
gold than the Portland freights do in green

train

TotaJ. *7,523,200,00

From that deduct assets:
Sas

Stock.* 85.000.00
City Sinking Fund. 382,190.32
787,000.00
Notes receivable. 11,000.00
Portland & Rochester Mortgage. 700,000.00
Loan Fund Securities. 895,000.00 $2,860,199.32
Amount of unsecured debt. $4,663,000.66
To this must be added any increase of the
city debt since March, 1871. To secure this
large sum we should have the Portland & Ogdensburg Railroad, and that only. Nobody can
regard the City Building and the schoolhouses
security for the city debt. When we sell
them to pay off debts we shall be about
ready
to quit being a city.
Nor is this all. Inasmuch
as there are now
outstanding $800,000 of the
bonds of the Ogdensburg, the mortgage to the
city must come after them. Now every man
knew that when a second
mortgage is' taken
and the mortgagee has to use his security he
must pay the first mortgage.
We must therefore in order to use our security, if the road
should be unfortunate, pay this $800,000. Therefore the ultimate possible liability of the city
on account of this road
may be:

Resolve relating to the Normal School at Casproviding for the purchase of the

tiue and

Maine State Year Book, was taken from the
nassed to be ——--engrossed incorv—-—

Adjotrrneu.
i

THE STORM.

Bangor, Feb. 4.—An old fashioned northeast

prevailed here Saturday night,
companied by a high wind, which piled the
snow

storm

p.

seven

m.

BRILLIANT AURORA BOREALIS.

There
borealis

was a magnificent display of aurora
to-night, extending all over the sky, the

light being intensely brilliant and of the hue of
blood, giving the appearance of the reflection
of a burning city. The lights continued for the
longest period in the southern heavens.

should have to look to the Ogand the only way we can estimate this risk of $800,000 is by giving up or
selling out to the first bond holders in the event
of failure. Nor could we be sure that even this
would end our risk. Figures done up in the
form of estimates sometimes lie.
Governor
Washburn had given several instances of towns
like Bath and Bangor which have gone into the
railroad business. What had been the result ?
Bangor bonds to-day sold for 90 and 91, and
Bath bonds a shade less. If our scrip gets as
low as that our two millions and a half will be
only two millions and a quarter. According to
Gen. Anderson’s estimate twenty-five miles of
the road will cost $025,000 the other twenty-five
$1,250,000 in all $1,875,000. This left a small
margin for equipment and no margin for underestimates and mistakes. We were also asked
to issue scrip at once as fast as the road was
finished but we were to wait five years before
anything was paid into the sinking fund. With
this in view can we afford even for five years to
raise our taxes to three per cent, and over V
In view of all these uncertainties and dangers
he felt sure that the City Council would not go
out of their way to give this scheme any endorsement however ingeniously asked. It was
far better to let it stand or fall on its own merits.
At the close of Mr. Reed’s remarks General
Anderson and Collector Washburn made some
brief explanations in regard to certain pointB
touched upon by the last speaker and the Convention dissolved.
we

densburg Road,

W. S. Dana said: the Red, Blue and White
lines from Boston agree to take freights through
in seven days at 17 cents', by the Grand Trunk
twelve days is the average and tlie price is 25
cents. Unless we have better communications
business in Portland is very discouraging. From
my experience I honestly believe that if the
Portland and Ogdensburg road is completed we
can recover the New Hampshire and Vermont
Our Wesbusiness and compete with Boston.
tern customers complain that it requires too
Portland.
from
time
to
get freight
long
Collector Washburn spoke of the proposed
canal to connect the waters of the St. Lawrence
and Lake Champlain as an assured enterprise. If the improvements in the St. Lawrence and the Welland Canal, for which the
Attempted Arson.—Some time Saturday
Dominion Parliament has made appropriations
are accomplished, a way for propellers of large
night, during the severe storm, some scamps
the
Ontario
from
will
be
ports
opened
tonnage
entered the eating house of Stephen M. Knight,
and Portland will have a rail and water route to
No. 42 Union street, by breaking a cellar winthe West in the summer and by the South
Shore railroad line from Ogdensburg iu tlie
eow in the rear of the
building. A quantity of
winter. Mr.fWashburn then proceeded to point
shavings and other infiainable material was
out and explain some of the gigantic railpiled on the oven in the cellar, between which
road enterprises of Canada and the northwest,
and the sills of the floor there is a space of only
the objective eastern point would be Montieal,
with which city Portland would divide tlio proor twenty inches.
The stuff was coneighteen
ceeds of an immense trade, being a seaport, and
sumed, but fortunately the fire did not comat the end of the shortest possible line of communication between St. Paul and the ocean. Com- I municate to the floor above. An examination
ing back to the question of the financial ability of yesterday showed that the rascals had filled
Portland to grant the aid asked, the speaker retwo drawers in the store situated some distance
ferred to the wealth and population of the city
apart, with shavings from Mr. Knight’s basket,
when its credit was loaned to the Atlantic &
but they had not fired them.
St. Lawrence railroad compared with her presPerhaps they
the
of
ent condition, and read the statements
were frightened away.
The money drawer was
Press article of Saturday concerning Portland’s
robbed of a small amount of money it containliability on account of railroads, and denied the
ed, and some cigars were taken away.
accuracy of the figures. The per centage oi lito tlie valuation was much too large.
ability
The debt of the city had been|over-stated. AcMISCELIiANEODM NOTICES.
cording to his reading of the city financial report the debt of the city over aud above the seNew Teas, very nice yonug leaf oolong Tea,
curities held and the municipal property is only
about $180,000. No city in New England is in
imported directly {from China, only seventyso good condition as Portland.
Other cities in
five cents per pound at Chinaman’s Tea Store,
Maine had gone more deeply into railroad enfeb3-tf
terprises. Bath had already pledged herself to 333 Congress St.
the amount of 18 per cent, of her valuation;
Cogia Hassan is selling off his stock damagof
21
and
amount
when
per cent.,
Bangor to the
ed by
other proposed liabilities are assumed the per
centage will be increased to 38. Belfast is finNew' Teas ! Very nice young leaf oolong tea
able for 25 per cent,, while Portland’s liabilities
required imported direct from China, only 75 cents per
are less than 4fc per cent, and if the
loan of credit is granted it will be less than 14.
pound at Chinaman’s Tea Store, 333 Congress
He believed Gen. Anderson’s estimate of the
Street.
low.
_feb3-tf
proceeds of the lumber region were toosource
There was another
It should be doubled.
A sale to close out a variety of Dry Goods
to—the
not
referred
that
had
been
income
of
.hi iuc 11 inliitiiin in »w»re rerich iron mines of Jackson, N. H. A gentleman was in the city yesterday inquiring about
gardless of cost. Will commence Monday, Jan.
road
and
of
the
for
the
the prospects
completion
29th, 1872. At 153 .Middle St. C. A. Vickery
its freight facilities, having in view iron manujan27th-2w
facture. Now if the iron is there, as stated, and
if its yield should prove as great as anticipated,
and
towels
Table
crashes
manlinens,
and
at
seaboard
cheap for
it must find the
Portland,
ufactories of iron ships will spring up here.
; a few days at Vickery's, 158 Middle St.
\V. L. Putnam, esq., said the real question
was whether the
Nature is completely relieved from the prosproposition had snftlcint mason and sense in it to allow it to go before the
trating influences of kidney, bladder and glanpeople of Portland. He spoke of the varied indular diseases, mental and physical debility,
terests in Portland, and advocated harmony.
It was well for a city to have different means
diabetes, gravel, female weaknesses, uterine
of support, so that if one failed the other might
complaints, and, iu fact all maladies of the
fill up the vacancy. Towns that depended exclusively upon one branch of industry were sub- urino-genital organs, in either sex, by partakpanics. Portland had been free ing of Smolander’s Bucliu, which has proved
ject to financial
from such revulsions.
itself to be a valuable vegetable remedial agent.
Hon, Tbopias B. Peed appeared for the oppojan29th-eodlw
nents of the measure:
Fellows’ Compound Syrup or HypophosMR. REED’S REMARKS.
phites.—Clergymen who were obliged to with
Mr. Ileed stated that he appeared for a numdraw from the pulpit on account of Clergyber of tax-pavers of the city aud desired to
know if the Portland and Ogdensburg intended
men’s Sore Throat, have recovered by usingto ask for any action on the part of the City
this invaluable preparation, and are now
*
feb3d-ded&wlt
General Anderson replied that the action
preaching again.
which was asked for was that tlie City Council
far
the
most satisfactory mediLadies,
the
by
no
reason
saw
why
should say that they
cine to adopt is Puponco’s Pill,
fe2-eod&wlw
Legislature should not pass the bill.

Boston, Jan. 3.—John A. Hanson, sonvieted
of forging the name of his father-in-law, John
J. Clarke, to a #3000 cheek, was to-day sentenced to six years in the State Prison.
THE BOYLSTON BANK CASE.

The case of Glover, convicted of the Boylston
bank robbery, goes to the Supreme Court on exceptions, his bail meantime being increased to

#20,000.

ACCIDENT.

William Elms, Superintendent of Streets of
West Koxbury, was dangerously injured to-day
by the explosion of Dualin, but may survive.

Boston, Feh. 4.—From four to six inches of
and sleet has fallen with clear, cold weathRailroad
er, siuce noon. Capital sleighing.
snow

travel into the

city

Providence, Feh. 4.—Manton E. Hoard, late
Cashier of the Rhode Island National Bank,
has been arrested on charges preferred by the
bank examiner of embezzling #200,000 of the
funds of the bank and of making false returns
to the Comptroller, and has been held in $75,000 for examination on the 8th.
Robert A.
Pierson, late Teller, is held in $25,000 to answer
to a charge of aiding and abetting the frauds of
Cashier Hoard.
LOSS OF A

VESSEL.

Schooner Antecedent, with granite, for Wilwas wrecked on Eaton’s Neck, L.
L,
in a terrible snow storm Saturday. Wm. Nash
of Westerly, R. I., was drowned, and the captain and steward nearly perished, being an hour
in the ice. The cargo will probably be saved.
The vessel was owned in Stouington.

liamsburg,

NEW
A

YORK.

Washington, Feb. 4.—It is said in official
circles that our government has no information
which excites fears that the Geneva arbitration
will fail in its objects,
notwithstanding recent
comments of the London press respecting the
American statement of the

before that tribunal, and that attention is called to the fact
that in commissioning the British
High Com-

missioners, Queen

BRIDGE TO BROOKLYN.

New yory, Feh. 4.—Ice is plentiful and became so tightly packed in the East River this
afternoon that many persons crossed to Brooklyn on foot. The gorge finally gave way and
the ferry boats resumed their trips.
AVRORA BOREALIS.

There was a brilliant aurora borealis early
this eveniugf mainly to the southward and
south-eastward, showing crimson and green.
THE

LAST INDICTMENTS.

The Ttrnes says that iudietments were brought
in yesterday by the grand jury against W m.
Tweed, Peter B. Sweeney, Tom Fields, J. H.
Ingersoll, A. J. Garvey, E. A. Woodward, J.
Me B. Davidson, A. G. Miller, H. W. Genet,
Henry H. Smith, Hugh Smith, and W. H.
Cooke. Eight of these are outside the jurisdicmwii
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of Mayor Hall in untrue, but his case has
been before the grand jury on several occasions
and each time postponed after considerable arLast week a well degument for anil against.
fined division wat created and 14 of the jurors
the mayor’s indictment.
strenuously
ment

opp^pd

VIBCINIA
ARRIVAL OF THE REMAINS OF GEN. ANDERSON.

Norfolk, Feb. 4.—The U. S. steamer Guerriere has arrived from Nice. She has on board
the remains of Major General Anderson, which
will probably be delivered to-morrow to Gen.
Harry, commanding at Fortress Monroe.
KENTUCKY.
WIFE

MURDERER LYNCHED.

Richmond, Feb. 3.—Yesterday twenty-five or
thirty masked men went to the jail where
Stough, who murdered his wife, was confined,
over-jiowered the sheriff, proceeded to Stough’s
cell, marched him out a short distance, hanged

him to a tree and dispersed. The circumstances
of the murder were so brutal that the action of
the mob seemed generally approved.
LOUISIANA.
THE

Victoria

case

pledged

her royal
word that whatever things should be transacted
and concluded by her high commissioners should
lie agreed to, acknowledged and regarded
by her
m the fullest
manner, and that she would never
suffer, either in whole or in part, any person
whomsoever to infringe the same or act contraas far as it
rythereto,
lay in her power. The
Treaty, it is known, provides that should it appear that Great Britain has failed to fulfil any
duty or duties as to the so-called Alabama depredations and the arbitrators do not award to
the United States the sum in gross, it is
agreed
that a board of assessors shall l>e
appointed to
ascertain what claims are valid and what
amounts are to be paid
by Great Britain on account of the
liability arising from such afailure
as to such
vessels, according to the extent of
such liability as is decided by the arbitrators.
It appears from the
protocal that at the conference held on the 8th of
March, the American
Commissioners claimed that Great Britain, by
reason of failure in the
proper observance of
her duties as a neutral, had become
justly liable
for the. acts of cruisers and their tenders. That
the claims for the loss and destruction of
private property which had thus far been presented amounted to about
$14,000,000, without
interest, which amount was liable to be greatly
increased by claims which have not been
presented. That the cost to which the
government
had been put in
pursuit of the cruisers could be
easily ascertained by the certificates of the government accounting
officers, and that in hope
of an amicable settlement no estimate
was
made of indirect losses, without
prejudice, how-

to the riolit nf iiwlomnirifiii....
count in the event of no such settlement

made.

LOUISIANA MUDDLE.

Neiv Orleans, Feb. 3.—The Congressional
Committee continue their labors investigating
the deeds of the Legislature and State officials.
The heirs of John Slidell have brought a suit
to recover real estate in this city confiscated
during the war.
ALABAMA.
ASSAULT ON REBEL GEN. MOWRY.

New York, Feb. 3.—Tryce, the
sleeping-car
conductor on the Memphis & Charleston Railroad, who circulated the story of alleged laiason of Jeff
Davis, knocked down (Jen. G. D.
Mowry with an iron poker, near Huntsville,
yesterday, seriously if not fatally injuring the
General. The rencontre grew from the story.

THE REVOLUTION.

Matamoras,

Feb. 4.—The part}- under Sanchez Uriste which pillaged Bagdad lately, was
surprised yesterday at St. Fergo, thirty‘miles
distant, uriste and five others were killed,
three wounded and seventeen captured. The
prisoners were brought into this city to-day.—
Four will lie shot to-morrow at
daylight and
the rest will be imprisoned as rebel'
prisoners.
The citizens are prohibited from leaving the

JUDGE MC'KEAN ENDORSED.

city.

Lake,

Feb. 3.—Much indigntaion was
expressed here to-day upon discovering that
the dispatches to the Associated Press sent
from west had been
tampered with, evidently
by parties in the Morman interest. The report
that most of leading gentiles of this city condemn Judge McKean’s decision in refusing to
bail the eapitol prisoners, is utterly false. The
resolutions of the citizens at their meeting yesterday endorsed Judge McKean’s decision were
signed by over 1500 persons and to-night the
office where the paper is offered for signatures
is crowded with people anxious to sign.
The enthusiasm existing here in favor of
Judge McKean is extraordinary. A mass
meeting of Mormons was held in the tabernacle this P. M., and city officers and delegates to
the proposed convention nominated.

Merited Distinction.—The well-known
Groton J unction, on the great
thoroughfare of
the Northern lines to Bostou, has ceased to be.
With

exchanged.

MOCK

w*

STAGE COACHES WAYLAYED.

TRIAL

AND ACQUITTAL OF
GRANT MURDERERS.

THE

CAMP

The

testimony taken on the trial of 100 Mexican, Papagoes and Pimas and seven Americans
for the massacre of Apaches at Camp Grant,
Arizona, is published. It was clearly proved
that the Apaches stole stock from the Amerifrom Camp

direciiy^E?Btuelr“eaiii^cl5u#’lm^s
Grant. One of the Indians
killed

was
while
a stolen horse. The Indians fired the first
shot at the pursuidg party. The jury in nineteen minutes returned a verdict of not guilty.

CALIFORNIA.
THE

San

MEXICAN

TROUBLE.

Francisco,

Feb. 3.—Advices from Acapulco by a Panama steamer contains nothing
of
the
confirmatory
reported defeat of General
Altone Diaz, in Oaxaca as stated in the account
received by the way of Bio Grande last even-

ing.

a county robbed.

The Treasurer of Santa Cruz countv unon
off the gas in his office was seized by
armed and masked men who had been concealed in the room. They bound and gagged him
and threatened him with instant death unless
he unlocked the vault. He complied and the
robbers took $20,000 in gold coin, locked the
treasurer in the office and fled.

turning

SYNOPSIS OF WEATHER REPORTS FOR THE PAST
TWENTY-FOUR HOURS.

Dep’t,

Office Chief Signal
)
Officer, Washington, D. C.,
Feb. i (7.00 P. M.) I
Snow is reported this evening from the following places:—Cheyenne, Chicago, Grand
Haven, Indianapolis, Keokuk, Milwaukee and
Toledo.
Probabilities—The barometer will probably
remain highest on Monday on the South Atlantic coast and also in Wisconsin and Minnesota.
The pressure will rise somewhat during the
night with southwest winds in Pennsylvania
and New England. The low barometer in Upper Michigan will move eastward to the St.
Lawrence valley, and southwest winds with
snow attending it will advance on
Monday to
the East Atlantic coast. A rising barometer
with northwest winds and falling temperature
will prevail from Lake Huron to Missouri and
northwestward. Partially cloudv and pleasant
weather will continue in the South Atlantic
States, and southeasterly winds with threatening weather and rain extend from Texas- eastward to Alabama.
War

TELEGRAPH ITEMS.
A dozen congressmen met in the House Satmake speeches to fill the Globe.
The north-east snow storm Saturday was very
violeut in all the Atlantic States as far south as

urday to

Philadelphia.
John Braddon and Chas. Tomlinson, English
felons, were arrested on the steamship New
York Saturday and committed for extradition.
Edward Lee, {colored, was hanged|at Brownsville, Tenn., Friday for the murder of Elias
King last October.
The Greeley Republican General Committee
Friday evening resolved that the common council should impeach Mayor Hall and requested
the legislature to temporarly abolish the mayorj
The commissioner estimates the expenses of
the Department of Public Works in New York
for 1872 at $2,679,106.
President Grant and Vice President Colfax
attended the Soldier’s Fair at Baltimore Satur-

day.
Commander Lowry has been ordered to the
command of the receiving ship at Boston.
Admiral Rogers under date of Yokohoma,
Dec. 5th, reports affairs quiet in Japan.
The Porto Rico deputies of the late Spanish
cortes demand the reforms promised in 1869,
viz: a constitutional government and the abolition of slavery.
The snow blockade on the Union Pacific still
continues, and there is no immediate prospect
of the opening of the road.
Ten inches of snow fell in Worcester Satur-

day afternoon and night

a

large

well

and

increasing population, proud

prosperous, its citizens, in mass
meeting assembled, have voted to change the
name of their town to “Ayer”—after one
of the best known men in America, Dr.
J. C. Ayer, of Lowell—and the Legislature
of Massachusetts has enacted that decision into law.
We commend their choice, for not only is the name short and distinctive, but Ayer’s
Medicines have made it gratefully known to
the ends of the earth. Probably no living man
has carried relief to such countless multitudes
of the sick as he, and this high honor, from his
neighbors, tells the estimate in which he is
held by those who know him.—Bristol Times.
feb 5-d&w
as

Salt Lake City, Feb. 4.—Minister Delong
with the Japanese embassy arrived this morning having been escorted from Ogden by a delegation of city authorities headed by Mayor
Wells. Brigham Young sent an invitation to
the embassy to call upon him, but it is understood that Japanese etiquette will requite Brigham to call on them first if courtesies are to be

NOTICE TO APACHES.

_

bcsixem notices.

THE JAPANESE EMBASSY.

Gen. Crook has designated the 15th inst., as
the day after which all Apaches found off their
reservations will be treated as enemies. The
General sent runners to inform all the tribes.

IN THE OLD CONNTRY.

San Francisco, Feb. 4.—The
steamship
Moses Taylor arrived yesterday from Honolulu.
She brought the following news:
A telegraph cable from Java to Australia has
been successfully laid.
The yield of tho uold fields is increasing.
A lie Polynesian laborers had murdered a
portion of the crew of the steamer Cambria.
The survivors of the Newa massacre were arre8tea alter eating three ot their number.
The shipments of American manufactured
goods to Australia generally resulted in a heavy
loss.
MEXICO.
Feb. 4.—A Herald Matamoras
special dispatch announces the fall of
Camargo into
the hands of the revolutionists. Costilla is
moving rapidly to Matamoras, followed by
Quiraga, who has many siege guns from Monterri. Many young men are fleeing to the
American side of the river to escape conscription.

UTAH.

San Francisco, Feb. 4.—A dispatch from
Camp Bowie via San Diego, says that two more
mail coaches were captured near Tuscan by
Apaches, and A. J. Bice and John Peley, passengers, and John Bedford, mail rider, wounded.

IT

VARIOUS MATTERS.

MORMONS ACCUSED OF TAMPERING WITH PRESS

ARIZONA.

or war.

At a meeting in Galway, Ireland,
to-day to
nominate candidate for house of
Commons, a
showr of hands indicated that a
favormajority
ed Nolan the home rule candidate. The result
of the vote created great uproar which culminated in a riot between the
opposing parties.
The police attempted to suppress the disturbance when a furious conflict took
place between
the offieers and rioters rnd order was not restored till many persons were
severely wounded.
Feb. 4.—The Observer states that
.1
‘ ie British Government has sent a
dispatch to
axhmgtou withdrawing from its agreement
to submit the Alabama claims to
arbitration
before the Geneva board if the
liability of England for indirect
remains an open
damages
question. The dispatch is couched in friendly
terms and gives expression to an earnest
desire
on the part of Her
Majesty’s Government to
carry out all the provisions of the treaty of
W ashingtou.
OCEANIC A.

Cincinnati, Feb. 3.—An attempt at robbery
was made in the Adams
Express ear on the Pan
Handle train, due here this morning. After
leaving Xenia, the armed guard was sitting in
darkness, having been deprived of a light by
the frozen lamp oil. The quiet was broken
by
some unknown person in the remote end of the
car who struck a light the better to enable him
to prosecute his search among the valuables.
The illumination thus made clearly revealed a
man at work upon the
trunks, whereupon the
guard lired striking the robber in the breast the
ball passiug towards his right shoulder. The
wounded man was brought in custody to this
city and finally removed to the hospital. The
man gives his name as James Tremble and said
he was once a brakeman on the road.

MORE

or

THE WAY THEY DO

ATTEMPT TO KOB THE ADAMS EXPRESS CAR.

Salt

treaty

the treaty of
to decide be-

The Council is
now discussing the terms in which this resolution shall appear in the Queen’s speech at the
opening of Parliament

OHIO.

DISPATCHES.

N. Y. World.)
London, Feb. 3.—Chief Justice Cockburn has
officially counselled the Cabinet that England

a new

!

as

Upon the health of the Teeth depends the
the breath. Preserve them unblemished by the use of the famous Sozodont, that

■purity of

| perfectly harmless vegetable preparation,
you will never regret it.

and

M&W

Dead or Dying.—Where the hair is unnaturally dry, you may be sure that it is dying;
and unless artificially vitalized, it will soon be
as dead as leaves in November.
Feed the withering fibers and stimulate the torpid scalp with
Lyon’s Kathairon, and the evil, which must
otherwise soon culminate in baldness, will be
speedily remedied. It is absolutely necessary
for the health of the brain, that it be kept moderately moist with a preparation capable of
and invigorating it.
nourishing
hairon lUtnis tiirsH rtnidi non«

Lyon’b
ann m

fbe

Ka-

only

article that actually puts new life into the capillary tubes, through which the natural nourishment has ceased to pass. This
pure and harmless vegetable preparation is absorbed
the

by

skin of the head to the roots of the hair, and
passes into the filaments by force of capillary
attraction.
feb5th-eodlw&wlt
Old Prejudices are dying out.—New facts
are killing them.
The idea that invalids weakened by disease can be relieved by prostrating
them with destructive drugs, is no longer entertained except by monomaiacs. Ever since the
introduction nf T)r
tebs

Wtat k'vn'a Vivitnad

it lias been obvious that their

anil

Kit.

regulating

invigorating properties are all-sufficient for
indigestion, rheumatism,
constipation, diarrhoea, nervous affections, and
malarious fevers, and they are now the standard remedy for these complaints
in every

the cure of chronic

section of the Union.

Or. itlone’i Uterine Tonic.
sisters and daughters
lose their health and even their lives for the
want of an efficient remedy to remove the

weakening complaints to which they are subject. The above named remedy is prepared by
Dr. Morse of this city, and has been used by
him in his practice with great success,for the last
twenty years, and there are millions now suffering for the want of such a remedy. It is invaluable for young females approaching womanhood,
and for those passing the turn of life; also for

weaknesses caused by evil habits of early life.
It is also rejuvenates those advanced in life, of
both sexes, and imparts to them the strength
and vigor of youth.
Dr. Morse has often been solicited by those
who have used this “Tonic” to let the world
know that he has such a valuable remedy.
As there is a great demand for such a remedy, we have prevailed on Dr. Morse to supply
us with all that we m:.y want of it for our customers. Price $2 per bottle.
L. G. Gilson,
Geo. W. Whittieb,
Geo. C. Frye.

Testimonial from W. F. Morrill, General
Agent for New York Life Insurance Company,
after using the 35 cent bottle of Adamson’s
Botanic Gough Balsam:
Portland, Jan. 30, 1872.
Frank W. Kinsman, Esq.—My Dear Sir:—
My youngest child has been suffering for some
weeks with a violent cough which our usual
remedies failed to alleviate. I thought of your
Adamson’s B. C. Balsam and procured a bottle
of A. S Hinds, Druggist of this city, and its
action was immediate and satisfactory. I ha vino hesitation in giving this my unsolicited testimony in its behalf.

Truly

yours,

ENTERTAINMENTS.
I
’1-5? i EXHIBITION BALL
consolidated
MR. GEE’S

f3

Harlem.

Harlem preferred.

Reeling.7 7.77., r®.
Michigan Central.• 7......
1 iw]
Michigan Southern.
Illinois Central.
«oJ
Cleveland & Pittsburg.’
Chicago & North Western.' 74

CITY

Lake shore &

Chicago & Northwestern preferred.
Chicago & Rock Island.
Milwaukiedfc St. Paul..
Milwaukie & St. Paul preferred.

HALL.

Msnday Evening,
past

92

Feb. 1,1879.
ocouPbsJ by the scholars until half-

nSn^n,WiUI

111

m".*btJcwhn“;

cents
A cordial

56
74

Invitailoj

W

**n piece*.
'1!^ f.uU Ban‘*;fora,#r
‘/Ur*
“

u

Pittsburg & Fort Wayne. 971
The following are the forenoon quotations of South-

aWJ.'n'all?U,Jo‘nln ^St£’n“T

Tennessee 6’s, new.
V irginia 6’s,
new'.
Missouri 68s.
Louisiana 6*s, old..7.7..77.
Louisiana 6’s, new.
Levee 8*s.
Alabama 5’s.

Resolutes to the Bak

^

Carolina 6*h,
South Carolina 6’s,

311
50

ern

securities:

65
56
95
%5

*”

Georgia 7’s.7 77 77 7” 7.
North
road

new.'..!! ]!

THE RESOLD LE BASK BALL
CLUB

»A

/fflm

xn

new

seeurtTies^ Wttre l^e quotations for

£

GIVE TBEIK

WILL

£-&GRAND

annual

Pacific Rail-

BALL I

—AT—

Central Pacific bonds.
102
Pacific do..
.
Pacific stock
if.
™
Union Pacific land urants.
Union Pacific income bonds. 5
Uidon
Union

FLUENT HALL,
Wednesday Evening, February

7.

Music by Raymond's Full Quadrille Band.
that the
bad as
approval bv
now

not

as

COMM1TTK OF

yvin^b^^k^r^a^flg:
formerly.
It is

supposed also that the

of Secretary BoutwelPs fundCongress
ing operations,
which makes the $600,000,000 negotiation probable, causes a better
feeling to prevail In
financial

circles.

ments firm.

Gold advanced to 10M. Govern6 to 7 per cent., with a great fiow

Money

w,a-v‘dosed
Kx‘j‘ange
"•"’Stocks
firm.

2.30 ^‘

lV9f.

M.

firm and unchanged.
Gold Ann at 109J®

Donestic Market*.
York, Feb. 3-5 P. M.-Cotton Arm and 4c
higher: sales 2002 bales; Middling uplands 22fc.ilour dull and without decided
change; sales 3300
bbls; superfine Western and State 5 75 d 6 10; comgood extr» do 6 35 @6 70: good to choice
^
do 6 65 (g) 7 35; common to choice White
Wheat extra
n os tern 7 20
@ 7 40; common to good extra Ohio 6 60
&730; common to choice do St. Louis 6 70 @ 9 50
market closing quiet; Southern flour
quiet ami unchanged ; sales 280 bbls; common to fair extra 6 75
1*1
uioicc ao
gwu
id 'v<r y w.
Kye flour dull
and unchanged; sales 150 bbls at 4 00
@ 5 20.
Whiskey quiet and unchanged; sales 100 bbls at
Wc.~
\V heat uuiet and
unsteady at 1 51 @ 1 56 for No 2
Spring In store; Winter Red Western
wdiw,-

-A.T

CITY

Mrs.

Emily Shaw Foreman.

CONCERT BY THE PORTLAND BAND
AT SEVEN

Evening Tickets

SO cts.

teb3td

A

Coffee 1“^ and firm;
al21K. Sugar Steady; fair to good reflnf*1
“,*?*.
91 g 9{
sales 15., hhds (?ul>a at 9 a 9ic. Moing at

CALICO BALL!

lasses dull at 4u ® 87c. Kico duU at 71
® 81c tor CarPetroleum dull at 12j w 13c for crude; refined
Pork dull end nominal; sales 150
bbls; new
pnme mess at 14 50: old do 13 50; prime 12 25; new
prime mess H Oo. Beef quiet; sales 100 bbls; plain
mess 9 00 S 11 00; extra do 11 00
g 13 00. Dressed
Hogs opened Bteadv and closed dull at 8 ® 54c Lard
quiet and steady; No 1 to prime steam 94 g 94c; kettle rendered 9$c. Butter
quiet; Western 191 ® 22c.
Chesse firmer at 13 ® I6$c. Naval Stores-Spirits
Turpentine Arm at 74® 744c; Kosin dull at 4 65®
4 70 for strained. Tallow quiet at 9
@ 9ic.
per steam, Cotton $d;

WILL BE

olma.

THURSDAY,

IN

FEB’Y

FOR A CHARITABLE
Under the auspices
Gentlemen :

Chicago, Feb. 3.—Ffonr quiet. WTieat flrmer and
quiet; No 2 Spring I 234 g 1 23$. Corn quiet and
weak; No 2 Mixed at 40$ ® 404c. Oat* quiet and
®r,m « 0 ?
^ 324c. Rye nrmer; No 2 at 70 @
19®. ®ar*®y0! »hmle higher; No 2 Spring at 60c.—
u*' Dressed Hogs in good demand at
5 00 <S 5 05. Mess

8th,

OBJECT!

the undersigned Ladies apd

of

GENERAL COMMITTEE.
Mrs.
44

44
44
44

Miss
Mrs.
44

hogs.

44

bush com,

44

Lewis
J. Rand.
W. Boyd,

Clapp,
Bailey,
Farrington,

Phiuney,
Burgin,
H. Auderson,
Ayers,
Reception Committee.
S. C. Gordon,
Mr. A. W. Coombs.
44
E. M. Rand,
C. E. Jose,
4*
C. H. Haskell,
H. T. Carter,
44
W. E. Donnell,
Geo. K. Cram,
44

44

Dr.
Mr.
44

unchanged.

44

Cincinnati, Feb. 3.—Mess Pork nominal at 13 124
25. Lard dull and firm at H$c and 94c asked.—
u]k Meats nominal. Bacon nomiual. Live
Hogs in
lair demand and advanced at 4 40 ® 4 75; receipts

44

f!3

Mayor Kingsburr,

Mr. Natn. Cummings,
44
G. T. Davis.
44
J. E Donnell,
M. P. Emery,
44
9. E. Spring,
44
H. N. Jose,
44
A. K. Stevens,
44
I. P. Farrington,
44
S. 4. Anderron,
44
I. Pierce,
44
H. Anderson,
44
B. Barnes,
44
F. Noyes,

Gilman,
N. Deering,

44

Shipments—3,000 bbls flour, 2,000 bush wheat, 6,000
2,000 bush oats, 12,000 bush barley, 4,000
hogs.
Toledo, Feb. 3.—Flour steady. Wheat a shade
better; No 1 White Michigan 1 56; Amber Michigan
1 48 ® 1 48J; No 1 Red 1
47$; No 2 do 1 45 @ 1
Com dull; low Mixed 47c; Yellow 47Jc. Oats 45$.—
quiet

St. J. Smith,

Dearborn,

44

Pork easier at 12 50 g 12 55. Green
Hams 6 ® 8}c.
Bulk Meats—shouklers 41® 54c;
sides 5$c; clear rib sides
5$ @ 6c; clear sides 64 ® 64c.
Uve Hoes easier and quiet at 4 25 @ 4 75. Cattle quiet
and weak at 2 37$ @ 5 40.
Receipts—3,000 bbls flour, 3,000 bush wheat, 45,000
bush com, 11,000 bush oats, 3000 bush
barley, 20,000

W. L.

Bradley,
J. W. Symonds,

44

S. T.
T. T.

44

Lou gee.

L.

Pullen,
Snow,

Managers.

Floor

2200 head.

Mr. H. P. Wood,
44

Charleston, Feb. £. -Cotton steady; Middling uplands 21$c.
Savannah, Feb. 3.—Cotton active; Middling oplands 21$ @ 21}c.
Mobile, Feb. 3.—Cotton quiet; Middling uplands
at 21 Jc.
New Orleans, Feb. 3.—Cotton quiet; Mfftlllng
uplands 22$c.

Mr. Frits Jordan,
44
H. T. Whipple,
H. Deering,
44
J. P. Lewis,
A. E. Webb.
W. W. Thomas Jr., 44 E. 8. E. McLellan,
44
G. P. Gross,
E. Preble.
H. Kotzs-lunar.

44
44
44

Tickets 75cts., to be obtained at Whittier's, Low
ell's, Hale’s, Lortag, Short «& Harmon's, T. G. Lor
tag's and at the door.
AH interested in the

object are requested

to send

in contributions of refreshments or money to the committee at Reception Room on Thursday, the day of

European Markets.
London. Feb. 3—11.30 A. M.—Consols 92| @ 92$ for
money and account.
American securities—U. S. 5-20, 1862, 924 Ado 1865,
old, 92$; do 1867, 92J; U. S. 10-40’s 91$.

the Ball, before Four o’clock.
Dress strictly confined to Calico.

MU S I

Liverpool, Feb. 3—11 A. M.—Cotton strong; Middling uplands lljd; do Orleans llld; sales estimated
at 15,000 bales; sales of Cotton
shipping or shipped
at Savannah or Charleston ll$d. Breadstuifii quiet.

febS-Ul

C_H ALL!

The M. L. Dramatic Clnb !

London. Feb. 3—1.30 P. M.—Consols closed at 92$
for money and account.
American Securilies—U. S. 5-20’s 1862, 92$; do 1865
old, 92$; do 1867. 92$; U. S. 10-40’s. 91$.
Liverpool, Feb. 3—1.30 P. M.—Cotton closed Arm;
Middling uplands 11$; do Orleans ll$d; sales 18,000
bales, of which 6,000 bales were for extort and speculation ; sales on ship named at New Orleans 11 9-16d.

Will produce an original and highly moral drama, in
three acts, written by a Portland Lady, entitled:

FAST!
—AT—

Cheese 69s.

HALL,

MUSIC

Paris. Feb. 3.—Rentes at 56f 10c.

irregular.

THURSDAY k FRIDAY EYEN’GS

Havana, Feb. 4.—Sugar—stock at Havana and
Matanzas 76,000 boxes and 11,000 hhds; receipts of the
past week at do 27,500 boxes and 3700 hhds; exports
from do 18,500 boxes and 4000 hhda. Irndiiriing law
-ya. »0 tw iitOESl St k loo fmarket
active principally for the American market and future delivery, for which there is a large business; Nos
10 to 12 Dutch standard 10|@ 11} reals; Nos 15 to 20
do 12 @ 13$ reals.
Molasses Sugar—Merchants refuse to purchase, owing to the high demands of the
holders; Nos 8 to 10 at 8$ @ 9$ reals. Muscovado
Sugar—fair to good refining firm 9$ @ 94 reals. Molasses firm: clayed 5} @ 6 reals; Muscovado 54
& 6 reals
P keg. Freights quiet; ^ box Sugar to United States
for 1 12$; $> hhd do $4 50
00
$l
5
hhd
@
ports
25;
Molaasas 33 25 @ 3 50.

February fith and 9th.
eousMUuu«ui

fibre each
Doors open at
at S o'clock.

wiu conclude with

evening.
7 o’clock.

a

laughable

Performance commence!

Admission, Gallery 25c; Parquette 50c; Reserved
Tickets for sale at Ueo. A. Harmon’s, under Mechanics’ Hall; M. S Whittier’s; J. W. Mansfield’s, Mrs. W. A. Snell's, Congress at., and at tha
door. Reserved seats mav be obtained at Schumacher Bros., 5 Deering Block.
fcbStd
Seats 75c.

FIVE

ILLUSTRATED

92

86}

107

38}
138}

LECTURES

117
5124

RR.

Michigan Central Railroad.
United States Sixes, 1881,.
United States 5-20s, 1867,.
July, 1865.
Maine State Sixes 1883.
Eastern Railroad Sixes 1874

HELD

CITY HALL,

(.,t£jje*|&*«tolriverlXK»ldull;

Manufacturing Co
Portland, 8aco and Portsmouth

O'CLOCK.

Doors open at 6J. Lecture at 7} o'clock.

ni

Laconia

Feb, 7tb,

LECTURE BY

Western very choice instore 721c. 73$c;
Oats quiet and
unchanged; sales 18,000 bush; Western and Ohio *3

Boston Stock JLiot.
[Sales at the Broker’s Board, Feb. 3.]
Union Pacific RR Sixes.
Vermont Central 1st Mortgage 7s.
Eastern Railroad.
Union Pacific Railroad.
Boston and Maine Railroad.
[Sales at Auction.]
Franklin Company, Lewiston.

HALL

Wednesday Evening,

Mixed'

Feb. 3.—Cotton

course

CLOUHC ENTKRTAIN.KKNT,

S7
Amber do
73; White Western 1 68 ® 1 77_
live quiet ami unchang.xl at 92
® 93c for Western.
Barley quiet and steady; sales 2200 bush; State at
83c. Corn a shade easier with a fair
export demand:
sales 98,000 bush; new Western Mixed afloat 73 'a)
74c
closing at 73 @ 73Jc; Yellow Western
new

Havre,

A.

L

SUPPLEMENTARY

New

and

ABRANUEMKNTS:

W. Knlglits, A. Leighton, J. Maher, F. Ham, O. N.
O* Wilson, C. Gookin.
Tickets 91.00, admitting Gent and Ladles to be
obtained atMAHEK Sc COrS, opposite the Poet Office
aud of the Committee of Arrangements.
feldtd

130}

ON

119

115}
Ill}
110}
101}
98}

The

and
I’s.

lHiero«e«pe
Shows

What

it

feb5th-4wt

Many mothers, wives,

feb3-eod-4w

i>o

eco M
Erie preferred.. 31

to

immediately recede from
Washington, leaving America

being

N.

the Geneva Arbitrators and to the
American
Government, if such action has not already been
taken, that if the American case is reformed
arbitration may be happily concluded.

must

ever.

N. X. Central and Hudson Ri ver
Y. Central and Hud»n River

Washington Treaty

(Special

1868.

wIKS'BffiWSSj^- uuoUUon. of Stock,

London, Feb. 3. The T\met to-day declares
that England must immediately give notice to

tween

§tates 5-2«'»

BRITAIN.

Rumored Proposition of England to
Back Out.

Abide the Result.

alty.

ni«u

_

j

ISLAND.

OFFICERS INDICTED.

fire._janlotf

j

has suffered little detention.

BHODE
BANK

_

m

STORM.

THE

The

Power Pledged t<

METEOROLOGICAL.

FORGER SENTENCED.

GREAT

APPREHENDED.

Treaty-making

MASSACHUSETTS.

Loan. 2,500,000
First Mortgage..
800,000

Total.$1,014,000

The

TROIBLE

ac-

six
inches of snow which fell into immense drifts which will seriously interrupt travel
by railroad and highways. The Pullman express, due here at 7 a. in., did not ariive until 3
or

The Treaty with England.
NO

!
1

FUKEIGN.

riding

main it.

|

Stock.$ 7i4,ooo

for all which

WASHINGTON.

BY TELEGRAPH.

monstrate.

now

Psychologic—T. W. Evans.
Look—D. L. Guernsey.

BEFORE

Aid <• the Portland and Ogdenaburg Rail-

Ten Per Cent. Water Bonds !
a

bonds are dated November 1st, 1871,
and have thrty years to run, with Coupons
payable
May and November, at the Bank of America, New
York. The total Issue of these Bonds Is One Hundred thousand dollars.
Total debt of the city, Including these bonds, one hundred and slxtv-three
thousand dollars.
Assessed value taxable wealth
two million dollars; actual wealth
double that
amount. Population over six thousand.
Bonds delivered free of Express charges.
HA3IUEL A. GAYLORD Ac CO.,
Brokers In Western Securities,
PU. 33Wall M. New Verbfa26d!0t

COMMENCING Feb. 14th
-BT-

Rev. E. C.

Three Lectures, while accurate la eclentlllc details,
have been carefully planned for a popular audience.
Illustrated by means of the

Calcium and Eleetric Lights,

Portland Manufactures

means of which
highly magnified Diagrams, Paint
ings, Photographs of Microscopic Objects. Microeco
pic Preparations, and Living Animals will be exhibited upon a large screen. These illustrations will be
numerous and entertaining, and In themselves worth

by

again calling the attention of my patrons to my

In

large Stock

of

FEBMIT17BK, nearly

all of my

manufacture, I would call special attention to
my assortment of

own

more than the fee for admission.
Tickets to the course $1; to be obtained at Loring,
& Hannon’s and Bailey & Noyes’, S. H.

much
Short

Colcsworthy, Whittier’s,

PARLOR SUITS!
Which I

can

with

tickets S5c.
at 7^ o'clock.

of the finest quality of

Evening

Lowell’s.

commence

AUCTION SALES.
Executrix’s Sale.
virtue of a license from the Judge of Probats
for the Countv of Ceos, State of NewHampahire,
the subecriber will sell at public auction at the

BY

My WALNUT ( IIA tlBKR ARTS, embrace
new and original
designs, and the best finish in
this market. 1 am offering besides

TWO

WARDROEBS,
DRESSINO TABLES,
HAT TREES,

in said

THE

MOST

MODERN STYLE AND FINISH !

R. K. HUNT,
Commission Merchant and Auctioneer
316 Congress St., will sell every evening a largo
NOassortment
of Staple and Fancy Goods.
Goods will be sold during the day in lots to suit

The Beat Style and Finish, Painted

CHAMBER
IN

SETS !

!

description of good*. Consignment*
dtf
February 11, 1868.

THE

XT FITTED

THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED ACRES,

said estate consisting of valuable timber lands, many
of the lots well covered with pine and available for
money-making purposes. No better opportunity can
be found for capitalists to invest their money.
Conditions made known at time and place.
Dated the 25th day of January, A. D. 1872.
fe2d3w
MARY ANN OSGOOD, Executrix.

CENTRE AND
LIBRARY TABLES,

With my

Jafferson,

at ten o’clock in the forenoon, all the real estate ef
Enoch Osgood, late of Gorham in said
county deceased, situate in said town of Jefferson, containing
about

ETERERES

OF

HOUSE,
County, on
WEDNESDAY, FEB. 21»t,
WAUMBEK

In

SECRETARIES,
SIDEBOARDS,

not limited.

STATES !
facilites for

MANUFACTURING AND PRODUCING,
I

and

Doors open at 6.45; Lectures
feb3td

furnish in any style of upholstering,

covcriugs

Plush,Rich Patterns of Striped Terrys, the best quality of all Wool
Cloth
and
Terrys, Hair
Freuch Eastings.

Foreign Export*.
LIVERPOOL. Steamship Sarraatian—11,800 bush
do
1700
wheat,
pea*, 2100 bbl* flour,113,568 tbs potash,

The testimony before the Senate retrenchment committee in New York Saturday was unThe committee will return to
important.
Washington at an early day.
General Hanley, Samuel Bowles and Murat
Halsted are mentioned among those who attended the Greeley recent ion Saturday nielit.
letters were read irom Secretary Fish, the poet
Whittier and Dr. Holmes.
J E Prindle: lease bats to H M Balyer; 300 cases
Mary and Kate Daly broke through the ice of oranges to T Winfield; 10 sacks seed ,5 pkgs mdse to
John Forteous; and a full cargo for Canada and St
the Ohio river at Cincinnatti Sunday and were
John, NB.
drowned.
The Kansas legislature ask Congress to admit
Receipt* by Railroad* and Steamboat*.
Canada lumber free.
Steamer Forest City from Boston—25 boxes
tin. 20 bbls oil. 20 bdls straw boards, 18 rolls pai>er, 11
Wm. E. Gray, the noted Wall Street forger,
colls
cordage. 23 bxs dye stuff's, 38 bars Iron, 22 bdls
was recently discovered living
in London in
baskets, 2 bbls molasses, 24 pkgs furniture, 24 casks
magnificent style and doing business with the oil tor B & Fobes, 22
empty kegs, 54 hhds molasses,
banks. He heard of the pursuit of detectives
30 bags spices, 20 dressed hogs, 1 hhd beer, 49 rolls of
and disappeared.
leather, 20 bbls beer, 2 horse*, 2 sleighs, 10 boxes fresh
fish, 100 pckgs to order. For Canada and up country
The rent of stores and houses in New York
—1 organ, 200 bdls bides. 150 do leather, 50
will probably be from ten to fifteen per cent
kegs oysters, 32 bars steel, 5 bdls sheet iron, 10 bbls oil, 15
lower next year than the present.
hhds molasses, 75 pkgs to order.
The remains of a mastadon have been found
Steamer Chesapeake from New York—12 bales
in the town of Hope, Orange Co., N. Y.
cotton, 3 do wool, 4 do burlapH, 91 do rags, 180 rolls
739 dry hides, 89 bbls saltpetre, 45 do
leather,
A despatch has been received in Washington
whiting,
50 do paiut, 50 do brimstone, 30 do glass ware, 13 do
from ex-delegate Fitch denouncing Judge
oranges, 15 do molasses, 13 do zinc, 10 casks bleaching
McKeon. Fitch is a Mormon prophet.
25 do lead and paint, 34 do linseed oil, 30
powders,
hhds molasses, 8 do tobacco, 1 do skins, 11 tierce* moHon. Robb J. Brent, Attorney-General of
150 half chests tea, 18 sets wheels, 50 bdls paper
lasses,
died
Maryland,
yesterday.
hangings, 20 do springs, 25 do paper, 15 cases paper
A heavy earthquake took place at Vanah,
hangings, 30 do dry goods. 150 boxes tobacco, 50 do tin
Jan.
oth
and
the
Killaux
plates, 40 do glass, 75 do drugs, 30 do hardware, 50 do
Hawayaau Islands,
voloano was in operation.
soap, 30 do starch, 15 do clocks, 5 do oranges,16 pieces
steel, 25 bbls liquor, 200 pkgs sundries.
The deaths from small pox in Philadelphia
for the week were 158—a decrease of 19.
New Fork Stork and Money Market.
The San Francisco deputy sheriff who bought
New York, Feb. 3—Morning.—Gold 109$. Money
and the police sergeant who sold his place for | at 6
!
per «eut. Sterling Exchange 109. Stocks very
8350 have both been committed for trial in strong.
bonds of $2500.
The following arc the forenoon quotations of GovIn the criminal court of Chicago, Friday>
ernments:
United State* coui>on 6’s, 1881.115$
Judge Freer overrueled a motion for a new United
States 5-20’s 1862.1101
trial in the case of Alderman Busch and exStateH 5-20’s 1864.HoX
alderman Montgomery and sentenced each to Uuited
United States 5-20’s 1865, old. ml
six months in the county jail and to pay a tine
United States 5-20’s 1865, new.Hot
of $1000,
United States 5-20’s 1867..

Bolles, Ph. D.

They are

ENCOURAGE^

feb.3d-tu&th.

22,176 do pearlash, 30,400 do pork, 1420 do beeswax,
22,800 do cheese, 1,166,800 do bacon, 83,200 do butter,
2039 do tobacco, 412,400 do lard, 2800 do tongues, 17
pkgs mdse.
HAVANA. Brig Star—3084 shooks and heads, 2921
box sheoks, 116 pairs headings, 461 bbl* potatoes.
HALIFAX,NS. Steamer Carlotta—1426 bbls flour,
125 d# oatmeal, 9000 lbs butter, 1260 bush oats, 25
bbls barley, 1 lot mdse.
Foreign Imports.
LIVERPOOL. Steamship Germany—2 locomotive
bales
25
sheep skins to order; 57 pkgs41
engines,
cases mdse, 24 steel tyres to Canadian Express Co; 18
bales burlap* to C M Bailey; 57 pkgs 2 bbls mdse to

EVENINUS,

WEDNESDAY

limited amount of these very desiraWEblehave
investment Bonds for sale at 96 and accrued
interest. The

W. F. Morrill.

FINANCIAL AND CONIHEItCIAL.

FLUENT’S HALL

City of Sedalia, Mo.,

Silver Plate Polish!

i

nrenareil In sell mv vnnHa nn tho umat fnvnnKia
terms, and at the very lowest market prices.

am

Having greatly enlarged

my Ware
can now exhibit one
of the most complete
and finest assortments of

Rooms,

FURNITURE!
IN

grew *t; Abner Lowell, Jeweler. Congress stY J. A.
Merrill A Co., Jewelers, Middle st; C. C. Tolman,
Bros. Stove Dealers, Market Sqr:
Sqr; Nutter
--Tx-

Market
I J. F
chan

|

ITSTEW ENGLAND
To mv friends and patrons, I return mv sincere
thanks for their very liberal patronage, and hope bv
strict atention to business to merit the same in the
to see any of my friends
future. 1 shall be
and patrons at my Ware rooms, and wdll take pleasure
which is one of the
stock,
extensive
in showing mv
best in the Country. For Spring trade I shall offer a
also a large line
DEIK8,
large line of OFFICE
of BOOK CAUKh of my own mauulacture, at
been
offered
In
have
this market.
than
lower prices

For Sale by the trade generally,

pleased

GEO. A.
No. 56
below

Livingston Co.

WHITNEY,

middle

street.
lm

LIVE BAIT!
I,1yc nili.Y, for Winter Fishing constantly on
on hand, and supplied In any quantity.
Also u general assortment of Can, Fish lag

Spsrtiag CSaads,
L, BAI1.EV, 4S Exchange
JanScodss

«.

Mo. Bonds.

CHARLES n. HASHES.

Tackle nad

Hi.

.j.

There Bond, are burned fbr Internal Improvement*.
The Aedalia City to pay ft* Introducing water Into
the city upon the ‘Holly plan,” and the I-iviagsfor Bridge Improvement,
taa Caaatr Bond.
and like all the Bond* which I
within the County,
of the City and of the Counoffer we purely BOND8
Parties reeking both n eafo and rety rrepectlvely.
munerative Investment will do well to examine them.
The Sedalia City Bondi bear 10 per cent. Inters*,
have Mml-annual coupon* which, ae also the principal, are payable at the Bank of America, New York.
Particulars furnished on application either In perron
or by mill. Government Bonds received In exchange.

Over 34 aad 34,

janl3

_

a29eod tf

Sedalia City Mo. Bonds

Exchange St.,

Aad

--

Exchange street.
dl»Sw
wt-9w

•JN

I

January 10,1872.

BONDS.

THE PEESS.
we

PASSED AT

ordinary

lives that, day by day
end unnoticed, no more missed by the world
than so many burnt-out candles. This woman had neither beauty, nor wit, nor large
culture; she brought no gifts with her when
she was bom to make her greatly welcome
to the world; never could sing a song nor
write a poem; was not even fitted to reign in

A

She

LAND GRANT GOLD BONDS
—OF THE—

NORTHERN

These Bonds

vulgar day by day. One day
an
old accomplishment of her
girlhood
recurred to her;
flower-painting, molding
in clay, designing—it does not matter
what;
work, however, in which her real nature
would have found food and expression, and

the pay for which would have been
comparative affluence. She sent a specimen of her
work for trial, which was
approved; but men
were employed who had been trained to business.
Only the machine was left, and the
work for her children’s bodies and souls that
she could not do. It
grew and grew before
her sight until the day came when she
dropped as under an intolerable burden. As she
lay on the bed day after day slowly dying,
husband and children were loud in sorrow
and astonishment.
“How had she come by
such manifold diseases ? Machine work
and
want of air? It was incredible.” She
struggled with her work yet, sewed as she lay on
her back, drew her children close to her with
a hungry, unsatisfied love in her
eyes that
they could not understand. But as the hour
came for her to quit the world that had been
so niggardly of its comfort or
bounty to her,
she was beset with restless
fancies, which to
her husband seemed
scarcely sane. “She
thinks if she could see and smell a
thorny
rose that used to
wild
about the farms
grow
down there in Maryland where she was
born,
she would be well
Now what good
again.
could chere be in a rose ?” He could not see
why she would make them put the children
out of the room, and turn (lilt
OOO
she could not see the
machine, and so lie
at
the
looking up
patch of sky above the brick
walls. When she was
dead, he cried, “I did
what I could; I am not to blame.” Audit
was true; no man can
go beyond his nature.
What was to blame ? Not
poverty; not the
working for bread and butter; not the un1W1H

King Copbetuas have married beggar girls untitled, and clothed them royally in their own
fames; and Titanias have rejoiced to worship
an ass.
But if she had been taught practically the one occupation for which her taste and
ability fitted her ? If all women were so thoroughly taught such occupations that employ-

ment would be open to them as men ? The
answer matters
nothiag to her now. A day
or two ago the wornout
body was laid back in
the earth to which it had been drawn
by such
and
subtle
strong
kinship. To what rest or
recompense the soul of the gentle lady passed,
only He knows who took it lienee. Her work
remains unfinished. But it is because there
are so mkny thousands of over-worked women
around us on every side,
staring blankly at
their unconquerable work, and lives wasted
at noon-day, that we have told her
story, and
reverently held back her memory, for this
brief moment, out of the eternal silence.—N.

January,
the

Company’s

it with

a

fork.—Danbury

lands at the

and

are

are

following

exceed

not

MORTGAGE, “UPON

LY

The most

important improvement ever made

LANDS

PROPERTY,

AND

THE

NORTHERN

PACIFIC

HOLD

and

RY

From

RAIL-

TEES,”

FOB EVERY

apart to redeem the bonds, for by

CEEDS OF ALL SALES OF LANDS,
WHETHER IN CASH, BONDS, COUPONS

OTHER

OR

SECURITIES,

THE

HANDS

FOR

OF

IN

LANDS SOLD, SHALL

BE

MORTGAGE BONDS
PANY SECURED

IN-

THIS

AT A SUM

PURCHASED

NOT

LAR AND

I

quality of lands at prices

same

tl

ber 1st exceeded

200,000 acres, at

wards of $6

acre,

er

average price up-

an

EQUAL TO 91,300.000,

911,500,000,
TAL

WHICH WAS THE

TO-

of land is

acres

NOT QUITE ONE-SIXTEENTH PART
lai”

™

11 ■■

■—■wriM

vtivviua.

give the average price

we

sales of the '.and Grants

of the

acre

per

different roads, that

on

000,000

granted

acres

the

to

Northern

Pacific

Railroad Company, for there

can

the

its laud sales will be

average price tier

of

acre

be

the general average price of these roads:

much above

do

do

Illinois Central—to 1869.11.09
do
do
for 1870.12.55
Hannibal and St. JoBeph.11.00
Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe.7.70
Til

Southern Minnesota.7.04
Atlantic and Pacific.6.77
Iowa Falls and Sioux City..6.50
St. Paul and Pacific.6.50
Cedar Rapids and Missouri River.6.00
St.Pauland Sioux City.5.67
Mo. River, Fort Scott and Gulf..5.55

|

Jackson, Lansing and Saginaw.6.00
Marquette and Ontonagon-.5.00
Denver Pacific.4.18

j

Union Pacific. .4.25
Kansas Pacific.2.70

Northern Pacific Railroad Company,

readily acknowledged by all

persons

whole,

as a

is

acquainted with

difierent Grants, to be SUPERIOR TO

the

THAT OP ANT
if the average

OTHER ROAD; but

price per

acre

even

its land sales should

of

be above the lowest average of all the land
grants
which is but $2.70 on tho Kansas Pacific
still
not

on

bondB that

each mile of the Northern

Portland,

Pacific Railroad.

month

the Northern Pacific

of

Dakota

Territory—this, with

the

of

these

can

convert

on.f6at,y

the sales of N. P. Bonds

by

are

upon

them, or exchanging them into other

»v,BU-*uui«a are

the

iavontes

lor

reinvestment,”

°iU a.n>„

have stood the shock better than
and again, October

rClluceJ

are

am

Merino Ve.t. and

Drnwrn,

Collar.

so

HdUhT;J,?5,bUr«E<,«i"KWomlnl and
Ildk’fM,
lunacy Good*.

an

or

grocndcd upon
estate

seen.

Portland, Jan. 29th, 1872.

PER

Sale,

Store For

attention*!

<eb2-.,L

met

»—«

w‘i,T

First Class Bar
Room For Sole
location in Boston; establish,
BEST
always paid well, and wouhy
ofed,„many year" i
l“y °f

wui sell half or the

whole

OF

investigation;
StatCSt- ***»», Mass.

|
1

Great

Falls! N.H,

a

reason

TO

that it is

landed real

WORTH DOUBLE
OF BONDS ISSCED

AND

ACSO

UPON

TRCNK

RAICROAD RUNNING

A

cine

THROUGA

For further particulars
concerning this Bond, or
, mrchaae of the same apply to the
undersigned.

SWAN &

TAYLOfebf-3Ct0!
25 AMSminBthetwCorfd*P
$1HAYES,
d’ ^“ttle'sewin
dfs.
20

OFFERED

E,EIPpED

THE SAME.

,ranBk'm

^YLOH^CO^State st., B„sto„.

MICE,

FCCEY

O’well fittetf ui' ^gorwl'riui ’^"roughlyestablished;
aran,i
chance*,’IdZ
otllor

one of

BASIS,

UHE ATIOINT

ja30tf

Apothecary

NOW

THE PCB-I.IC.
We recommend this
bond for the

smooth
For
particukirs inquire of PELEG
STAPLES, 250 Con
WM- WINCHESTER, 1 Lincoln Pla"'

business;

act

BARRETT, Bankers,

lOO Middle Street.
M.

PAYSON, Banker,
32
Exchange St.
Age“^J“^g j daui2.-ood.vw4w
WeS.
Mon,

to call at his rooms, No. 1

accommodation.
Dr. H.’s Eclectic Renovating Medicines are unrivalled in efficacy and superior virtue in regulating all
Female Irregularities. Their action is specific and
certain of producing relief in a short time.
LADIES will find it invaluable in all cases of obsttuctions after all other remedies have been tried in
vain. It is purely vegetable, containing
nothing in
the least injurious to the health, and may be taken
with perfect safety at all times.
Sent to any part of the country, with full directions,
DR. HUGHES,
by addressing
nll865d&w No. 172 Cumberland Street, Portland

long upon

Dr. R. J. JOURDAIX,
PROPRIETOR

Parisian

Gallery

OF THE

of

Anatomy, Boston,

just published a new edition of his lectures,
containing most valuable information on the
causes, consequences and treatment of diseases of the
reproductive system, with remarks on marriage, and

HAS

—

SELL

instructions for its complete restoration; also a chapter on venereal infection, and the means of cure, he:
ing the most comprehensive work on the subject ever
yet published, comprising 150 pages. Mailed free to
any address for 25 cents. Address,

United States Bonds.

and

adviser,

special

Dr. Jourdain’s
61 Hancock

junlldlyr

Consulting Office,

Street, Boston,

Jin*.*.

NO FAMILY

CAN AFFORD TO
BE WITHOUT
THIS

MEDIOINE.

are

the following articles, viz:
First. To act upon the report of the Directors,
second. To choose the
necessary officers for the

suing
year.
^

^tupon any other
legally come before the
ii

BY or. MARION SIMS, M. D.

ordinary

A pure,
aqueous Extract, possessing superior astringent and tonic properties, and recommended by
the highest medical authorities in the country as an

UNFAILING REMEDY
in all chronic diseases of the

in the treatment of Chronic DiDysentery, Night Sweats, Uterine and
Pulmonary Hemorrhage, in Cough attended with
profuse Expectoration, and as an injeotion in Leucoroea or Whites, Ulcerations of the Os Uteri, and other
vaginal diseases; in Catarrh, Piles, Fisures of the
Annus, Bums, Scalds, Excoriations, obstinate Ulcers
and in all cases requiring a powerful astringent and

tonic

success

remedy.
afflicted with

any of the above difficulties,
wishing to call upon their physicians, can
purchase from their druggist one or two dollar packages of the medicine, with physicians full directions
Those
and not

Xeuralgia,

DR. J. C. AYER & CO., Lowell, Mass.,
Practical ard Analytical Chemists.

Sold by all Druggists everywhere.

...

en-

AGENTS.

Order.

HENRY FOX, Clerk.

January 29th, 1872.

FOR RESTORING GRAY IIAIR

sickness,

Merchandise,

care,
pointment, ami

PIANOS of the best

either of them disuses
it to fall off prematurely, and either effect is
unsightly and unpleasant to behold.
Dr.
YER’S consummate
skill has produced an
antidote for these deformities which has won
gratitude for him from
multitudes of women

Manufacture,

BURDETT Ac WOOD’S
celebrated

reed

ORGANS!

(Old Instruments taken In exchange.)
CHOICE and

large stock of ft her t Munir,
Folio*, Wrapper*. Also a fine
lot of Violins,
Banjo*, Brum*. Guitar*,
Cornet*, Concertina*, Hiring*, Music Box-

e*»

Fianh fttool*.

All

and

His HAIR
VIGOR sometimes reproduces lost hair; and always

HAWES & CRAGIN’S Music Store,

yet

STREET.
dcl2eod-6m

For all the Pnrposes of

a

youthful

Pills,

....

has

Family Physic,

GostivencRB, Jaundice,
Dyspepsia, Indigestion,
Dysentery, Foul Stomach, Erysipelas, Headache, Piles, Rheumatism,Eruptions and Skin
Diseases, Biliousness,
.Liver Complaint, Dropsy, Tetter, Tumors a
Salt Rheum, Worms,
Gout, Neuralgia, as a

cure

but

a

water.

The smoke and heated gases pass first through the
tubes in.the upper compartment, then descend, and
return through the tubes in the second compartment,
thence again descending they pass through the tubes
in the third
compartment. By this oi>eration, the
smoke, and heated gases from the furnace on tlieir
way to the smoke stack, or chimney come in contact with gradually decreasing temperatures of
wat r.
While doing average work, coupled with a
good
engine, it will supply steam for 150 indicated horse
We will guarantee that this boiler will shew 50
per cent, more power with the same weight of coal
than any boiler of the same heating surface in the
market, and will continue to do so, as long as it is
used, and we will back our guarantees with Government Bonds.
The durability of this boiler is greater than anv
other for the reason is that no cold water is allowed
to come in contact with the iotoseiy heated surface*
the feed water being
as it ascends
from the lower to the upper compartment.
We would esneoinllv enll ♦!»*» -if*...,*;..,,
_i
men to the following facts, that while
running this
boilerwith coal or wood the sparks are neutralized
and none have ever left the smoke-stack or
which in itself is a most valuable advantage, never
before realized.
Confining ourselves to practice and not theory we
invite all parties in want of Steam Boilers to give us
a call.
W. T. BROWN & CO., General Agents,
del8
Middle and Exchange Sts

»

IN

_Cor.

HALL’S

cure.

VEGETABLE SICILIAN

HAIR

RENEWER.

qqqqqqq'qqqq qTq!

SPEND MONEY IN BUYING
pair of Kid Gloves every time you
Renovate those you have with

WHY

and best

physic for children, because mild as well as
effectual. Being sugar coated, they are easv to
take; and being purely vegetable, they are entirely

A NEW
co
®

out?

JOIIVEH’S INODOROUS KID «LOve
CLEANER,
It will make them equid lo new with
scarcely
^ any
trouble. Be careful to get the Genuine
Sold by Druggists and Dealers in
Fancy Goods
oas‘
Price 25 cents per bo’tle.
;
F. C. WELLS & CO.,
Fulton
Street, New York.
__U>2

harmless.

PREPARED BY
DB. J. C. AYER & CO., LOWELL,
MASS.,
Practical and Analytical Chemists.
Sold by all druggists

everywhere._janl-e3dwly-l

first'class——

|

2° a?’£an

References: Wm. Read, M. D., (late City PhvThayer, M. L).; John Skinner. M. D.;
nCi?ni?
,Dav,(1 M.
F*
D.; S. L. Dutton, M. D.. Boston;
Sr
Fo!?om’
Nathan
French, M. D., Maiden Centre, Mass.
j
I
jan!3 eod 3m

FOR SALE.

Carriage

IT

WILL

POSITIVELY RESTORE GRA
HAIR TO ITS ORIGINAL COLOR.
It keeps the hair from falling out. It is the best
ire88ing in the world, making lifeless, stiff'

ialr, healthy, soft and glossy.
For sale by all druggists.
S. P. HALI, & CO.
NauBhna, N. H.
dc6
eod&eow d

P

CAPT.

^Vinter Arrangement.

COUGH!

Rochester with trains for Boston^
Boston & Maine and Eastern Railroads. Also

From the

eow w

w'49

brashy

Proprietors?

ER^O N A

selected.

-\.lt ha*

Limerick, Parsonsfield,

'^-^^ludlcpeuKttblc

On and after November 13th, curthe new line between Danville

BOOK

md Cumberland will be open for use,
and passenger and all other trains will
b8 run to all points of this line from the Depot of
Portland & Kennebec It. R. Co. in Portland only,
and all trains from this line will arrive at that Depot
only in Portland. Passenger trains for Bangor and
all intermediate stations, via Lewiston and via Brunswick will leave at 1.00 P. M. Night Express with
Pullman Cara, at 12.30 A. M. via Augusta, every

wanted

and

iVlANSFIJBI.il, or

EDWARD S. STOKES.
,Address BOX 1221, Boston P. O., Mass.
JanlOdlw

ALSO

Eat*tI>ort and St .John.
Returning will leave St. John and Eastport

Thursday.

and
PRESS for
thence by rail t>
Windsor and Halifax and with the^5. Sc N. A. Rail
f<
r
Shediac
and
intermediate stations.
way
£4^“Freight received on days of sailing unt
o’clock, p. in.
Winter rates will be charged for freight after De
20th.
A. R.
Agent
is t Sat
dc20
then oh
tf

Digby

to

Annapolis,

Norfolk nml Baltimore nml Washington,
1). C. Steamship Line.
of this Line sail from
of Central Wharf, Boston,
ana Saturdays at 4r. m.
for NORFOLK and BALTIMORE.

Steamships

end

Tuesdays

a

“George Appold.”
William Kennedy.**
“McClellan,** Copt.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk

bama and Georgia; and over the Seaboard and Roanoke R. R. to all points in North and South Carolina
the Balt. <£• Ohio R. R. to Washington and all
places West.
Through rates given to South and West.
Fine Passenger aecommocations.
Fare including Berth and Meals to Norfolk $12.50
time 49 hours: to Baltimore $15, time 65 honrs.
Norfolk. 48 hours. To Baltimore, 65 hours.
For further information apply to
E. SAMPSON, Agent.
53 Central Wharf, Boston.
junc2tf

by

13 O IS T O IN

O’CLOCiC

8

aj8

Mixed train from Augnsta, Bath and Lewiston, and
intermediate stations at 6.45 P. M.
Freight train from Bangor and all intermediate stations via Lewiston at 4.30 P. M.
From Skowhegan via Augusta at 4.00 P. M.
From Waterville and intermediate stations via Lewiston, at 12.20 P. M.
g3T*The passenger train leaving Portland at 1.00
P. M. connects at Bangor with E. & N. A. Railway
train for Mattawamkeag, same night.
The night express from Portland connects at Bangor at 7.30 A. M. with day train through to St. John.
JAS. M. LUNT, Gen11 Superintendent,
L. L. LINCOLN, Asst. Superintendent.
Augusta, January 3, 1872.

PHILADELPHIA

4wf

Steamship

AGENTS WANTED FOR THE LIFE OF

JAMES FISK.
j

__

Leave each port eveiy Wedn?sdiv&Satuxis7

A complete History of his life and exploits from a
Pedlar Boy to a King among Financiers. His triumphs ana failures. How he lived anil how he died.
Illustrated. Price by mail, 50 cents. Terms liberal,
Address Wm. Flint & Co., Phila. Pa.
jan23t4w

From Long Wharf, Boston, at 3 p.ra

From Pine street
at 10 a. m.
phia,
Insurance one
*

Alao “ExcelHi«t Dialogues,”

FAIRFIELD
—

KF.mnAT

GOOD WATER POWER

and

Buildings

!

“Afoot &

novll-dtf

Finely illustrated.
Send for

$5.00 SAVED

Circulars.

tines, Urinary, Uterine*

DR.
!
l.

Abdominal Organs,

or

or a want of Blood, Intermittent
Poverty
Remittent Fevers, Inflammation of

Liver, Dropsy,Sluggish Circulation of
the Blood, Abscesses,
Tumors,
Jaundice. Scrofula, Dyspep*
sia, Ague and Fever, or
their Concomi-

tants.

Dr. Wells’ Extract of Jarubeba

-FOB-

CALIFORNIA,

lar^t‘ts

8

PmSi
Probablj

long

in offered to the public as a
great iuvigorator and remfor all impurities of the blood, or for
organic
weakness .with their attendant evils. For the
lore-

established.

edy

more families
it on hand for every day
use as a stimulant and
corrective, than all other'medficines now before the public. It is
pleasaut to take
as any wine.

other point in the

GREAT WEST.

keep

going complaints

Jan23f4w

Do not be deceived by “Old reliable
office," or
“best routes’’ advertised by other parties, but call at
Grand Trunk Office under Lancaster IIall,or at the
Depot and obtaiu prices, and see the saving in
time and distance. Baggage checked
through and
Pullman Cars secured from Portland to Chicago.
D. H. BLANCHARD’S, opi>o. Preble House,
No. 282 Congress street. Portland, Me.

JLKUBEBA
is

confidently recommended to
as a
household remedy, and should be every family
freely taken In all
derangements of the system. It gives health, vigor
and tone

WICKES’
E

to all the vital forces, and animates and fortifies all weak and lymphatic temperaments.

1 E C T I

WM. FLOWERS, Eastern Agent,
sept25dtf
Bangor, Me.

JOHN Q. KELLOGG, IK, Platt Street, New York,
Sol® 4«ent for tl,e United States.
tx
Dollar per Bottle.
Send for Circular.
4w
Jn29
t

C

Price fv
One

OIL I

Coal

intended lor use in ordinary kerosene
lamps,
wherever good light and perfect security from accident are required. It is prepared carefully at the

LUMP,

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY OF CANADA.
OF TRAINS.

AERANGEMENT.

i*

by the Cargo !

run as

Purity, Brilliancy,

I

and

COAI^'

Kcanomy.

Furnished in cans, cases, and prime bbls.
by
J, B, BARTLETT & CO..
US India Street, Boston,
Gen’l Ag’ts for Mew

ROMM A STI
KDIVANT,
170 Commercial st

„U1

iy.5>1tf_

Hard and WhilePineTimber

Kngland.

Or hand and sawed to dimensions,
PINK PLANK,

J.J.CHEMERf,
Agents
4w

__jll24

Ijul By

H mm
If

*

HARD

Portland.

HARD PINK
ROA

FLOORING AND MTKPRDM, lor sale by

STETSOy &

ji grab

H

for

BROKEN,'

NTOVE and CHBHTNtJT
By the cargo at the very lowest marke* price, delivered on hoard at place of shipment, and will
piocure vessels to transomt the i-arnc when
desired.

And cannot be equalled for

~-wt,'* Passenger

W^SKLL

WK

STEAMER,

HUDSON RIVER OIL WORKS.

and after Monday, Oct. 30, 1871,

/

\

/.y

Wharf and

proprietor of I)r. Sago’s H
t’atarrh Remedy for a case of H
"Coltl in Heads" Catarrh or H
Ozena;which he cannot cure. ■
Sold by Druggists at 50 cts. R;

Pock, first,

corner

_nirateodly_Office,

POPE,

of K street.
in grate s-.,Boston.

ELIAS HOWE

Sewing Machines

Jan29t-4w

AND

PROFITABLE
TATE

^

BY \VM.
AUTHOR

w3

presents.

We also

thing for holimanufacture Shawl Straps of

former numerous customers.
Being connected with no other
te intends to devote himself
ns

Iflt^P8
IHWtnge.
_rkMd&W

‘bovedcu

3m_E~
Mood !

HA

v

D and SOFT
*ln Street. A

1
1

OLIVER DITSON &

j

TWINES
WM.

As the

owaer

FOR

Ciijr

Saw Foe Sal*.

A

'My

SALE.—RARE CHANCE.
A

WELL ESTABLISHED

HAT, CAP

and FUR

Boston.
Location tifst in the citv
BUS1>(ES
rent only $900,
lease. The stock Is clean ami
he business
in

on

handsomely. Capital
! bout $1,000. paying
ill health
for selling.
cause

icoiilr.-i
011

Hatter, Herald Office, Boston, Ma
Jon 22-d2w
Address

Maine

Central Rail

sPECIA

wants to go

GOOD Gate Saw, nearly new. Enquire or address LITTLEFIELD & WILSON, Cur. York
uid Maple st.
ja31tf

soys,

Balsinaere, JI«I.

Jel4

!

HunIoii. VIh.m.

West.
SAMUEL D. TEBBETS.

NETTING,

AND

MJNTFACTKKn H
r. HOOVER ci

Send lor priae-list.

WILL BE SOLD CHEAP!
Jan3l

CO., Boston,

F1SHGBMEI!

of stamp
CO.,

tebbets~house,
SPRINGVALE.

MUSIC.

C. H. DITSON & CO., New York.
derl‘J dCi: \v50tr

for SALE!

WoodI

WOOD lor sale at No. 43 Lin
Iso Dry Edgings
WM, HUSE.

SACRED

Kent on receipt
cir»la™
R. p. KATON A

W5i-4w

COLLECTION

rilHOSL who have been anxiously waiting tor Its
X
appearance may now scud in their orders; and
Ni°TmN|,isW111 be disappointed in the quality of mudc. To Deums,
Beneulcites, Responses, (tlorlas, Anthems, Solos, Duets, Sentences, and all first class,—
none better.
Large, clear, legible type, a great recommendation.
Price in Cloth, $2 50; Boards. $2 00.
Sent post-paid, on receipt of retail price.

CASH PREMIUMS

f,,r
for

York.

—OF—

THECHILDREN.

ARGE

business or concern !
to his trade as 1
D. GAMMON,

entirely

NEW

•Yfh'eskape

N O TIC E
GAMMON AT HIS OLD BUSINESS
Undersigned haH returned to his business at
Painting, Glazing and Paper Hanging, at ids old
itand, No 3$ Union Strbet, where he hopes to see

L. L. D.

Fifty Yvnrs lislublisli. il.
CkNLY*2.S0 A YEAR IN ADVANCE. We .re
inducements for new subscribers
of

oy con-

BAUMBACH’8

N E W E N G L A N D F A R M E R.

them to be the neatest

Bccureu

__

1MTTJLTITUDES of them suiter, linger, and die, be1Y1. cause of Pin-Worms. The
only known remedy
for these most troublesome and
dangerous of all
worms in children or adults is DU. GOULD’S
PINWORM SYRUP. Purely vegetable; sure death to
all worms; a valuable cathartic, ami beneficial
to
health, Warranted. Price reduced to 50 cts nor
bottle.
GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO., Boston
w5-4m
jap31d<frw

Just the

mo

25 and 50 cents per bottle.
F. C. WELLS & CO.,
102 Fulton Street, New

of

SAVE

kinds.
Sole Manufacturers of Broad’s Patents, 27$ Market
Street, Opposite P. O.
G. B. BROAD & CO,
decl9-dtf
ill

SMITH,

uuDaiii,

of

use

Tharaton’M Dory Prnrl Toolhpowdrr.
It in the bewt Unitrilirr known.
Sold by Druggists and Dealers in Fancy (taxis. Price

our terms, and a full
description ot the work. Address National Publishing Co., Phila. Pa.
ja31t4w

The only Shawl Strap made with metallic
top.
Silver plated, with cross and end straps. Acknowl-

lay

stant

SMITH'S BIBLE DICTIONARY.
flnc Scripture Illustrations and
and is the most comprehensive and val.V.ii ’fAV
uable
History of the Bible ever published. The labor
| aim learning of centuries are
gathered in this one
volume, to throw a strong clear light upon every
page of the inspired Word.
AGENTS W.A NTED.—Send for Circulars, and sec

HAVE YOU SEEN
Broad’s Patent Shawl Straps.
seen

WILDEEj
Upstair*.

^JOUNl) WHITE TEETH, WEALTHY GUMS,

I

HISTORY of the BIBLE.

BOSTON.

have

£PL!JMM8B~&
_•I'lt'_173 Middle St..

ILLl'NTRATED

H

I Sold by the Druggists

iuvented.

Patterns of Garments

sell the

—

my old customers to them.
I offer
«ale my Office Furniture,
consisting of
Safe, Desk-Chair, &c. For further particulars enquire at the office of ROSS &
STURDIVANT. 179
Commercial st.
H. M. STURDIVANT.
Portland, Jan. 30, 1872.
2w

ever

Agents to

_____pw

■

sold out my Stock of Groceries to ELIAS
HAVING
THOMAS & CO., 90 Commercial st., I would

strap

more

17H1S

reepebtnilly refer

*ht*wl

few

IS NO HUMBUG 1 By
sending 35 Cents
with age, height, color of oyes and
hair, you will
receive by return mail a correct picture of
your future
husband or wife, with mime and date of
marriage
Address W. Fox, P. O. Drawer, No. 24 Fultonville

York.

“NOTHING BETTER." L
CUTLER BROS, ii CO.. 5

d&w

a

BUTTERICK’S

ju2tq

WELLS

_janl3-4w_
NOTICE.

edged by all who

desire to engage

T*rA
ING xm
MACHINE,at a liberal salary or on Commission
A Horse and Wagon given to Agents. Full
Particulars furnished on application. Address W. A. HknDBBSOK & Co., General Agents, Cleveland,
Ohio, and
6t. Louis, Mo.
4w

bottle.

b==

EMPLOYMENT.

4JKl5$!lownS5 ImProvedBUCKEYESEW-

POMADE

OPTINIK,
nsed daily, will make it so. It is
entirely a Y'egelable
Compound, exquisitely perfumed,and specially adapt'd for nourishing the Hair. Sold bv
Druggists and
Dealers in Fancy Goods. Price 25 ami 50 cents per
*

—£<’’

or

the

outsell

A Reliable Touic.

via the

Railway

«

jurubebXj

Address Columbian Book Co.,
jan23t4w

xiamord, Conn.

v

It is NOT a PHYSIC—It is NOT what is
popularly
called a bitters, nor is it intended as such.
It is
a South American
plant that has t>een used for
many years by the medical faculty of those countries
wiUi wonderful efficacy as a powerful
alterative
and unkqualei> purifier of the blood
and is a
Sure and Perfect Remedy for all diseases of the
Liver and Spleen,Enlargement or Obstruction of
Intes-

Alone.”B4ks,t?,UAgemts'
low. Will
everything

Price

mtt

Huaae-_mrMdtt

are ottered for sale; can lx- easily
adapted to other business or manufacturing at small
expense. Vessels can go up alongside of MUL and 3-4
milo from Grand Trunk
Station, 3J miles from wharf
tn Portland. Buildings In
prime order, two stories
30xt>5, I, part 25x30, and plenty of room to erect others.
Situated on the most beautiful shore of our lmrl»r for residence. Apply to EDWARD H.
BUKG1N,
P. O. Box 715, Comer Market & Milk sts.
ES'Terms favorable.
jan23eodtf

MERRITT, Superintendent, Boston.

t

RANDALL ANDREW**,
Late of the Gardiner Hotel.tbe Matne Hotel at Damand
Columbian House. Bath.
ariscotta,
B'igowl Li very Stable is connected with the

Falmouth

of

H0U8E,

AT*

MANUFACTURERS
Privilege
THE
Grint
Mill,

•Accommodation.
JFast Express.

so cts moo

sail-

BY

-FOR-

daily.
Passenger station in Boston, Haymarket Square.
Freight station, Causeway street.

IBici

Philadel-

re-

bookseller for them, or send price to P.
Garrett & Co., 702 Chestnut st., Philadelphia. Pa.
AGENTS WANTED.—Those selling other books
can sell these by thousands.
jan23t4w
Ask your

NOTE.—The 6.15* A. M. train arrives in Boston in
time to connect with Shore Line at 11.10 for New
York, the South and the West 9.10* A. M. train connects with the 3.00 P. M. Springfield Route and Sound
Steamers for New York and the South. 3.30t P. M.
rain with the 9.00 P. M. train for New York via Shore
or Springfield line.
t-lf“Freight trains between Portland and Boston

USEDANDRECONL
MENDED BYTHE MOST
EMINENT PHYSICIANS
IN NEW ENGLAND FOR
THE LAST 45 YEARS.

Whuri,

halt the rata ol

ing vessels.
Freight tor the West by the Penn. R. R. anti Soutl
CHOICE SELECTIONS!, NO. 4.”
by conned tug tinea forwarded tree ol commisslon|
is now ready with its precious store of good thing for
PASSAOE, TUN DOLLARS.
Public and Parlor Readings, being a happy blending
For Freight or Passage apply to
of Eloquence, Humor, Sentiment, Pathos and Burlesque, Uniform in style with the proceeding numWniTNEV A- MAifIPMON, Agent.,
bers. which have won the public heart, and the cry is
JnM-ly70 Lang Whorl, Bo.loa.
•‘MOHK!” rilnt.h.hniuiil 7S fonts naiutr 111 fonts

vw?xf,nprleef¥i 8£*

Trains leave P. S. & P. R. H. Sta,---P?;f??"??f!**?|tion, Portland, for Boston, *6.15, *9.10
Jj^TTA. M., 3.3UJ, 3.45*, P. M. Returning
—33-*7.30, J8.30 A. M., *12.15, *3. P. M.
For Rochester, Alton Bay, *6.15, A. 11.
Manchester ami Concord, N. H., via C. & P. R. R.
Junction, 6.15* A. M., 3.45* P. M.
Manchester and Concord, via Lawrence, 9.10* A. M.
Lowell, 6.15*, 9.10* A. M., 3.30J, 3.45* P. M.
Milton and Union, 9.10* A. M. 3.30J, 3.45* P. M.

*~

Line.

“lOO

BOSTON & MAINE RAILROAD.

__192

Washington by

to

Lady of the Lake.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Petersburg and
Richmond, by river or rail: and by the J'a. & Term.
Air Line to all joints In Virginia, Tennessee, Ala-

Steamer

mii: black tea
the Green Tea Flavor.
[Warranted to suit all tastes. For
sale eveiywhere iu our “trademark” pound and half pound
packages only. And for sale
wholesale only by the Great Atlantib and Pacific Tea Co., 8
Church st., New York P. O. Box
for Thea Nectar Ciroular.
jan8- 4wt

Send

5506.

Steamships

Lawrence.**

William

a
[in
•with

except Mondays.

X CO.,
Fulton Street, New

ever

rir*Fr«*ight fur Calais and St. Audrews, shipped
from Eastport by sailing vessel.
Connecting at’St. John with the Steamer EM

THEA-NECTAR

through

r. U.

•

John, Digby

ARRANGEMENT

j

is the only work extant which satisfies this want. It
is beautiful anil striking, combining an entirely new
and elegant Family Photograph Album, with
a complete Family Hintory.
Full particulars
and circulars free. Address GEO. MACLEAN, 3
School Street, BonIou, Alans.
ja8-4wt

Danville,

Removal.
JENNESS lias removed to No. 4 Brown
St., Portia d, Me. Office hours from 10 to 11
m., and 4 to p. m.
no25-3m
R. P.

Hi.

Halifax.

On and after MONDAY, Dee.
25th, the Steamer New Brunswick, Oapt S. H. Pike, will leave
Railroad Wharf, foot of State St.,
every Monday, at 5.15, p. m., fo

Pictorial Family Register

Afternoon passenger trains for Augusta, Bath and
Lewiston via
and all intermediate stations,
at 5.15 P. M. Mixed train for Augusta, Bath and intermediate stations at at 6 A. M.
FREIGHT TRAINS.—Through train for Bangor
and all intermediate stations east of Waterville, via
Lewsston leaves at 3.00 A. M., taking freight of night
previous from Boston. For Waterville and all intermediate stations via Lewistou, at 4.00 A. M. For
Skowhegan via Augusta and all intermediate stations
including Bath amt Lewiston, at 6.00 A. M.
Passenger trains will be due in Portland, from
Bangor, Dexter, Belfast, Farmington, Bath, and all
intermediate stations on this line at 2-.S5 P. M., contrains to Boston. From
necting there with
Augusta, Ba h and Lewiston, and all intermediate
stations at b.4<» A. M., connecting with morning train
for Boston. Night express with sleeping cars from
Bangor, via Augusta at 1.00 A. M., every morning

L!

FISK, JR.,
JOSIE

j
I

Calais

ONE TRIP PER M EEK !

long
novelty in the subscription
line which will sell at sight in every family. The
HAVE

night except Mondays.

TIIOJIPNON’N

BILLINGS

JOHN PORTEOUS, Agent.

AGENTS

f

will

to L.

is

every Lady or Gca^—
tie man. Sold by Drnffluti^x/
nnd Dealer# In PEttrUMEBlV*^-^

l=:fffr;^fsffs=lrcpL

Or any

$7 00

apply

STUBBS,

ARRANGEMENT.

Trunk

Room.

or

WINTER

the

to

LINE.

W in«lMor nml

delicate u»d refreshing
of Ken,,ln® farina
-Cologne Water, and I*

■blM

RAILROAD.

Byipurchasing tickets

as

following

the

|g vuvi

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.
I.HKtport,

the

WILLIAM H. TURNER, Superintendent.
dccl6-tc
Portland, Dec. 15,1871.

Grand

re-

47 Wahpanseh Av., Chicago, 111., Jan. 14, 1871.
“For the last ten
years 1 have been a great sufferer
from frequent attacks of Acute Bronchitis, and have
nevertound anything to relieve me from these attacks
until I tried Dr. Wells’ Carbolic Tablet*."
Elizabeth T. Root.
Dout let worthless artiA lUli • cles be palmed oft on you,
be sure you get only Wells’Carbolic Tablets.
John Q. Kellogg, Platt Street, N. Y. Sole Agent.
Sold by Druggists. Price 25 cents a Box.
For Sale by W. F. PHILLIPS & CO.,
nov22-3m
Portland, Me.

At Buxton Centre for West Buxton, Bonny Eagle
and Limington, daily.
At Centre Waterboro’ for Limerick, Newfield, Parsonsfield and Ossipee, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturilays, returning alternate davs.

W.

Atlantic Wharf,
slip 13tf

\ TTTTmVT

2m

we

Bodies Made to Order.

J. F. MAYO, No. 7 Casco St.
All Orders promptly attended lo.
jv20eodti

great number of Testimonials

efficiency of this invaluable medicine

Limington, daily.'

PAYSON TUCKER, Agent,
Commercial Street. Portland.

ery Tuesday, at 4 P. M.
Cabiti passage with State
For further information

They are a sure cure for Sure Throat, Cold, J
Hoarseness, Catarrh anil all Diseases of the
Lungs, Throat and Bronchial Tubes.

connect at Rochester with Dover and Winuipiseogee
Railroad for Alton Bay, and with Portsmouth, Great
Falls and Conway Railroad for Conway.
Leave Rochester for Portland and way stations at
7.30 A. M., ami 12 M.
The 7.30 train connecting with down trains on Dover and Winnipiseogee, and Portsmouth, Great Falls
and Conway Railroads, and the 12 o’clock train making direct connection at Rochester with trains from
Boston, leaving Boston at 7.30 A. M., via Boston &
Maine, and at 8.30 A. M. via Eastern Railroads.
Leave Portland for Saco River at 5.30 P. M.
Leave Saco River for Portland at 5.30 A. M.
Stages connect as follows:
At Gorham for West Gorham, Standish, and No.

353

1

COUGH!

Why will you Cough when you can be so easily
lieved by using
Dr. Wells9 Carbolic Tablets!

at

;

je23dtt

COUGH!

Mown
i.1 V T

J

The favorite Steamship CAR
LOTTA will leave Galt’s Wharl
SATURDAY
every
4 P. M. fur Halifax direct
■at
making close connections with the
Nova Scotia Railway, fur Windsor,
Trnro, New
Glasgow andPictou, and with Allan's Mail Steamers
for Queenstown and Liverpool.
Returning will leave Dominion Wharf, Halifax ev-

OllVEK.

H.

Portland,.! une 23, 1871.

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER RAILROAD.

Wlilll’T

A.

Will leave tl>e Wett side ol Portland Pier, daily toi
Peaks’ Inlauif at 8.45 A M. and 3.15 p M.
Returning mi’ leave Pcskit’ Inlnud 9 15 AM,
and 3 45 P M,
g^Priva:? parties ir -i be accommodated by applyinglo the L.«r>lain on nrd,
Fare down and hack 25 c«. .<t9, children halt pro®.

uo'Jtf

CENTRAL

litov

VJ

WKEKLY~

E X P H E

by

,—--——

«.

STEAiHER

9*
will send to any address
,*,*•*** each;
rHE
FO®
Splendid Photographs of either
IAS.

PH/ETON BODIES

confidential.

1>'ps

The 8.45 A. M. train from No. Conway, arrives in
Portland in season for early afternoon traiu for Boston ami passengers
the 1 P. M. from North Conway can take the Portland steamers arriving in Boston early the next morning.
Tickets for sale at the ticket office M. C. R. R.

MAINE

ARRANGEMENT.

NEW

Company

Mtramboat

♦Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays.

At Centre Waterboro’ for

Co.

SEMI-WEEKLY LINE !

14.

Peak's Island

tVia 7.40 A. M.
If Via 3.15 P. M.

daily.

Steamship

I'or Peaks9 Island.

At Baldwin for Cornish, Kezar Falls and Porter.*!
At Browntield for Denmark ami Bridgton.*!
At Browntield for East Fryeburg.
At Fryeburg for Lovell.*!

graduiU^heated

by Drurvists
Price 15, 20 and 30 cents each.
F. C. WELLS & CO.,
192 Fulton
Street, N. Y.

our

StugCN Connect
At South Windham for North Windham, Casco,
Raymond, Naples and Bridgton.f
At East Baldwin for Sebago and Bridgton.*

over

Ilainc

S$34-

Passengers

attached.

power.

are are composed of choice emollient
sums
on the finest kid, of three
different sizes and
are worn with case and comfort.
Sold

performed and of great benefits they
have derived from these Pills. They are the safest

A. M.
P. M.
7.40
3.15
8.45
1.00
The 7.40 A. M. from Portland and 1.00 P. M. from
No. Conway will be freight trains with passenger car

cona

principle, namely,that of stopping the vertical
ctrculati*n, accomplished by means of two horizontal diaphragms running through the boiler, uml
forming three water compartments. By this arrangement there is maintained three temperatures of

Thev

ev-

R. R.

Leave N. Conway,

direct connection

1,18C!)-dtf_L-BILLINGS, Agent.

Steamers Dirlgo and Franconia
will, until further notice, run as
follows:
Gold, additional. Return Tickets on favorable terms
Leave Galt’s Wharf, Portland,
i tT Passengers cnbark at Cunard Wharf, Jersey
every MONDAY ai.d THURSCity.
DAY, at 4 P. M., and leave Pier 38 E. It., New York
very MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 3 I’. M.
PREPAID STEERAGE PASSAGE.
The Dirigo and Franconia are fitted up with fine
1 iccommodat ions for passengers, making this the most
From Liverpool, Glasgow, Queenstown or Derrv to
Boston or New York,
CTJRKENCY. « onvenient and comfortable route for travelers be1 weeu New York and Maine.
booked to all parts of the United States.
DraftB issued on Great Brittain and Ireland for £1
Passage in State Room £5. Meals extra.
Goods forwarded to and from Montreal, Quebec,
and upwards. For Freight and Cabin passage apply
Ialifax. St. John, and ail parts of Maine. Shippers
at the Company’s Office, SO State Stroet.
For steerto send their freight to the Steamers a«
age passage, at 9!) Stato Street, Boston.
j ire requested
JAMES ALEXANDER, Agent.
tarly as 4 P. M.,on the days they leave Portland.
For
Freight or Passage apply to
ju2dly
HENRY FOX, Galt’s Wharf. Portland,
.1. F. AMES. Pier 38, E. R.. New York.
May 9-dtf

Ou and after Monday, Nov. 13th, and
1 further notice, trains will run as

Portlaud, November 8,1871.

50

usual.

Passage Money .dncludingfitre from Boston toX York,
Cabin, $S0, $100, $130 gold—according to accommodation. Steerage, $30 Currency. Tickets to Paris, $15

Portland,

Leavo

May

a»

new

spread

formidable and

•
artments, with
Board and Nursing, for Ladies about to be
confined,
Dr who require
treatment, (except for contagious or
venereal diseases,) under the charge of their own
phy*** found by addressing Mrs. M. S. Ware,
No. 4 Ferdinand
st., Boston. All communications

*

They will certainly

ABYSSINIA, Wed Feb

f*Bt!'????:?“?Buiiti
ft——^gfollowa:

chimney!

Have you taken cold? Are you afflicted with Rheumatism, or pains of any kind? try one of
Wells’
VInrhinr-Hprrad
Mlrengthemnu
Plasters.

cures

TO PHYSICIANS

nair.lt

PREPARED I Y
J. C. AYER & CO., LOWELL,
MASS.,
Practical and Analytical Chemists,
And sold all round the world.

*

clergymen, most
SMSS*
fea8e“'and,Mo8teminent
skilful phy sicians,
best citizcus send certiflcates of

ino

YAO YOU FEEL WEAK AND LANGUID
U CONSEQUENCE OF OVER EXERTION*.

«ftl!ileOK08t.C0n,gcnial
r?
Tt;?"vi^,
itLili
a"'i they imiirt health and
“T
\nt? t®5*0D>
bC who'e
dicing. Ihey
not only the
complaints of everybody,

ucuuiuyiug

superior.

dec5 deod&eowd-weow-ly

Dinner Pill, and Puri
Afying the Blood,
P»r8»*ive yet perfected. Their
t
8h#w bov' muc“ they excel all othpui
l'eiant yare
safe and pleasant to take, but
CU7if' Th,cy J"‘rgo out the foul humors
b,ood.' they Stimulate the sluggish or disor-

nil
day

no

DR.

CUBING

ery

men.

restores to faded and
gray hair its natural color, with
the gloss and freshness of youth. The
comparatively
few bald and gray heads, that we now see. are those
who have not
discovered the virtues of AYER’S
HAIR VIGOR for renewing the hair. The fresh and
youthful hair we see on older heads is often the product of his art. If you are disfigured, or made old
austere and ugly, by gray hair, restore its
color, and with it your features to their original softness and agreeable expression.

obtained at

be

can

years,
disapheredi-

tary predisposition, all
turn the hair gray;

OP

OGDENSBURG

&

CHINA

above is
Steam Boiler
engraving Of
THE
taining 1200 feet of heating surface, built upon
an

CONSISTING

§
tExpress.

N. B. The 6.15, 9.10 A. M., and 3.30,3.45 P. M.
rains from Portland, make close connections to New
fork by one or other of the routes from Boston.
Passengers ticketed through by either route.
F. CHASE,
no9tf
Supt. P. S. & P. It. R.

___

Freight taken

Steamers appointed to sail
FROM NEW YORK.
Wed.. Feb. 7. RUSSIA,
Wed. Feb. 21.

Mail train.

PORTLAND

C!lbi" &re..

Cabin, $80 Gold. Steerage, $30 Currency

express traiu.

The Company aro not responsible for
baggage to
any amount exceeding 850 in value (and that personal) unless notice is given, and paid for at the rate of
oue
passenger for every 8500 additional vnlno.
C. J. BRY’DGES, Managing Director.
II. BAILEY, Local Superintendent.
Portland, Oct. 26, 1871.
oc26islw-oetf

Vigor,

ADVANCING

Musical

sleeping car

nuniber of beautiful State Room
ns followsAtlantic Wharf,
at 7 o'clock
>\ harf, Boston, Portland,
every
at 5 o’clock
3 dav
y
] ’. M.. (Sundays excepted.)

Leairijjt.'
nd
India

j

Sat., Feb. 3. SAM ARIA, Sat., Feb. 24.

t Accommodation train.

Accommodation from So. Haris arrive at 8.45 P. M.
||I3y“Sloeping Cars on ail night trains.

TO ITS NATURAL VITALITY AND COLOR.

Ja30td

•Pullman

ly&w51

Hair

MONTREAL, having
.n~.rrr•111
run the season

i

Boston.

Portsmouth for Portland flO.OO A. M.f *10.40 A.
d., t2.35 P. M., t5.30 P. M., *10.00 P. M.

follows:
train at 7.30 A. M. for
South Paris, and intermediate stations.
Mail train
(stopping at all stations) for Island
Pond, connecting with night mail train Tor Quebec,
Montreal and the West, at 1.10 P. M.
Accommodation for South Paris and intermediate
stations at 5.00 P. M.
Passenger trains will arrive as follows:
From Soutn Paris and Lewiston, at 8.15 A. M.
Vuebec, Gorham and Bangor, at
°

annual

Ayer’s

and superior sea-going
FOREST CITY, and
been fitted
up at a great expense with a large
new

steamers

1

PARTH1A, Sat., Feb. 10 SIBERIA. Sat., March 2.
Feb. 17. HECLA, Sat. March 10.
BATAVIA,
FlfTassengers embark at the Cunard Wharf. East

1*7m.

! .20

v'.-.'

PORTLAND, MAINE.
deod

ntlPOLI,

Portland at t7.30 A. M., *8.30 A.
] I., 112.15 P. M., *3.00 P. M., *8.00 T. M.
Bkldeford for Portland at 8.00 A. M., returning at

}?“^*??.Ii?!?l?||TraiI]s

—I,.

31 MARKET SQUARE,

dec!6

M., §9.10 A. M.f *3.30 P. M., f3.45 P.

WINTER

Whipple A Co.,

STATE

Dio

Steamers appointed tc sail
DIRECT BROM BOSTON
BATAVIA, Saturday, Jan. 6.

dal- !

Leave Boston for

Blanchard Maine State B.ilcr Co.

DRUGGISTS,

a. m.

A

OF

ROSTON.j

LIVERPOOL,

Queenstown, Cork Har. ;

at

Boston, (Sunly, for Portsmouth and A.
M. tt>.15 A.
fays excepted) at *1.10

ALTERATION

OFFICE

FOR

is

by all Druggists.

W. W.

1

dec9d&wevery3dwly

■■

Annual meeting.
meeting of the Maine Steamship Co’y
for the choise of officers, and the transaction of
any other business that may legally come before them
will lie holden at their oflice, Galt’s
Wharf, on Wednesday, the 7th day of February, 1872, at ten o’clock,
Per

a

Prescribed by the medical profession with signal

and uniform
arrhoea and

_

THE

surface and

mucous

nature.

ever

A medicine that cures
is a real public blessing.
Ayer’s
Sarsaparilla
makes positive cure of a
series of complaints, which
are always afflicting and
too often fatal. It purities
the blood, purges out the
lurking humors in the
which
undersystem,
mine health and settle into troublesome disorders.
Eruptions of the skin are
the appearance on the surface of humors that should
Internal derangements
are the determination of these same humors to some
internal orgau, or organs, whose action they derange
and whose substance they disease and
destroy.
Ayer’s Sarsaparilla expels these humors from
the blood. When they are gone, the disorders they
produce disappear, such as Lacerations of the Liver
Stomach, Kidneys, Lungs, Eruptions and Eruptive
Diseases of the Skin, St.
Fire, Hose or
Erysipelas, Pimples, Pustules, Blotches, Boils, Tumors, Tetter, and Salt Rheum, Scald Head, Ringworm, Ulcers and Sores, Rheumatism,
Pain in the Bones, Side, and Head, Female Weakness, Sterility, Leucorrhcea arising from internal ulceration and uterine disease. Dropsy,
Dyspepsia,
Emaciation, and General Debility. With their departure health returns.
prepared by

Anthony's

specific iu the removal of morbid discharges, of what-

THOS. E. TWITCHELL Clerk.
Portland, Febnary 2, 1872.
feb3-td
_

FOR PURIFYING THE BLOOD.

From the

I

dcl5

Ayer’s Sarsparilla,

N. B.—All of the genuine article has the copyright
trade mark of S. H. Kennedy on every package.

business which may

meeting.

Impurities of the Blood,
it has no equal.
Sold By Druggists throughout the World.

Price 50 cents.

Pinus Canadensis for about eight months In some
affections of the rectum, vagina, and cervix uteri; I
have used it, considerably diluted, as a vaginal wash,
with great success: but 1 prefer to apply it to the ostiucse on cotton wool, either pure or mixed with glycerine, or glycerine and rose water. Thus applied, it
should remain intact for two or three, or even four
days, and then l»e renewed. In this way I have seen
chronic granular vaginities remedied in a few days
that have resisted the
remedies for weeks;
and I have seen granular erosions, with leucorrhtva.
disappear very rapidly under its use, I have not
time to do more than call the attention of my professional brethren to this new Extract, which I am sure
will soon be recognized as a valuable addition to our
materia medica.
267 Madison Avenue,

ING FOR

■

may6dly

Medical Gazette of June 24th. 1871.
HAVE used Kennedy’s Concentrated Extract of

ARRANGKMKIT'1'. j

VALUABLE

PINUS CANADENSIS.

on

class of

as

AND

medical

a

Preble Street, which they will find arranged for their

OP

for use.
For sale

notified to meet at the office of Messrs.

tC^“To arsons seeking permanent investments, alholders of Government Bonds wishing to increase

SECCRITIES

®xceUent roadster, will* work
ol11’is
In rt'TeSiyear“
double
single harness, is kind and

First Class

THE
hereby

"RauJo^f

the rent and safest
railroad

A S^K^a^.!^ *asss£
be

Stockholders of the Maine Tannin Co.

their income, WE WOULD KECO.H.HEiVD
the northern pacific seven-

FOR_SALE.

can

Annual meeting.

18th, says:
steadier than anyjother class
of securi ties/

THIRtv gold bonds

need

.r

Vice-President of the United States and President of
J
the Senate.
U. S. GRANT.

Liiicui OI

Cadie.'Cndrr Clothing, Infant.' Clothi...
*’

IN

3

f

Circular.

TO THE LADIES.
DR. HUGHES particularly invites all Ladies, who

LIINE

CUNARD

—

Cumberland St.. Portland.

Stamp for

STEAMERS.

“IIL HTEAMEKS

Passenger trains leave Portland

HUGHES,

Eclectic Medical Infirmary.

DOWNER,

DEALERS

a

\

Commencing Monday, Not’p 13th, 1871*

WINTER

AGENTS FOB THE SALE OF
Burlington, Cedar Rapids, and Minnesota
First Mortgage R. R. Bonds. 7 per cent in Gold.
Northern Pacific R. R. Bonds, 7 3-10 in Gold,
and the U. S. Funded Loan.

PENNSYLVANIA
From Lebanon, via
Fontana, Colebrook, Mastersonville, Old Line, and Sporting Hill, to Manheim.
From Annville, via Bellview and Water
Works, to
Jonestown.
Approved, January 16,1872.
J. G. BLAINE,
Speaker of the House of Representatives.
SCHUYLER COLFAX,

Ayer’s Cathartic
Bonds

DR. J. B.

fc4P"Send

iVINTKB
(

strictly confidential and will be

Address:

Street, Boston.

>

City, State, County

[General Nature.—No. 3.]
ACT to establish post-roads.
Re it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives ot the United States of America, in Congress assembled, Tiat the following be established as
post-roads.-

HUDDLE
$^“Music sent by mail.

securities,"

All correspondence
returned if desired.

BANKERS,
BUY

Copenhagen.

77

£?sSEfE'™«'Sj£«
cXr

by

forwarded immediately.

American and Foreign Specie and Coupons.

Approved, January 16,1872.

Is-

disaster fully demonstrated that a First
Trunk Line of railroad is

sXt^wd

STONE &

short time

I can warrant a perfect cure in such cases, aud a
full and healthy restoration of the urinary organs.
Persons who cannot personally consult the Dr. can
do so
writing, in a plain manner, a description of
their diseases, and the appropriate remedies will bo

per Cent, in Gold
limited amount of thes

($250,000)

a

There are many men of the age of thirty who are
troubled with too frequent evacuations from the bladder, often accompanied by a slight smarting or burning sensation, and weakening the system in a manner the patient cannot account for*
On examining
the urinary deposits a ropy sediment will ofteu be
found, and sometimes small particles of semen or albumen wiH appear, or the color will be of a thin, milltish hue. again changing to a dark and turbid
appearance.
There are many men who die of this difficulty, ignorant of the cause, which is the
SECOND STAGE OF SEMINAL WEAKNESS.

Accrued Intercut.

cannot remain

in

Hiddle-Aged Men,

172
and

The

—

kee.

propor-

the conversion

ly to correct course of treatment, and
made to rejoice in perfect health.

are

market, and we take this occasion to recommend
them to investors.
Further information supplied on application to
SWAN A BARRETT,
Bankers A Brokers, 100 Middle 8t
Portland, Nov. 29,1871. os-nov30-eod2m w2wl

8tat

consummation mat is sure to ioi-

unsightly Ulcers, for
Disabled Limbs, for Loss of Beauty
and Complexion.
How Many Thousand* Can
Testify to This
®y Cshoppy Kxncricuce!
Young men troubled with emissions In aleep,—«
complaint generally the result of a bad habit in
youth—treated scientifically and a perfect cure warranted.
Hardly a day passes but we are consulted by one or
more young men with the above disease, some ot
whom are as weak and emaciated as though they had
the consumption, and by their friends are supposed
to have it. All such cases yield to the proper and on

the

S8

From Pattonsville, via Cedar Point, to
Sneydsville
From King George, via Shiloh, Payne's
Store, and
Leedstown, to Foneswood.
From Healbsville to Burgess’ Store.
WISCONSIN,
From New London to Weyauwega.
From Pensaukee, via Brookside, to West Pensau-

them into

sues—often into railroad bonds—the Northern
Pacific

CONGRESS STREET.

C
j °!
Per'h'.,hnl'8<'

thePive-

offered

lor me

low: do not wait for

Quarter

a

taxation.

now

Brosley, to

burg.
From Kenton, via Masons Hail, to Deavenport.
WEST VIRGINIA.
From Buckannon to Bealington.
From Valley Head, via Webster C. H., to Summerville.
VIRGINIA.
From Giadeville to Grundy.
From Elk Greek to Carsonville.

completed road

the Pacific slope, and the St. Paul and Pacific

ot

bonds

Dalhoff, to

Harris, Atwood & Co., 145 Commercial Street, Portlaud, on Tuesday the 13tli inst., at 2 o’clock P. M. to

boundary

sing

Maine.

at

issued

Five-Twenties, and we notice that the Boston
Journal in its monetary article of Nov.
11, says:
“Holders ol Five-Twenties (of
1862) are either real-

H. W. Si moil foil & Co.

in

be

can

Railroad will bo opened for passengers and
freight to
the Red River of the
North, the eastern

tion of

who manufacture the best Boiler and best
Radiator
for that purpose ever introduced iuto the
market and
who are prepared to contract to successfully warm
any building, without regard to size.
D. W. & Son also keep on hand every
description
of Steam, Gas and Water Pipe and lif tings, at wholesale and retail, and have in their employ first class
workmen to put in the same; and in their Machine
Shop aro prepared to attend promptly to all kinds of
machine work and repairs.
dc28d<Sswtf w62
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tbe amount of

of

Machinists,

practically
Eight and

TENNESSEE.
Dover to Erin.

surplus of

a

good

Daniel Winslow & 8011

»«»*

there would be

Northern Pacific Bonds, and
thereby INCREASE
THEIR INCOME MORE THAN
33 1-3
PER CENT. At the present time a

call oe

Annual CASH sale of Goods
prices, for ten days

bonds,

calling

Steam Heating Apparatus.

351

of

Twentics, holders

HIGH OR LOW PRESSURE

7 Cross Street,

over

held to redeem

acreB

operation at the dose of tldB year.
As the U. S. Government is now
iu

FOR THE BEST

and

$50,000

During the present

ftrwing

Engineers

this low figure for the 25,000

at

road in

Machine Repair ftbop.
(Over Gilson’s Apothecary.)
N. B.—All kinds of
Sewing Machines repaired, and

to

AN

The CHARACTER of the Land Grant of the

j_>o uoi wan

The facts recited above show that the security is
substantial and ample. At 85 the investment pays

From Dyersburg, via Roallcr’s, Pearces, and Fishers, to Trenton.
From Trenton, via Eaton and Friendship to Dyers-

in Nebraska. .8.75

Flint and Marnnet.le.

Prosperous Business.

gage, are offered
nt 85 in Currency

From Dover to Murray, in Kentucky.
From Johnson City to Marion, in North Carolina.

Grand Rapids and Indiana.$13.98
Burlington and Missouri River.11.70

branches of 288 miles, will make
nearly 600 miles of

GEO. C. HOBBS’

From

per Acre.

Average

already

company

proceeds of the present issue of Equipment
used in adding to the rolling stock,
which proves inadequate to the amount of business
offering, though the company has now 22 locomotives,
500 freight cars, 10 passenger coaches, 5 baggage, express and mail cars, and 9 way or caboose cars.
The Construction bonds were marketed at 95. The
Equipment Bonds, being secured by a second mort-

tana.
From Norfolk, in Madison County to Fort Laramie,
in Wyoming.
From Rea Cloud to Denver, in Colorado.
From Niobrara to Fort Laramie, in Wyoming.

doubt that

no

a

SEASUN.

IN

KENNEDY’S

some

may be formed of the immense value of the 60,-

idea

to

n.i

TA ALONE.
Below

Carthage

to

ANTIDOTE

SOME

Impure

From Rom ill us ville to Fayette.
From Hale’s Eddy, via New Baltimore and DanALSO, FOB SALE
ville, in Pennsylvania, to Gulf Summit.
European and North American First MortNORTH CAROLINA.
i gage R. 11. Bonds, 6 per cent in Gold, at 90 and interest.
From Burnsville to Pensacola.
j
From Ridgeway to Hilliard’s Store.
We draw Exchange on
San Franciaco,
From Boone to Bowling Rock.
1
Montreal, St. JTohn, and Halifax, and Buy
and Sell on Commission Stocks and Bjuus in BosOHIO.
ton and New York.
/i._j_i.
Inquiries by mail promptly
answered.
Store, to Decatur.
packages received by expre-y.
From Massilon to Wllmot.
From Canton to Hartville.
OREGON.
From Pendleton to Dalles.
NEBRASKA.
From Grand Island, in Hall County, via St. Paul
CONCENTRATED EXTRACT
and the north fork of the Loup River, to Helena, Mon.

AMOUNT OF BONDS SOLD TO

THAT DATE; still this 200,000

on

Sole Agency, No. 12 Market
Square,

From

MORE THAN 10 PER CENT. ON

OB

noaung aeot,

The

MINNESOTA,

apparent, for the sales of land up to Novem-

FUR

The Pains and Aches, and Lassitude and Nervous
Prostration that may follow
Coition,
are the Barometer to the whole system.

Bonds will be

From Carver to Henderson.
MISSISSIPPI.
From Brookville to Pickensville.
MASSACH USETTS.
From New Bedford to Rochester.
NEW YORK.
From Cuyler, via New Boston, to Tayler.
From Haskinville to Cohocton.

ment; still the practical working of the above pro-

vision is

A

Washington to Liberty Village.

BE-

OWOTHER GRANTS, to Induce rapid set-

description belonging

every

free

From St. Charles to Alton in Illinois.
From Altona to Lucas.
From State Line, via Jones ville and
Burdett.
From Hermitage to Nevada City.
From Barnumtown to Roney.
From Newark to Locust Hill.

Although the Northern Pacific Railroad Company

company

doing

Michigan,

O’Fallon.

EX-

ACCRUED INTEREST.”

intend to sell the

in

From Osecola to Stockton.
From Tuscumbsa to Rocky Mount.
From O’Fallon, via Cottleville and

CEEDING HO CENTS ON THE DOL-

owes no

debt is limited by charier to $20,000 a
mile, and the Equipment Bonds now offered cannot
accordingly exceed $4,000 to the mile, secured by the
franchises, road, track, rolling stock and property of

From Wheeling to Lindley.
From Schell City to Stockton.
From Appleton City to Rosco.

MORT-

xnc

The entire

MISSOURI.

GAGE, WHEN SAID BONDS CAN BE

$17,500

work in the same time than will any other
Treadle now in use. Every Hall Treadle
warranted
to give entire satisfaction. All
persons are invited to
call and see the oi>eration of this invention
at the

From

OF THE COM-

BY

Bretzville and St. An-

From Waldoboro’, via North Waldoboro’, to Washington.

VESTED BY THEM, IN THE FIRST

ueuei.

indebtedness incurred for construction
amounts to only $16,000 a mile. The eamnigs are
sufficient to pay the interest upon this light debt and
leave
A Surplus of 918,000 a Month.

MAINE.

TRUSTEES

THE

All who have committed an excess of any kind,
whether it be the solitary vice of youth, or the tingling rebuke of misplaced confidence of maturer years,

and the funded

From North Branch, via Clifford,
Newberry.
From Lapeer to Hadley.
From Milord to Holley.

SHALL BE DEPOSITED WITH THE

TRUSTEES;” also “ALL MONEYS

even

ILLINOIS.
From Colchester to Fandon.
IDAHO.
From Rock Creek to Six Islands.
KENTUCKY.
From Frankfort, via Peak’s Mills, to Owenton.
LOUISIANA.
From New Orleans to St. Bernard.
MICHIGAN.
From Lapeer to North Branch.
From North Branch to Doyle’s Mills.

the definite terms of the mortgage, “THE PRO-

Hare Confidence.

The Central Railroad of Iowa, a trunk lin
running for 203 miles through the finest agricultural
region in the world, with a heavy lumber and coal
traffic already developed, has been in operation since
February last, and is now fully equipped with depots,
water tanks, coal sheds and machine shops. The net
earnings in October, the ninth month after the road
was opened for business, were $37,293, after deducting all expenses for operation and repairs. The result in September, before the Chicago fire which temporarily doranged the movement of freights, was

Appopka and Oakland, to

via

OF THIRTY YEARS.

SEEK

From Lemars to Beloit.
From Carroll to Winterset.
From Yatton to Columbus City.
From Stuart, via Arbor Hill, to Creston.

lands “AT SUCH PRICES

set

are

Huntingburg,

generally

ographers,

Profitable

a

FREE OF GOVERNMENT TAX.

IOWA.
From Fontanelle to Custom.
From Spencer, via Sibley and Rock Rapids to Sioux
Falls in Dakota. 1
From Eldora to Waterloo.
From Lemars to Orange.

APPROVED BY THE SAID TRUS-

AS

AT THE END

to SchnelleviUe.
From Bennett’s Switch to Waupecong.
From Hillsborough to Jacksonville.
From Liberty to Fairhaven.

950,000 OF BONDS ISSUED.
The sales of all

Light Debt and

Interest at Seven per Cent
IN' GOLD,
payable semi-annually, on the 15th days of April
and October, at the Company’s Office,
32 Pine street. New York.

thony,

35,000 ACRES OF AVERAGE

LAND AS SECURITY

via

Mile of Constructed Road.

PRINCIPAL PAYABLE IN GOLD

INDIANA.

TRUSTEES OF

THE

Mellonville,

Accrued Interest.

Investment.

GEORGIA.

COMPANY MAY HEREAFTER

ACQUIRE,”

A

Washington to Lincolnton.

From

ROAD COMPANY, OR WHICH THE
SAID

94,000

to the

regularly-educated physician,

a

whose
studies tit him for all the duties he must
preparatory
tulhl; yet the country is flooded with poor nostrums
and cure-alls, purporting to be the best in the world,
which are not only useless, but always injurious.
The unfortunate should be particular in selecting
his physician, as it is a lamentable yet incontrovertible tact, that many syphilitic patients are made miserable with ruined constitutions by maltreatment
from inexperienced physicians in general practice;
for it is a point
conceded by the best syphilthat the study and management of these
the
should
whole time of those who
engross
plaints
would be competent and successful in their treatment
and ours. The inexperienced general practitioner,
naving neither opportunity nor time to make himself acquainted with their pathology, commonly pursues one system of treatment, in most cases making
an indiscriminate use of that antiquated and dangerous weapon, the Mercury.

-AT-

UIUUU.

AND

PERSONAL, NOW IN POSSESSION

each

Sewing Machines,

From

RIGHTS OF PROPERTY, REAL AND

n

Health Preserving and I.ubor Saving
Invention.
Which can be applied to all kinds of Sewing Machines now in use. The points therefore
are, greater
speed, less labor, and entire escape from those diseases which have afflicted females when
on
employed
Sewing Machines, and accomplishing a much larger
amount of
A

Georgia.

the hands of

CENTRAL RAILROAD OF IOWA

From Headman’s Bay, via Spring Warrior, Hampton Springs,
Perry C. H., Lovett’s Mills, St. Augustine Crossroads, McCall’s Academy, to Quitman, in

ROAD, FRANCHISES, AND ALL THE

Every intelligent and thinking person must know
that remedies handed out for general use should have
their efficacy established by well-tested experience in

THE-

Currency and

recently contracted, entirely removing

Caution to the Public.

w5

-OF

85 in

or

cess.

EQUIPMENT BONDS

PLOMDA.

RAIL-

THE

jan27d&w-12w

Rooms,

he dregs of disease from the system, and making a
>erfect and PERMANENT CURE.
He would call the attention of the afflicted to the
'act of his long-standing and well-earned reputation’
urnishing sufficient assurance of his skill and suc-

MORSE BROS., Prop’rs., Canton, Mass.

From Binkley to Jacksonport.
DAKOTA.
From Bonne Homme to Springfield.

FIRST and ON-

a

en-

ARKANSAS.

Fifty Thousand Dollars

mile,” which is secured by

per

act

From Cross Plains, via Collinsville, Gidle.vs, Thompsonville, and Huti’s Gap, to Broek’s.
From Jasi»er to Elyton.
From Fulton to Bexar.
From Chepultepee to Springville.
From Columbia to Fort Gaines, in Georgia.

denomi-

Road,

Tlie Dr. Hall Treadle

ida.

The Company is allowed “to negotiate and procure
loan which shall

an

Gordon, via Sellers, to Campbellton, in Flor-

From

istered bonds, $100, $500, $1,000, $5,000 and $10,000.

a

of

ALABAMA.

re-

$1,000; Reg-

and

provisions

landing

&

PORTSMOUTH R. R.

devoting

_

STEAMERS.

PORTLAND, SACO,

iASTERN AND

HIS

rnpure connection or the terrible vice of self-abuse.
his entire time to that particular branch of
he medical profession, he feels warranted in Uu AltLNTEE1XG A CUKE IN all Cases, whether of long

PENCIL—No Sharpening
TllK
Cheap and Durable—supercedes other articles for purpose,
I or axles,
TllK RISING St X BLACK LEAD LUBRICATOR.
bearings and machlnerv. Lasts six times as long as oil
alone. 25 lb. and 50 lb. boxes, 15 cents per lb. Try it.
RISING SIN LI MBER

IKtst-roadis:

LOWEST CASH

issued in the

Coupon bonds,$100, $500,

nations:

—The New Haven Palladium, says a most
singular event that has happened in that city
recently, and one which is known by medical
men to have occurred
only two or three times
in this country or in Europe. The wife of a
most respected gentleman gave birth, three
weeks ago, to a tine and healthy
child, and
last Tuesday she gave birth to another child
as healthy as the first.

didn’t discover the difference until he at-

TAX—

FREE OF U. 8.

are

PRICE,

nine ambition. Scrawny necks are all the
rage, and young ladles whom nature has not
thus blessed, paint their rounded shoulders
with sepia wrinkles.—N. Y. Mail.

—Through omitting to join the Washingtonians, Mr. Abrams of the Sixth Ward,
slept in a chair Saturday night, with one foot
in a dish of pan-cake batter.
On awaking
and confronting the spectacle in the
morning,
the startled wretch shouted to his wife,—
“Sary Jane, there is a rat in the batter,” and

payable in 1900—bear 7 3-10 per

are

That the

under other

SIX POLISH IN BILK, for stove dealers’
cents per pound—twenty-five and fifty“Cheaper than any other Bulk Polish for

pound boxes.
nothing.’’

General nature— No. 2.]
AN ACT to establish post-roads.
it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States qf America in Congress assembled, That the following be established as

ceivable at lO PER CENT PREMIUM for

-“—To be thin is the last fashionable femi-

to remove

assembled,

IMITATIONS

shape and color of wrapper

TllK RISING
use, at twelve

above the standard pressure of one hundred and ten
pounds, but not exceeding the standard pressure of
one hundred and fifty pounds to the square inch.
Approved, December 20, 1871.

interest in GOLD, payable first of July and

cent,

Y. Tribune.

News.

PACIFIC

RAILROAD COMPANY.

more

tempted

MORTGAGE

FIRST

coarse-grained, gossiping fellow, tried

equal marriage

BKWAUK OK WORTHLESS
names, but resembling ours in
intended to deceive.

titled “An act to provide for the better security of
life on vessels propelled in whole or in part by steam/’
&c.. approved February twenty-eighth, eighteen hundred and seventy-one, so far as they relate to the limitation of steam'pressure of steamboats used exclusively for towing and carrying freight on the Mississippi river and its tributaries, are hereby so far modified as to substitute for such boats one hundred and
fifty pounds of steam pressure in place of one hundred and ten pounds, as provided in said act for the
standard pressure upon standard boilers of forty-two
inches diameter, and of plates of one-quarter of an
inch in thickness; and such boats may, on the written permit of the supervising inspector of the district
in which such boats shall carry on their business,
for a period of six months from and after the passage
of this ioint resolution, be permitted to carry steam

offer for sale at par and accrued interest, the

was

this trade and that, became a ward politician,
did what he could for his family, but felt that
his wife must do her share. He had been
used to raw-boned, stout Connecticut farm
women, beside whom she doubtless appeared
inefficient enough.
If others remembered how
tenderly nurtured she had been as a girl, and that the fortune she brought him he had
flung away, he
never did.
Nor did she. They were wretchedly poor, and it was but just and proper that
she should work. So she worked,
stopping
now and then to give birth to another
child,
to be nursed at the tired breast, and watched
and prayed over with the blind, idolatrous
devotion she vave to the others
i ’.‘T-t'1 IT.
logical moralists set down as axioms that
there can be no tragedy without crime, and
that no woman, with love, a husband and
children, ought to ask lor more. This woman
never did ask for more.
The loud bragging
politician remained her hero to the last. If
her lite slowly dried and withered away, as a
tree might, tapped of all its juices at the root,
she thought it was herself that was to blame.
This poor lady was cursed with as finely
wrought an organization as any favorite of
fortune; both body and mind required companions of her own caste, and that nutriment which nature and art give but to few,
but which that few must have or die.
Besides, not even the strongest woman can furnish bread and butter for a houseful of children, make their clothes, keep their souls pure
and their manners refined, and add to the
number every year. She was not strong in
any sense; so she stitched, and nursed and
trained them, with the dirty walls about
her,
and the tom matting under foot, and the
crowd of children grew shabbier and coarser

and

[General nature—No. 1.]
AN ACT relating to the limitation of steam pressure
on towing and
freight boats on the Mississippi river

AT

]\o. 172 Cumberland Street,
riTIIERE he can be consulted privately, aiul with
Tv the utmost confidence by the afflicted, at all
1 tours daily, and from 6 A. M. to 9 P. M.
l>r. H. addresses those who are suffering under the
ifflietion of private diseases, whether arising from

Tin?

For Beauty of Polish, Saving Labor, Clean11 ness,Durability & Cheapness, Unequaled.

FOUND

BE

Medical

Private

and its tributaries.
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States qf America in Con-

Investment Security I

Choice

We

unreasonably, lor she was but a poor sempstress, if the truth must be told. Her husa

CAN'

SECOND SESSION OF THE FORTY-SECOND
CONGRESS.

gress

only a sweetfull of womanly affection
and eager tendernesses, who had kept her
childish beliefs unchanged to middle age.
She was little, sickly, shabbily clothed; she
lived in a tawdry house with glaring paper on
the walls, and tom, dirty matting on the
floor; the air she breathed was that of want
and vulgarity; year in and year out she
worked at a machine, sew ing dresses for servants and shop-girls who bullied her, not un-

drawing room.
voiced, gentle lady,

band,

LOAN.

GOLD

the cheapest paper, and no one who knew
lier will read these words. Only one of those

RAILROADS.

DU. J. B. UDGUES

UNITED STATES

7 3-10

She was so obscure, beand poor a class, that
so
to
common
longed
no notice of her death found a place in even
where she died.

a

MEDICAL.

OF THE

wish

Last week a woman died of whom
to say a word here. It does not matter how

thousands of

MISCELLANEOUS.

lXws~

THE

Au Everyday Story.

or

MISCELLANEOUS.
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Road.
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after dan. 4, the Evening train for W«m„.
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